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CD 3840870 DOO WOP S GREATEST HITS: 20 Songs. Some 20 tracks deliver these nostalgic sounds which include There’s a Moon Out Tonight by The Capris; I Only Have Eyes for You by The Flamingos; Little Darlin’ by The Diamonds; Blue Moon by The Merrells; 16 Candles by the Crests; Sh-Boom by the Chords. Dedicated to the One I Love by the 5 Royals.

CD 3828980 JOE WALSH: The Definitive Collection. The genius of Joe Walsh as a guitarist and songwriter are featured in this 15 track CD. Includes Funk; I Bend My Garden; The Bomber; Walk Away; Midnight Man; Mother Says; Turn to Stone; Meadows; Rocky Mountain Way; Help Me Thru the Night; Life’s Been Good; All Night Long; The Confessor; A Life of Illusion; and Ordinary Average Guy. Universal Music.

★ CD 2841223 EAGLES: Unplugged 1994. Captured across two CDs, this delightful and rare performance will prove a must have item for Eagles fans everywhere. Songs include Peaceful Easy Feeling; Tequila Sunrise; Hotel California; Heartache Tonight; Desperado; Life in the Fast Lane; and more.

Twenty-four tracks. Good Ship Funkie. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 6857144 ROY ORBISON: The Complete Sun, RCA & Monument Releases 1956-62. This 58 track set provides a comprehensive overview of the formative years of Orbison’s career, comprising the A & B sides of all his singles. Tracks include Only the Lonely; Blue Angel; Crying; Running Scared; Dream Baby; Here Comes That Song Again; Loneliness; Evergreen; Make a Memory; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat.

Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 2959763 CREEDENCE CLEARWATER Revival: Transmission Impossible. This three CD collection features live and studio recordings broadcast across FM radio during their short but dynamic tenure. Songs include Bad Moon Rising; Green River; Born on the Bayou; Put a Spell on You; Commotion; Suzie Q; and many more. Thirty-seven tracks. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address. ★ means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.
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Rock Pop

★ CD 686973 CREAM: The Lost Broadcasts. This compilation of fifteen tracks features the recordings that have come to be recognized as the best BBC sessions, including Sleepy Time Time; I'm So Glad; Tales of Brave Ulysses; Blue Condition; Sunshine of Your Love; Steppin' Out; Traintime; Toad; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $11.95

★ CD 3808513 THREE DOG NIGHT GREATEST HITS LIVE. Twenty tracks presents the best this group has to offer. Featuring band members, Danny Hutton, Chuck Negron, and Cory Wells, this collection includes great music, such as Free Bird; I Call It Quits; Play Something Sweet; The Family of Man; Celebrate; Feelin' Alright; Joy To the World; Lie; Never Been to Spain; Old Fashion Love Song; One; Shambala; and more. Medley.

★ CD 2903696 THE GREAT TRAGEDY: Wine Dance Party 1959. Surely the best remembered of all 1950s U.S. rock 'n' roll tours; for all the wrong reasons. Rock 'n roll would never be the same after the fatal plane crash that took the lives of Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens and The Big Bopper. This 40 track collection includes: Chantilly Lace; La Bamba; Fake Out; When Sin Stops; Teen Angel; That'll Be The Day; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $12.99

★ CD 6795545 JOHN PRINT: The Broadcast Archive. Three CDs collect live broadcasts from the '70s, '80s and '90s. Taking the stage in Chicago, North Carolina, and Switzerland, Prime offers multiple cuts of Spanish Pipedream; Blue Umbrella; Sam Stone; Flashback Blues and more. Prime. This 40 favorites include Hello in There and The Frying Pan. Nearly 70 tracks. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 2885050 THE WHO: Woodstock Festival 1969. Relive again the sound of 1969 as this historic group makes a memorable performance at Woodstock. Contains 23 tracks of unforgettable music which include Intro/Heaven & Hell; I Can't Explain. It's a Boy; Amazing Journey; The Acid Queen; Pinball Wizard; I See the Mirror (See Me, Feel Me); Summertime Blues; My Generation/Naked Eye Rif. and more. Left Field Ventures. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 3770965 CROSSTY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG: Fillmore East 1970. This fully remastered CD collects thirty tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Fillmore East in June 1970 including Tell Me Why; Triad; Laughing; Our House; Pre-Road Dawns; Long Time Gone; Helplessly Hoping; Wooden Ships; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $14.95

★ CD 6940781 THE ANIMALS: Animals. The third studio album from the grittest, gutsiest British Rhythm and Blues band of the 1960s, released in 1966. Along with the original titles, this CD includes bonus tracks and bonus stereo mixes. Twenty-five tracks include Maudie; Outcast; Sweet Little Sixteen; Gin House Blues; I Put a Spell on You; She'll Return It; and more. Secret Records. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 3959771 DIRE STRAITS: Down Under. This two CD set collects the complete performance from a 1986 at the Sydney Entertainment Centre in Australia. Twenty tracks, including So Far Away; Walk of Life; Brothers in Arms; Money for Nothing; Ride Across the River; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 2819902 THE DOORS: Door to Pieces. On February 25th, 1969, the band members went into Sunset Sound Recorders Studio for a one night rehearsal session, which was recorded and is offered here for the first time. The band includes: Whiskey, Mystics & Men; Petition the Lord with Prayer; The Soft Parle Quote; Love Me Tender; Rock Is Dead; Woman Is a Devil; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 2959860 JONI MITCHELL: At the New Foc. This CD features the encore performed by Mitchell and LA Express in London on April 21, 1974. Collects 19 tracks, including Free Man in Paris; Help Me; All I Want; Big Yellow Taxi; Raised on Robbery; Both Sides, Now, and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 3993520 THE BEST SIXTIES ALBUM: 100 Hits. This live CD, 100 track collection of the best of the sixties includes: Summer in the City by The Lovin' Spoonful; 'd Rather Go Blind by Chicken Shack; Runaway by Del Shannon; Breaking Up Is Hard to Do by Neil Sedaka; I Will Follow Him by Little Peggy March; Reach Out I'll Be There by The Defonics; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99

★ CD 2819910 THE DUANE ALLMAN COLLECTIONS. Collects three CDs: The Allman Brothers Band; A & R Studios New York New York; Live; The A & R Studios 1971; Delaney & Bonnie with The Allman Brothers & King Curtis; and Duane Allman's Jukebox; comprising 50 tracks including Turn on Your Love; Lovelight; Sweet Little Angel; Done Somebody Wrong; Going Down Slow; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 3691772 TRAFFIC: Santa Monica Shakedown. Recorded on February 21, 1972 in Santa Monica, California, this CD features the entirety of that live performance. Songs include Love Spark of the High Heeled Boys; Rainmaker; Dear Mr. Fantasy; Forty Thousand Headmen; Light Up or Leave Me Alone; John Barleycorn Must Die; Glad/Freedom Rider; and more. Eight tracks. Unicorn. Pub.at $14.99

★ CD 6992137 JACKSON BROWNE: The Broadcast Archive. Featuring a trio of the finest live recordings available by Browne, this four CD set includes full broadcasts from the 70s, 80s and 90s. This band of the 1960s, released in 1966. Along with the original titles, this CD includes bonus tracks and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 3770923 THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: The Lost Warehouse Tapes. From a live broadcast recorded at The Warehouse, New Orleans, September 1971 come these twelve tracks: Statesboro Blues; Trouble no More; Don't Ask Me Wondering; Done Somebody Wrong; One Way Out; In Memory of Elizabeth Reed; Stormy Monday; Hot Lanka; Blue Sky; Midnight Rider; Whipping Post and Revival. Golden Rain. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 5795826 CREAM: The London Sessions. Recorded in London in 1966 and 1967, all the tracks are rehearsals for the Cream and Disraeli Gears albums including You Make Me Feel; Coffee Song; Beauty Queen; Wrapping Papers; Cat's Squirrel; The Clearout; Sweet Wine; Take One; Single Room; and more. Moon, and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 3818071 ULTIMATE NUMBER 1S: 100 Hits. Collects 100 of the greatest chart hits from The Jacksons, Bay City Rollers, Westlife, Usher, The Bangles, Wham!, Boney M; Chrissy Amphlett; Delaney & Bonnie; and many more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $13.95

★ CD 3808424 DOO-WOP GOLD. Let the smooth rhythms of doo-wop bring back memories in this 20 track collection. Includes Tell Me Heart by The Bellmonts; This I Swear by The Skyliners; Get a Job by The Silhouettes; My True Story by the Jive Five; In the Still of the Night by the Five Satins; Crying in the Chapel by The Orioles; and more. Impertone.

★ CD 6900950 STEVIE NICKS: House of Blues. A superb broadcast recorded at the House of Blues in Hollywood in 1994. This 11 song set includes Stevie at her raunchiest, most passionate best. Songs include Outside the Rain; Dreams; Stand Back; The Edge of Seventeen; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $10.95

★ CD 5970857 THE BEACH BOYS: Independence Day Party 1981. All five original Beach Boys–joined by early recruit Bruce Johnston–give a laid back July 4th show. They remind us why they stand out as one of our greatest pop rock outfits performing 25 of their best: California Girls; In My Room; Surfer Girl; Help Me Rhonda; I Get Around; Surfin’ USA; Barbara Ann; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 3820602 HAYNES 80S: Ultimate Guide to the 80s. This 14 track CD gives us a blast to the past with two CDs packed with forty 80s essentials. The decade comes roaring back to life with songs from WHAM!; A Flock of Seagulls; Men at Work; Hall & Oates; The Bangles; Gin & Tastina; Lauper; and many more. Sony Music.
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**CD 3818063** SUPERSONIC ‘70s: 100 Hits. Collects 100 classic sounds of the seventies from Eric Carmen, Boston, The Jacksons, The Three Degrees, Deniece Williams, Harry Nilsson, The Emotions, Bay City Rollers, Gladys Knight & the Pips, and many more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. **$9.95**

**CD 3865181** THE KINKS: Soap Opera Live. Collects twelve tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at New Victoria Theatre, London, UK, in June of 1975. Includes Everybody’s a Star; Ordinary People; Rush Hour Blue; Nine to Five; Ducks on the Wall; and more. Sony Legacy. **$11.95**

**CD 3847942** THE ROLLING STONES: On Air. This collection of eighteen tracks offers a unique insight into the formative days of this group, performing their songs live on the BBC Light Programme, including ~Come On! Roll Over Beethoven; The Spider and the Fly; Mercy, Mercy; Around and Around; Fanny and more. Polydor. **$7.95**

**CD 3797484** QUEEN: Mamma Mia 1969 to 1974. The band’s first eight albums, performed at Maarjetaporttel, Hamburger, Germany, July 1974. Twenty-six tracks, all songs written by Queen, including Killers; Good Vibrations; Californian Girls; and more. Universal Music. **$14.95**

**CD 3802564** BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: Chapter and Verse. Collects 18 songs from the rock ’n’ roll legend, including Born to Run; Badlands; The River; Born in the USA; Let’s Get Ready to Rock ’n’ Roll; and more. Two 22-track sets. ECD. **$17.95**

**CD 2922613** LOVIN’ HONEY: Roll the rockin’ fifties with these 25 tracks by the original artists including Go Boy, Go by Carl Smith; Lovin’ Honey by Gene Morris & The Pages; A Mighty Lovely Man by Sonny James. I’ve Got to Have You by Jimmy Jones & The Pretenders; They Take It Easy Gypsy by Bobby Charles; and much more. Pan-American Recordings. **$7.95**

**CD 2993775** THE BEACH BOYS WITH THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA. An album that shows the diversity of this legendary rock band. Songs include California Suite; Wouldn’t It Be Nice; Help Me Rhonda; Good Vibrations; California Girls; and more. Seventeen tracks. UMG Recordings. **$6.95**

**CD 382893X** BOSTON: Third Stage. Premiering the last six songs from a group created from the ’70s and ’80s band, Boston. Includes Amanda; We’re Ready; The Launch; Cool the Engines; My Destination; A New World; So Badly I Want You; Baby; and more. Universal Music. **$14.95**

**CD 3840832** JOHN PRINE: The BBC Sessions. From a live TV broadcast, BBC2 in 1971 and from a live FM radio broadcast, BBC Studios, 1973 come these 14 tracks, all songs written by John Prine, including Spanish Pipedream; Donald and Lydia; Sam Stone; Paradise; The Great Compromise; and more. Some songs include multiple performances. Sutra. **$14.99**

**CD 3828972** THE J. GEILS BAND: Love Stinks. This sensational band of the ’70s and ’80s comes to life in this album featuring 9 amazing tracks. Includes Just Can’t Wait; Come Back; Takin’ You Down; Night Time; No Archivodes, Please; Love Stinks; Tryin’ Not to Think About It; Love; and more. Wall of Sound Records. **$12.95**

**CD 3866099** DION & THE BELMONTS: The Singles & Albums Collection, 1956-62. This excellent 2 CD, 58 track set comprises the A & B sides of Dion’s early movie Themes, plus the A & B sides of his album Dion & The Belmonts singles and Dion solo singles during this era. Top hits include: Tag a Horse with No Name; On and On; It Might Be You; Thank You for Being a Friend; Lonely Boy; and more. The Store For Music. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3847934** ROLLING STONES: Blue & Lonesome. This recording takes the band back to their roots and the passion for blues music. Collects 12 tracks, including Just Your Fool; Commit a Crime; I Can’t Quit You Baby; All of Your Love; Live With You; Under the Influence. **$7.95**

**CD 3797775** DARYL HALL & JOHN OATES: Our Kind of Soul. Hall & Oates delivers 17 hits, including: Let Love Take Control; Standing in the Shadows of Love; I’ll Be Around; Let’s Get It Right; Go by You; Breaking All the Rules. **$7.95**

**CD 3705490** LET’S GROOVE: The Best of Earth, Wind & Fire. Collects seventeen of the best hits from this rock group including Let’s Groove; Boogie Wonderland; Saturday Night; In the Stone; Can’t Let Go; Jupiter; Fantasy; You Can’t Hide Love; After the Love Has Gone; and more. **$9.95**

**CD 3775801** BUDDY HOLLY: Icon. Often regarded as the artist who defined rock ’n’ roll, this legendary musician lives on in this 12 track collection. Includes That’ll Be the Day; Peggy Sue; Oh Boy; Everybody; Maybe Baby; My Baby’s Gonna Change (She’s Gonna Change My Life); Every Day; Heartbeat; It Doesn’t Matter Anymore; Early in the Morning; and True Love Ways. Universal Music. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3717402** JETHRO TULL: Skating on Thin Ice. This two CD set features a dynamic show from the band’s 1977 tour, recorded at the Capitol Centre in Landover, Maryland. Songs include Ring Out About; Staying Away on Thin Ice; Velvet Green; Hunting Girl; Too Old to Rock ’n’ Roll; and more. Twenty-two tracks. Unicom. **$19.99**

**CD 3828999** NIGHT RANGER: Greater Hits. Here’s your chance to relive the ’80s with this impressive collection of Night Ranger’s greatest hits on nine tracks. Includes In the Back of My Mind; America; Sing Me Away; Goodbye; When You Close Your Eyes; Sister Christian; Don’t Tell Me You Love Me; Sentimental Street; The Secret of Peacocks; and more. **$14.95**

**CD 2894351** THE BAND: 20th Century Masters. Ten tracks summarize the career of these giants of Canadian-American roots rock. Up on Cripple Creek; The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down; The Weight; I Shall Be Released; Midnight Rider; Youngblood; Mama Ram; Stage Fright; It Makes $5.95

**CD 6857523** BUDDY HOLLY & THE CRICKETS: The Complete US & UK Singles A & B Sides, 1955-62. This exceptional CD features Blue Days; Black Nights; Love Me; Modern Don Juan; You Are My One Desire; That’ll Be the Day; I’m Lookin’ for Someone to Love; Raining in My Heart; Love’s Made a Fool of You; Mama Rag; Stag e Fright; And much more. **$12.95**
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**STEVIE NICKS: Storytellers.** VH1 Storytellers, Limited Quantity. £19.99. Features 25 rockin’ hits from the fifties this collection of “Van the Man’s” greatest songs are various various venues come these three tracks that feature Bacon Fat, No, No Cherry; I Am the Walrus; The Closer You Are; This Is My Story; Hang on Sloopy; Louie Louie; and more. Sony Music. £6.95.

**CD 3879444 JENNY JOEL: Piano Man.** Piano Odysseys. This debut album from the keyboard wizard collects 12 tracks, including familiar rock classics and classical themes such as While My Guitar Gently Weeps; And You & I; Rocky (The Legend); Bohemian Rhapsody, Strawberry Fields Forever; and more. Sony Music. £6.95.

**CD 8807747 COMMANDER CODY AND HIS LOST PLANET AIRMEN.** Berkeley, California. Recorded at the Keystone in Berkeley, California in July of 1975, these 16 tracks of the country rock band include: The Shadow Knows; Seeds and Stems; Cajun Baby; Honky Tonk Party; and more. Goldfish. Pub. at £14.99. £11.95.

**REM: Live at the Olympia, London.** This live FM broadcast recorded for BBC Radio 1 in London, 1982 and the full 93WQ-FM broadcast from the Summerfest Festival, Milwaukee, Wisconsin on July 1, 1987. Songs include The Promised Land; They Love Each Other; Me and My Uncle; Looks Like the Good Times Roll; The Waiting; Should I Stay or Should I Go; Anyway You Want It; I Won’t Back Down! The Down and more. Three CDs. The Store For Music. Pub. at £14.99. £19.99.

**CD 3880825 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: Three Classic Radio Broadcasts.** From live FM radio broadcasts recorded in various venues come these three tracks that feature: The Promised Land; They Love Each Other; Me and My Uncle; Looks Like the Good Times Roll; The Waiting; Should I Stay or Should I Go; Anyway You Want It; I Won’t Back Down! The Down and more. Three CDs. The Store For Music. Pub. at £14.99. £19.99.

**EVE 2927543 THE LITTLE RICHARD COLLECTION 1951-62.** This 60-track collection comprises almost all the A and B sides released by Richard during the first and most important decade of his career. A thoroughly entertaining overview of his early career, it features all 21 chart entries he had in the U.S. and UK during that time, as well as some lesser-known material. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at £16.99. £9.95.

**CD 3753859 LYNYRD SKYNYRD: Meet on the Ledge.** This CD includes 11 tracks from a live broadcast at Convention Hall in Asbury Park, New Jersey in 1977. Songs include Ain’t the One; Saturday Night Special; Sweet Home Alabama; Free Bird, Which Your Name; and more. Orion. Pub. at £14.99. £11.95.

**CD 3794504 ERIC CLAPTON: A Kind of Blues.** Collected from a live broadcast recorded at The Forum, Los Angeles, CA, November 1994 are these 24 tracks that include: Motherless Child; Kidman Blues; County Jail, Third Degree; Recorder Music, Sweet Home Chicago; The Shadow. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at £19.99. £14.95.

**CD 2929873 NEIL YOUNG: Time Fades Away Tour.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The John F. Kennedy Center in 1978, this 85-minute performance is the last full FM broadcast recorded by the band. The complete 1978 tour was taped. The CD includes: Oh Oh Oh; Whiskey Coat; On the Way Home; Here We Are in the Years; After the Goldrush; Out on the Weekend; Time Fades Away; Southern Man; Let’s Have a Party; and more. Goldfish. Pub. at £14.99. £11.95.

**CD 3802182 EDDIE YOUNG: Time Fades Away Tour.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The John F. Kennedy Center in 1978, this 85-minute performance is the last full FM broadcast recorded by the band. The complete 1978 tour was taped. The CD includes: Oh Oh Oh; Whiskey Coat; On the Way Home; Here We Are in the Years; After the Goldrush; Out on the Weekend; Time Fades Away; Southern Man; Let’s Have a Party; and more. Goldfish. Pub. at £14.99. £11.95.
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**CD 3940778** DIO: Ronnie’s Birthday Show. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Henry W. Maier Festival Park, Milwaukee, WI, in July of 1994 come these sixteen tracks that include: Strange Highways; Don’t Talk to Strangers; Pain; The Mob Rules; Holy Diver; Heaven and Hell; The Last in Line; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3941642** CAT STEVENS: Thom Yorke Broadcasts. Collects 22 tracks from three live broadcast recordings in 1970 and 1971. Songs include Moonshadow; Tuesday’s Dead; Wild World; Father and Son; Maybe You’re Right; Hard Times; The Wind; Whipping Post; and more. PolyGram Records. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 3997263** DICK DALE: King of the Surf Guitar. If you love surf music, then you have to have Dick Dale in your collection. Twenty classic songs are compiled here, including Miserlou; King of the Surf Guitar; Let’s Go Trippin’; Fidal; Why Do I Love Her?; Sweet Adeline; Surfing World; Surfing U.S.A.; Surfing World; and more. BMG Music. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3819025** THE JIMI HENDRIX TRIBUTE CONCERT: Live at Rockpalast 1991. Collecting the more “meaningful” songs of Hendrix, this two-CD, 26 track set includes his gentle and more lyrical tunes, which by many are considered his true masterpieces, but also some of the really intense and “heavy” Hendrix as well. Includes the more complete performance, live at Rockpalast, 1991. 152 minutes. MCA Records. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 386880X** BURDON TRACKS: The Eric Burdon Story. For many, Burdon is one of Britain’s greatest bluesmen. This CD collects thirteen tracks from the Eric Burdon Band from 1975 including Take It Easy; House of the Rising Sun; Surfin’ U.S.A.; and more. BMG Music. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2996537** ELTON JOHN: Greatest Hits 1976-1986. Collects 13 songs from the music icon, including I’m Still Standing; I Guess That’s Why They Call It The Blues; Sorry Songs (Say So Much); Who Wears these Shoes?; Sorry Seems to Be the Hardest Word; and more. MCA Records. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 7550484** CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL: Bayou Country. One of southern rock’s greatest outfits delivers seven unforgettable classics: Born on the Bayou; Bootleg; Graveyard Train; Good Golly Miss Molly; P特斯heve Papout; Proud Mary, and Keep OnChoosin’. PolyGram Records. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 3779058** BEE GEES: Tokyo, Japan in April 1989. From a live FM broadcast recorded in Tokyo, Japan in April 1989 come seventeen tracks including Ordinary Lives; House of Shame; Massachusetts; I’ve Got A Get A Message to You; Tokyo Nights; You Should Be Dancing; Stayin’ Alive; I Started a Joke; and more. Good Vibrations. Pub. at $14.99

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/825
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★ CD 3854221 IGGY & ZIGGY: Sister Midnight. This landmark live album was recorded at the Agora Ballroom in Cleveland Ohio, March 21st, 1977. It captures on 12 tracks an important moment in Rock & Roll history. Selections are Raw Power; Turn Blue; Sister Midnight; I Need Somebody. Search Available: Girmona Danger-A More Music. Pub. at $10.95

SOLD OUT

★ CD 377113X PETER GABRIEL: Woodstock 1994. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Woodstock Festival, Saugerties, NY in August of 1994 come these eleven tracks: Comedians Talk To Me; Quiet Street; Shaking the Tree; San Jacinto; Red Rain; Salsbury Hill; Digging in the Dirt; Sidetimer; Secret World; In Your Eyes and Biko. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

★ CD 6992072 ERIC CLAPTON: New York 1986. A two CD set featuring a performance from the prestigious Ritz in New York City on November 23rd, 1986. Songs include Crossroads, I Shot the Sheriff; Cocaine; Layla; Tear Us Apart; White Room; and more. Sixteen tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

★ CD 3696820 THE BEST OF R.E.M. AT THE BBC. This two CD collection presents 38 tracks by one of rock's greatest outfits. Includes: The One I Love; Losing My Religion; Lotus; At My Most Beautiful; Electrolite; Perfect Circle; Daysleeper; Gardening at Night; Driver; Radio Free Europe; King of Lovers; The Daily Planet; Losing My Mind; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.95

★ CD 2985926 GUNS N ROSES: The Ultra Rare. Featuring 18 rarely heard recordings from their catalogue, taken from broadcast sessions from their career, this collection includes many tracks that fans have been searching for, for years. Songs include Did You No Wrong; Free Fallin'. Search Available: Girmona Danger-A More Music. Pub. at $19.99

$11.95

★ CD 2925842 DICKETTY BEETS & GREAT SOUTHERN: Live at Rockpalast 1978 and 2008. Featuring three CDs with 21 tracks, and two DVDs with 21 tracks, this boxed collection includes one D One Live Out; Jessica: A Good Time; In Memory of Elisabeth Reed; and more. The DVDs are live concerts at Rockpalast 1978, and 2008, over three hours total and include Statesboro Blues; Nothing You Can Do; Blue Sky; Get Away; No One to Run With; and more. MIA Music. Pub. at $29.99

★ CD 688699X EAGLES: The Kings of Hollywood. This CD features the live FM broadcast at The Forum in Inglewood, CA., 1980 with twelve tracks that include Hotel California; Already Gone; In The City; King of Hollywood; The Sad Cafe; Lyn' Eyes, I Can'T Tell You Why; Those Shoes; Heartache Tonight; One of These Nights; Turn to Stone; and The Long Run. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

★ CD 295964X AC/DC: Shot Down in the Big Easy. On August 24, 1996 this internationally renowned rock band played at New Orleans Lakefront Arena, where they put on a remarkable show. This two CD set collects 25 songs from that night. Tracks include Back in Black; Balls Out; AC/DC Live; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

★ CD 3820599 100 ESSENTIAL '70S: 100 Series. This compilation of 100 hits includes some of the decade's biggest stars, including The Jackson Five, Barry White, Gloria Gaynor, The Temptations, David Bowie, Rick James, Marvin Gaye, Lynyrd Skynyrd; and many more. Five CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.99

★ CD 3775852 THE HUMAN LEAGUE: Icon. Eleven tracks captures the music that makes this band a true icon. Includes: Don't You Want Me; Love Action; The Sound of the Crowd; Open Your Heart; Being Boiled; Mirror Man; Fascination; The Lebanon; Louise; Together in Electric Dreams; and Universal. Human Music. Pub. at $11.95

★ CD 298069X THE BAND: The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down. The eleven performances that make up this collection were culled from The Band’s Rock of Ages double LP concert album released in 1972. Tracks include Stage Fright; The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down; Across the Great Dividing, This Wheel's on Fire, Rag Mama Rag; The Weight; The Shape I'm In; and more. Capital Records. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 377111X YOUNG & CRAZY HORSE: Roskilde Festival. Collects 18 tracks that include live FM broadcast recorded at the Roskilde Festival, Denmark in June of 2001 these eighteen tracks include:Don't Cry no Tears; I've Been Waiting for You; Only Love Can Break Your Heart; Hey Hey, My My; Rock'n'Roll. In and more. Two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

★ CD 3692345 PAUL MCCARTNEY: Egypt Station. Presents the fabulous music of Paul McCartney on this 16 track CD. Includes: Open Your Eye; Don’t Know Why; Come on to Me; Happy With You; Who Cares; Fuh You; Confidante; People Want Peace; Hand in Hand; Dominoes; Back in Brazil; Do It Now; and more. Capitol Records. Pub. at $15.99

★ CD 372669X JERRY GARCIA BAND: La Paloma Theater 1976. From a live FM broadcast recorded at La Paloma Theater, Encinitas, CA in February of 1976 come nineteen tracks on 3 CDs, including Second That Impression; They Love Each Other; I'm a Man; The Other Side; Livin' on the Edge; Cryin'; Crazy; Deuces Are Wild; and Amazing. Universal Music. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 3866254 SANTANA: Warszawa. Collected here are eighteen tracks taken from a live FM broadcast recorded at Hala Torwar, Warsaw, Poland in October 1994 including: Angels All Around Us; Yales/Hannibal; Maggot Brain; Black Magic Woman; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.95

★ CD 2907071 THE BEST OF AEROSMITH: The Millennium Collection. Twelve tracks collect the must-have hits of one of rock's greatest outfits. Includes: I Don't Want To Miss A Thing; Rag Doll; Live in an Elephant; Janie's Got a Gun; What It Takes; The Other Side; Livin' on the Edge; Cryin'; Crazy; Deuces Are Wild; and Amazing. Universal Music. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 3854246 SIR ROD STEWART AND SOME OF HIS EARLY FACES. Two CDs and some 26 tracks pay tribute to artist and Superstar Rod Stewart. Includes Why Does It Go On; I Just Got Some; Shake; Bright Lights, Big City; Little Miss Understanded; Diamond Joe; Engine 4444; Maggie May; Stay with Me; Tonight's The Night; Rhythm Of My Heart; So Much to Say; and much more. The Store For Music. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

★ CD 3771199 TOM PETTY and THE HEARTBREAKERS: My Kinda Town. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Vic Theatre, Chicago, IL in April 2003 come these 31 tracks including: I Won't Back Down; Don't Know How He Feels; Into The Dark; Some Days; I Won't Back Down; Done Somebody Wrong; I'm Crying; I Wanna Be Your Woman; I'm In; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

★ CD 3794679 THE TANK WRAY COLLECTION 1956-62. Compilation A & B sides of this rockabilly guitarist/vocalist from 1956-1962 recorded on multiple labels. Thirty-eight tracks include Johnny Born Benny; The Swag; Rendezvous; Vendetta; Goliath Street; Juana; Ace of Spades; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95

★ CD 5724929 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN & THE E STREET BAND 1978: Roxy Night. Revisit the early days of the Boss with this 1978 L.A. show, originally broadcast live on KMET FM. Often flagged by fans as the best gig ever played by the legendary group, it features renditions of Badlands; For You; The Promised Land, Paradise By The C, It's Hard to Be a Saint in the City, Born to Run; Twist and Shout; Heartbreak Heights; and much more. Thirty-one tracks on 3 CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

★ CD 2947218 RORY GALLAGHER: Live in Budapest 1985. Collects 19 songs from a live performance, including Double Vision; Nadine; Tattoo'd Lady; Walkin Blues; Secret Agent Man; One Way Out; Damn Right I've Been Hungry; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $17.99

$13.95

★ CD 3736695 VAN HALEN: Transmission Impossible. From live FM broadcasts recorded at Nakano Sunplaza, Tokyo, Japan; Regency Arena, Melbourne; The House of Blues, West Hollywood, California, between 1978 and 1994, come fifty-one tracks (with multiple versions of some titles) on 3 CDs including On Fire; Romeo Delight; Ice Cream; Who Am I; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

...and enter the item number in the search box.
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/825

**CD 3771202** TOM WAITS: Real Gone in Amsterdam. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Koninklijk Theater Carre, Amsterdam, Netherlands on November 2004 come twenty-one tracks including Hoist That Rag; Jockey Full of Bourbon; God’s Away on Business; November; Shake E. Trampled Rose; Dead Ringers; Story; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3866173** JOHN MELLENCAMP: Bowery Ballroom 1998. Collects from a live FM broadcast recorded at Bowery Ballroom, New York, NY in October of 1998, twelve tracks including Small Town; Jack and Diane; Eden Is Burning; Check It Out; Pink Houses; Authority Song; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3854213** DOKKEN: The Anthems. Melodic hard rock legend, Dokken, returns with a stellar collection on 14 tracks. Includes Just Got Lucky; Breaking the Chains; Into the Fire; The Hunter; In My Dreams; It’s Not Love; Alone Again; Dream Warriors; Unchained the Night; Tooth and Nail; Almost Over; Magic Man; Bus Stop. For Music. Pub. at $10.99

**CD 3714993** BILLY JOE ROYAL: Down in the Boondocks and Other Hits. His hit songs spanned generations and captivated Pop, Country and Gospel music audiences alike. Here are ten of his top hits including Down in the Boondocks; I Fought the Law; Honey, I Know What’s In Your Pocket. For Music. Pub. at $9.99

**CD 3704580** PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS: Long After Dark. You’ll find ten songs collected here from the American rock band, including One Story Town; You Got Lucky; Teller Me; Straight into Darkness; We Stand a Chance; and more. MCA Records.

**CD 3753530** BEATLES VI. Collects 11 tracks from the world’s most famous foursome, including Eight Days a Week; You Like Me Too Much; Tell Me What You See; Bad Boy; I Don’t Want to Spoil the Party; and more. Capitol Records.

**CD 2985950** JACKSON BROWNE & DAVID LINDELY: Palm Meadows Benefit 1978. This pair performed at the Townsend Auditorium in Columbia, South Carolina on April 28, 1978. The whole concert was recorded for live FM Broadcast and this two-CD set includes the full set. Eighteen tracks, including Come Away with Me; Easy Living; on the Cradle; For You; and more. Leftfield Media.

**CD 3771016** EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER: Back in the Fatherland. Seven tracks, from a live broadcast at The Phillipshalle, Dusseldorf, in June 1971 include Take a Pebble; Knob; Signals; Tarkus; Nutrocker; and Knob Edge (Beat Club). Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6863752** LITTLE FEAT: Transmission Impossible. These 41 tracks recorded live, capture perfectly the mighty Feat doing songs from their early recordings, including Paper Sun; Col. Heat; Cheer Up; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

---

**CD 381988** ROGER WATERS: Buenos Aires. Collects 25 songs from a live FM broadcast recorded at Estadio Velez Sarfield, Buenos Aires, Argentina on March 7, 2002. Tracks include In the Flesh; The Happiest Days of Our Lives; Breathe; Another Brick in the Wall (Part 2); and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

---

**CD 3691068** JANIS JOPLIN: The 1969 Transmissions. Collects 14 songs from two live performances—April 1, 1969 in Amsterdam, Netherlands and August 30, 1969 in Lewesville, Texas. Tracks include Maybe; Summertime; Try (Just a Little Bit Harder); To Love Somebody; and more. Multiple versions of some songs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3875024** BIG STAR: South West. The full 1975 WLYX radio broadcast from Southeastern University, Memphis, Tennessee. Eight tracks; Female Fatale; Oh Those Eyes; Make It Like; In the Night; Get Here; Don’t Kill the Whale; We Have a Big Wheel; Broken Wings; Rhymes; Shake Your Pants and more. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 3875067** EUROPE: Live at Sweden Rock. Recorded at Sweden Rock Festival on June 7, 2013. This must-have two-CD set collects 28 tracks, including Richie to Rags; Firebox; Sign of the Times; Start from the Dark; Carrie; Jak E Jules; Superstitious; The Final Countdown; and more. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.99

**CD 3847909** LIONEL RICHIE: Dancing on the Ceiling. In the 1980s Richie was one of the biggest recording artists in the world. This CD collects 13 songs from the music legend, including Dancing on the Ceiling; Sl 9-4-S; Say You, Say Me; Don’t Stop; Ballerina Girl; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Motown.

**CD 379461X** JOHN PRINE, CHICAGO 70: The Early Sessions. From a live radio broadcast broadcast on April 5 and May 10, 1970, the 40 tracks include Hello in There; Silver Threads; The Great Compromise; and interviews. Includes multiple versions of some songs. HDBO. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2986035** SANTANA: Tanglewood 1970. Recorded at the Tanglewood Music Center in Lenox, Massachusetts on August 18, 1970. Songs include Batuka/Sr. Caobo; Gardenia; Tangled Up Woman/Spyro Quen; Evil Ways; Treat; and more. HDBO. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3903741** PAUL SIMON: Transmission Impossible. Comprising Simon’s legendary radio broadcasts from the 1970s through the 1980s, this 56 track FM radio broadcast recordings include: The Leaves That Are Green; A Most Peculiar Man; Benedictus; A Church Is Burning; Me and Julio Down by the Soy; Loves Me; Devil’s River; Red Rubber Ball; American Tune; and more. To the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

---

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/825
## Rock - Pop

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CD</strong></th>
<th><strong>PRICE</strong></th>
<th><strong>DESCRIPTION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3691616 JEFF LYNE &amp; THE IDLE RACE: The Lost Radio Sessions.</strong> This CD features seven sessions recorded between 1967 and 1969. This compilation of 19 songs will delight fans of Idle Race, of Jeff Lynne and of classic 1960s Beatleseque pop music in general. Tracks include (Here We Go Round) the Lemon Tree; I'm so Lonesome I Could Cry; Candy and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td><strong>$9.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2986861 ANTHRAX: Icon.</strong> Icons 11 songs from the American heavy metal band: Madhouse; A.I.R: Armed and Dangerous; I am the Law; Indians; Elfinkleines (F.L.); Antisocial: Got the Time; Belly of the Beast; Bring the Noise; and I'm the Man.' Universal Music.</td>
<td><strong>$5.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3821900 J.J. CALE: After Hours in Minneapolis.</strong> The 1988 show featured on this major CD was recorded for live radio broadcast at the Fine Line Music Cafe on May 9. Seventeen tracks, including: I'm Waiting For A Miracle; Did Man; Deep Dark Dungaree; Collection; Hot Time; Lies; Everything Makes Me Nervous; and more. HOBO. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td><strong>$11.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3875121 JACK BRUCE: The 50th Birthday Concerts.</strong> Bruce and a few invited guests got together for a very special concert. This issue contains two concert DVDs (over three hours) and a bonus CD (13 tracks) of &quot;The Lost Songs. Music includes Can You Follow?; As You Said; Life on Earth; White Room; Sifting; Top of the World; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $26.99</td>
<td><strong>$19.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3774139 UB40—RED WINE: The Collection, Volume II.</strong> Brings together some of this band's undisputed highlights, including Rat in Mi Kitchen; Red Wine; Light My Fire; We're All Right; Higher Ground; I Won't Close My Eyes; and more. Twenty tracks. Spectrum Music.</td>
<td><strong>$7.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5818532 ROCKABILLY RARITIES: 75 Obscure Cuts from the 1950s.</strong> Two huge collections. The Rarest Rockabilly album in the World: Volume Two and Underground Rockabilly, give fans an addictive, toe-tapping journey through this distinctive musical sub-genre. Includes rockabilly barn-burners by Elvis Hickey, Curtis Gordon, Jimmy Pat, Daddy Holm, Harry Day, Hank Davis, and many more. Three CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td><strong>$11.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3794628 KISS: Re-Masked in Tokyo.</strong> Twenty-five tracks, recorded from a live FM broadcast from Tokyo Dome, Japan, March 2001 include Detroit Rock City; Deuce; Shout it out Loud; Psycho Circus; Black Diamond; Kick It Up; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7553064 CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL: Pendulum.</strong> John and Tom Fogerty, Steve and John Clifford form one of the most iconic groups in rock 'n' roll. Here they deliver ten greats: Pagan Baby; Sailor's Lament; Have You Ever Seen the Rain?; (Wish I Could) Have Paid My Dues; Changes; and more. Two CDs. EmArcy. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3753778 FLEETWOOD MAC: At the Other End.</strong> Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Maine MAeC in Manchester, English on August 25, 1990. Twenty-six tracks, including The Chain; Dreams; You Make Loving Fun; Everywhere; Dreams; Gold Dust Woman; Landslide; Stop Messin’ Around; and more. Two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3749509 MEAT! The Calling.</strong> Presents the band in this 12-track CD. Includes The First Time I Ever Saw Your Face; The Calling; Light, Flight, Listen, Listen; The Songline to Home; Wayfaring Stranger; Sway; Shindando; Once You Were My Lover; Gimme Shelter: Glasgow’s Burning; and Black and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $16.99</td>
<td><strong>$3.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2984504 TOMMY JAMES: Greatest Hits Live!</strong> Tommy James hits the stage for an exciting show at New York City’s The Bitter End. Includes live renditions of 14 tracks, including Crystal Blue Persuasion; Say I Am; Getting Together; Crimson and Lore; Sweet Cherry Wine; Mirage; and more. Wild Child; and more. Digital Legends. Pub. at $13.99</td>
<td><strong>$8.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2783832 THE DOORS: Radio Collection.</strong> This collection of twelve performances brings together the best televised appearances that The Doors made during their short and chaotic career. Tracks include: One; Mack the Knife; Alabama Song; Back Door Man; You’re Lost Little Girl; Love Me Two Times; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99</td>
<td><strong>$17.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2903547 COMMANDER CODY: Live at Rockpalast 1980.</strong> This music consisted of Boogie, Rock &amp; Roll, Country, albeit the latter not of the “perfect world” variety. Seventeen tracks include: Thank You Lone Ranger, Two Triple Cheese; It’s No Secret; Bring Back the Time; Long Ago Tomorrow; I’m so Lonesome I Could Cry; Candy and more! Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td><strong>$12.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5924747 JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Cleared for Take Off.</strong> A 60s performance that illustrates beyond a doubt that Jefferson Airplane was one of the most important and influential bands to emerge from the Summer of Love. Eighteen tracks including renditions of Don’t Let Me Down; Somebody to Love; It’s No Secret, Running Around the World; White Rabbit; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95</td>
<td><strong>$12.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2894378 BEASTIE BOYS: Licensed to Ill.</strong> Collects 13 songs from the legendary hip hop band. Tracks include: Fight For Your Right; Sleep Till Brooklyn; Rhymin &amp; Stealin; Slow Ride; Time to Get Ill; Paul Revere; Girls; and more. Universal Music.</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6857515 BUCKINGHAM NICKS: Alabama 1975.</strong> This two track CD was delivered from a live FM broadcast at The Mountain Music Festival in Tuscaloosa, AL in 1974. Fifteen tracks include: Paradise; Love You ‘Til You Drop; Fertile Ground; and more. Warner Bros. Records. Pub. at $8.95</td>
<td><strong>$17.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2888122 THE OZZMAN COMETH.</strong> Collects 15 tracks from the one and only Ozzy Songs include Black Sabbath; Crazy Train; Goodbye to Romance; Mr. Crowley; I Just Want You; Paranoid; and more. Epic. Pub. at $16.95</td>
<td><strong>$9.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2889336 FRANK ZAPPA: Goblins, Witches &amp; Kings.</strong> This live LP was recorded from the FM broadast from in Vienna on June 28, 1982. As Zappa and his band toured Europe during the summer of ’82. Twenty-one tracks are collected here, including Scaly Pixies, Front of the Picture, Sinister Footwear, Marqueson’s Chicken; Envelopes; Bamboozled by Love; Bobo Brown; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2868327 STEPHEN STILLS: Transmission Impossible.</strong> Having spent over 50 years forging an extraordinary music career, Stephen Still remarins a stunning musician. This three CD, 46 track collection celebrates his career, featuring tracks like Changes; Love One You’re Living; Midnight Rider; Born Under a Bad Sign; Everybody’s Talkin’; Woodstock; and more! Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3797281 PHISH: Under the Water.</strong> Collects 14 songs from the American rock band, including Scents and Subtle Sounds; Undermind; The Connection, Army of One, Tomorrow’s Song; Grind; Secret Smile; and more! Elektra.</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6926991 B.J. THOMAS: The Complete Scepter Singles.</strong> 46 tracks trace B.J. Thomas’ path to his career pinnacle of Rainbow’s End. B.J. Thomas remains a towering musician. This three CD, 46 track collection celebrates his career, featuring tracks like Changes; Love One You’re Living; Midnight Rider; Born Under a Bad Sign; Everybody’s Talkin’; Woodstock; and more! Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3691500 DAVID BOWIE: Under the Covers.</strong> Features 19 live recordings featuring the legendary musician. This eclectic collection of David Bowie’s greatest hits is available as diverse as Kurt Weil, Pete Townshend, Lou Reed and many others. Songs include I Can’t Explain; White Light/White Heat, Amsterdam; I Got What I Wanted; Imagine; Waiting for the Man; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td><strong>$11.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Rock-Pop**

**CD 6961655** TOM PETTY: On the Box. This collection brings together over 80 minutes of appearances by Petty, recorded for television across the globe. Nineteen tracks include American Girl; Shadow of a Doubt; Change of Heart; Free Fallin'; Rainy Day Women; Straight into Darkness; License to Kill; Even the Losers; Time to Move On; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6709228** ALICE COOPER: Alone in His Nightmare. Recorded live at Great Western Forum in Inglewood, Los Angeles, this 1975 concert features the shock rock legend in 20 tracks. No More Mr. Nice Guy; Billion Dollar Babies; I'm Eighteen; Welcome to My Nightmare; Devil's Food; Black Widow; School's Out; Department of Youth and more. Smokin'. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3854248** NAZARETH: Live from Classic T Stage. Presents Scottish hard rockers Nazareth, performing a live session which includes many of their greatest hits on 19 tracks. Selection are Hit the Fan; Open Up Woman; Miss Missy; Racaman; Kentucky Fried Blues; This Month's Messiah; Sunshine; Bad Black Boy; Love Leads to Madness; My White Bicycle; Heart's Greatest Cold; Shanghai Da Shanghai; and more. The Store For Music. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 2955851** BAD COMPANY: The Story of Liege. Recorded live at a sold-out performance at the New York Coliseum on March 19, 1974 and includes a live performance at New York's MSG on March 20, 1974. Selection are Heart of Stone; Bad Company; Ready for for Action; Feel My Love; Never Love a Stranger and many more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $17.95

**CD 2926022** NEIL YOUNG & CRAZY HORSE: Santa Cruz 1984. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Catalyst, Santa Cruz, 1984 these thirteen tracks include Rock; Rock; Rock; So Tired; Violent Side; I Got a Problem; Paperback Writer; Your Love Is Good to Me; Powderfinger; Bastrop Blues; Welfare Mothers; Touch the Night; Tonight's the Night; Cortez the Killer; and Cinnamon Girl. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6878535** MANIC MONDAY: The Better Days. Long before the Spice Girls gave us “girl power” the Bangles gave the 80s an all female sensation. This two CD set collects 36 tracks, including Manic Monday; Walk Like an Egyptian; Hazy Shade of Winter; Walking Down Your Street; Going Down to Liverpool; and many more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99


**CD 3720551** PRINCE: Live Box. Features 59 tracks on three CDs of live FM broadcasts. Titles include The Future; Housequake; Stays Down; Purple Rain; Raspberry Beret; Dance On; Controversy; Anna Stesia, and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Laser Media. Pub. at $18.99

**CD 2939925** NEIL YOUNG AND THE SANTA MONICA FLYERS: Goodbye Wattstax. On November 15, 1973 Young and the Santa Monica Flyers tore the ensemble performed at Queens College, in New York, for a show which is featured on this CD. Fifteen tracks, including Tonight’s the Night; Don’t Be Absurd; When You Dance I Can Really Love You; Love; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3763056** THE BEST OF DOO WOP. Fifty tracks capture the Doo Wop sound in this 2 CD collection. Includes 16 Candles by The Crests; Eddie My Love by The Teen Queens; A Story Untold by The Nutmegs There’s a Moon Out Tonight by The Caps; The Great Pretender by The Platters; Honey Love by The Flairs; The Story of the Night by The Dells; Satins; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 3704725** MARY WELLS, THE EARLY YEARS: Complete Motown Releases, 1960-62. Comprises the A & B sides of Wells’ Motown singles from 1960 through 1962, all 45s are included. Selection are Bye Bye Baby; I Don’t Want to Take a Chance and The One Who Really Loves You albums. Twenty-three tracks include I Love the Way You Love; Please Forgive Me; Come to Me; I’m Rick; Two Wrong Don’t Make a Right; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 2973456** DICK DALE: Live on the Santa Monica Pier. You never really know how to appreciate the nickname “King of the Surf Guitar” until you see Dick Dale perform live. This two CD set contains 30 songs from two live performances. Songs include Shredded Heat; Nitro; The Trail of the Tornados; Miserlou; Shake; Shy; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $18.99

**CD 3848833** THE BLACK KEYS: Thickfreakness. Features eleven tracks, along with the title song this rock band’s album includes Hard Way; Set You Free; Midnight in Her Eyes; Have Love Will Travel; Hurt Like Mine; Everywhere I Go; No Trust; If You See Me; Hold Me in Your Arms; and I Cry. Zip City. Pub. at $12.95

**CD 2926321** THE DOO FIGHTERS: Concrete and Gold. Collects 11 songs from the rock band. T-Shirt; Run; Make it Right; The Sky Is a Neighborhood; La De Da; Dirty Water; Arrows; Happy Ever After (Zero Hour); Sunday Rain; The Line; and Concrete and Gold. Sony Music. $4.95

**CD 3776077** JANE’S ADDICTION: Alive at Twenty-Five. The legendary band performs their double platinum all-rock album, along with the band’s biggest hits, at the Irvine Meadows Amphitheater during the 2015-2016 Silver Spoon Anniversary Tour. Selection are Fortune; No One’s Leaving; Songs Right; Obvious; Jane Says; and more. Also includes a DVD version. 85 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95

**CD 2947145** JACK BRUCE: Live at Rockpalast 1980, 1983 and 1990. Bruce was a guest at Rockpalast various times, this boxset contains his 1990 concert as Jack Bruce & Friends, his 1983 concert as Jack Bruce and Band and his 1990 solo Rockpalast. Collects 43 songs on five CDs, including White Room; All and Run; Outsiders; Third Degree; On Breakdown; and many more. Also includes two DVDs covering these three shows. Over four hours. MIG Music. Pub. at $34.99

**CD 2920301** JETHRO TULL: VOLUME TWO: Original Album Series. Five complete classic albums by this legendary rock band, including Under Wraps; Crest of a Knave; Rock Island; Catfish Rising; and Roots to Branches, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. Pub. at $27.95

**CD 2918999** DAVID GILMOUR: The Stockholm Syndrome. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Johanneshovs Isstadion, Stockholm, Sweden, April 1984, this two CD track set includes Until We Sleep; All Lovers Are Deranged; There’s No Way Out Here; Love on the Air; Out of the Blue; Let’s Get Metaphysical; Comfortably Numb; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 292028X** THE DOOBIE BROTHERS: Original Album Series, Vol. 2. A collection of 11 tracks from the legendary rock band including The Doobie Brothers; Livin’ on the Faint Line; Minute by Minute; One Step Closer; and The Doobie Brothers Farewell Tour; each re-recorded. MVD Visual. Sold out

**CD 296001X** TEN YEARS AFTER: The 1969 Broadcasts. Collects 10 tracks from the British rock band, including I May Be Wrong, but I Won’t Be Wrong Always; Good Morning; Delilah; School; I Will Wait; On the Road; Spoonful; Hobbit; and more. Lettfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3757374** GUIDED BY VOICES: Lives from Austin, TX. One of the last performances from the acclaimed band, recorded on November 9, 2004, is compiled and here–30 tracks on two CDs. Songs include Demons are Real; Pimples Zoo; Everybody Thinks I’m a Raincloud (When I’m Not Looking); Sleep Over Jack; Echos Myron; and more. Also includes a DVD of the performance (97 minutes). New West Records. Pub. at $18.99
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**CD 2927497 JIMMIE RODGERS: The Complete US & UK Singles As & Bs.** Rodgers’s work transcended barriers between pop and country, bringing in hits on both sides of the Atlantic. This 45-track collection comprises the A and B sides of all his releases through to 1962, when he enjoyed his last Top 30 success with a UK No. 5, Country Garden. Two CDs. Acrobat. **$8.95**

**CD 377581X COUNTING CROWS: August and Everything After.** With 11 tracks, the album that pushed Counting Crows into the spotlight is presented here. Includes Round Here; O hypertonic Jones; Perfect Blue Buildings; Anna Begins; Time and Time Again; Rain King; Sullivan Street; Ghost Train; Raining Order of One. Getf. **$9.95**

**CD 384165S THE ELVIS PRESLEY COLLECTION, VOL. 2.** A unique collection of original and rare cover versions of famous Elvis tunes on 33 tracks. Includes A Big Hunk O’ Love by Johnny Devlin & The Devils; I Got Shit by Elly Whitney; Fever by Peggy Lee; Shoppin’ Around by Joel Grey; I Want You with me by Bobby Darin, Good Luck Charm by The Marvelettes; Are You Lonesome Tonight by Jave P Morgan; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99. **$17.95**

**CD 279828X AMERICA: The Archives.** This three CD set features a collection of live FM Broadcast performances including from Sigma Sound Studios, Philadelphia in 1972; TV Studio 5, Baden-Baden, Germany, 1996; and Universal Amphitheater, Los Angeles, 1976. Includes songs such as Ventura Highway; Riverside; You Can Do Magic; Submarine Ladies; Horse With No Name; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99. **$26.95**

**CD 2986043 SWEET: Live at Rockpalast 1978.** Spirit’s concert, a Roombcast in March 1978, turned out to be one of the highlights of the first Rockpalast series (1977 to 1986). This two CD set collects 16 tracks, including Rockpalast Jam; Mr. Skin; It’s All the Same; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $23.99. **$17.95**

**CD 6857531 THE BYRDS: Transmission Impossible.** Features three full length FM radio broadcasts of performances by the group in 1968, 1971 and 1978. These three CDs provide an excellent showcase of the group’s live work. Includes Old Blue; My Back Pages/Baby What You Want Me To Do; Mr Spaceman; Goin’ Back; Blue Suede Shoes; and more. Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 287449X THE CLASH: Hits Back.** Two CDs present this influential British punk rock group in this 32 track collection. Includes London Calling; Safe European Home; Know Your Rights; Ghetto Defendant; Armageddon Time; Slay, Slay; The White; White Riot; Complete Control; Clash City Rockers; and more. Two CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 38409X3 PANTERA: Transmission Impossible.** Collected from a live FM radio broadcast recorded at Dynamo Open Air Festival, Eindhoven, Netherlands, in May 1992, and recorded from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Basement, Dallas, TX in December 1988, from Hollywood Palladium, Hollywood, CA in June of Civic Auditorium, in May 1994, these three CDs provide an incredible insight into the band’s live work. Includes London Calling; Calling; Ghetto Child; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 384098X STEVE HACKETT: Cured in Cleveland.** Collected from a live FM broadcast recorded at Agora Ballroom, Cleveland, OH, in October 1981 are 18 tracks including Jacobz; Funny Feeling; Ace of Wands; Horizons; Slogans; The Power of Eclectic Mornings; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 288831X STEPHEN STILLS & MANASSAS: Live Treasure.** This two CD, 29 track album features a plethora of hits, including Manassas’ biggest hits, including Uncle permutation; Town; Bound to Fail; Hide It So Deep; Song of Love; The Treasure; Move Around; Four Days Gone; Sugar Babe; Blues Man; Love the One You’re With; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 6738648 JOE WALSH: The Broadcast Archive.** Three CDs collect classic radio and television transmissions from the 1960s and 1970s. The “Clown Prince of Rock” performs live for All Night Long (12 tracks); The King of Comedy (14 tracks); and if I Was The President (16 tracks); offering multiple renditions of In the Loop. **$19.99**

**CD 3854299 YES FAMILY TREE.** Two CDs collect on 18 tracks, the unique sounds of one of the world’s greatest progressive rock bands. Includes Somewhere’s Coming; Lay Lady Lay; Roundabout; Loyal: You; Survivor; Your Move; Astral Traveler; Heat of the Moment; Beyond and Before; Family Tree; Counted to Zero; America; Journey to the Center of the Earth; and more. The Store For Music. Pub. at $21.99. **$17.95**

**CD 201997X GRATEFUL DEAD: Transmission Impossible.** This collection of three CDs presents live FM transmissions from 1966, 1980, and 1991. Songs include High Heeled Sneakers; Smokestack Lightning; In the Midnight Hour; New Minglewood Blues; Sugar Magnolia; Hell in a Bucket; The Other One; Forever Young; Touch of Grey; and more. Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 3567036 DUANE EDDY: The Complete US & UK Singles and EPs As & Bs. Perhaps the most important artist in the genre of rock instrumentals that burgeoned in the wake of the rock ‘n’ roll explosion. Eddy’s career is celebrated in this 66-track collection. Some of his most beloved hits join material from B-sides and EPs, from Soda Fountain Girl (1955) toLisa Jane (1962). Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$12.95**

**CD 3577333 LES PAUL & MARY FORD: The Complete US & UK Hits, 1945-61.** An eclectic 55-track collection captures the collaborative early careers of these musical legends. Featuring all of Les’s solo chart entries from the mid-40s, as well as their hits as a duo, this collection is an incredible showcase of the legendary guitarist’s groundbreaking recording and instrumental trickery, and of the glowing vocals of Ford. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$12.95**

**CD 3821749 THE BEACH BOYS’ LONELY RETURN.** Collects 20 tracks from various classic 1967 broadcasts. Includes I’mincline; I Get Around; California Girls; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 3846309 THE LITTLE BOX OF TOM PETTY.** This three CD collection celebrates the prolific years of rock great Tom Petty. Includes Tom Petty & The Heartbreakers, Psychotic Reaction recorded from a live FM Broadcast recorded at The Oakland-Alameda County Coliseum on November 24th 1991. Under the Covers, Tom Petty; and Petty’s Peculiar Picks. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 375393X PAUL SIMON: Rhythm in NYC.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at New York’s Beacon Theatre on December 6, 2000, this wonderful collection captures the songs. Tracks include That’s Where I Belong; Graceland; You Can Call Me Al; Mrs. Robinson; Kodachrome; The Boy in the Bubble; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 3854272 UFO: The Misundermaid Tour.** This superb concert performance was recorded at the Apollo Theater, Oxford in 1885 as part of UFO’s Misundermaid Tour. Enjoy on 10 tracks an evening of rock from one of the world’s greatest bands. Includes Heaven’s Gate; The Chase; This Time; Meanstreets; Name of Love, The Only One; Wreckless; Night Run; Only You Can Rock Me; and Doctor Doctor. The Store For Music. Pub. at $15.99. **$12.95**

**CD 6795722 BILL HALEY: The Singles Collection, 1946-60.** Fifty-seven tracks feature all of Haley’s biggest hits, including top-ten classics like See You Later Alligator; Shake Rattle and Roll; Razzle Dazzle; Rip It Up; Don’t Knock the Rock; and of course, one of the most significant songs in pop, Rumble. **$14.95**

**CD 7209823x BILL HALEY: The Singles Collection, 1946-60.** Fifty-seven tracks feature all of Haley’s biggest hits, including top-ten classics like See You Later Alligator; Shake Rattle and Roll; Razzle Dazzle; Rip It Up; Don’t Knock the Rock; and of course, one of the most significant songs in pop, Rumble. **$14.95**

**CD 6738648 JOE WALSH: The Broadcast Archive.** Three CDs collect classic radio and television transmissions from the 1960s and 1970s. The “Clown Prince of Rock” performs live for All Night Long (12 tracks); The King of Comedy (14 tracks); and if I Was the President (16 tracks); offering multiple renditions of In the Loop. **$19.99**

**CD 3854299 YES FAMILY TREE.** Two CDs collect on 18 tracks, the unique sounds of one of the world’s greatest progressive rock bands. Includes Somewhere’s Coming; Lay Lady Lay; Roundabout; Loyal: You; Survivor; Your Move; Astral Traveler; Heat of the Moment; Beyond and Before; Family Tree; Counted to Zero; America; Journey to the Center of the Earth; and more. The Store For Music. Pub. at $21.99. **$17.95**
**CD 3875172** MARC COHN: Listening Booth, 1970. In Cohn's words this album is his humble attempt to repay a dept of gratitude to the songs that changed his life, while trying to bring something fresh to their work. Songs include Wild World; Look at Me; Maybe I'm Amazed; The Letter; Into the Mystic; and more. First Releases. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 6624259** FLEETWOOD MAC: Into the Eighties. Steve Nieve and the gang bring their rollingick 70's sound Into the Eighties with this live 1982 performance in Inglewood, California. Thirteen tracks include Fleetwood favorites like The Pious Bird; Tusk; Tornillo; Go Your Own Way; Songbird; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2975734** THE MANY FACES OF DAVID BOWIE. Bowie was one of the most important rock artists of all time. This three CD set collects 42 songs, including You've Been Around; All the Young Dudes; Andy Warhol; Oh La La; Musiker; Around and Around; Starman; Oddity; insomnia; Life; Wonder; and much more. Music Brokers. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 5970911** BLUE OYSTER CULT: Born to Be Wild. Encapsulating a maverick band on the cusp of international success, this 1977 concert comes from the tour for their first platinum album, Agents of Fortune. Eleven live tracks include White Pony; Black Venus; Hideaway; If You Don’t Like Rock ’N’ Roll; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6760457** SANTANA: The Golden Child. One of the greatest guitarists of all time performs a 14-song set of their biggest hits from the time performs a 14-song set of their biggest hits from in 1975. Six tracks include Black Magic Woman; Gypsy Queen; Dry Como Yo Va; Tweet/Time for Love; and more. LighterMedia. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6703968** METALLICA: Woodstock 1994. One of the greatest metal bands of all time seizes the stage in this live FM broadcast, recorded in Michigan's Rynearson Stadium in 1975. Six tracks include Black Magic Woman; Gypsy Queen; Dry Como Yo Va; Tweet/Time for Love; and more. LighterMedia. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3840859** LOU REED: Dusseldorf 2000. Twenty tracks on 2 CDs are from a live FM broadcast recorded at Philishalle. Dusseldorf, Germany in April of 2000 and include Turn to Me; Love is a Friend; Perfect Day; Vultures; and more. LeffieldMedia. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3840840** JOURNEY: Live in the Neon Babylon. Collects 18 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Reno Events Center, Reno, NV, in late 1981 which includes Star Spangled Banner Pt. 1 & Pt. 2; Stone in Love; Ask the Lonely; Edge of the Blade; Open Arms; Chain Reaction; and more. Further Releases. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2796651** ALICE IN CHAINS: Rock AM Ring. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Rock AM Ring Festival, Nurburg, Germany in 2006 come ten tracks. I Ain’t Like That; Junkhead; Again; Dam That River; We Die Young; Them Banana; Something Extra; Roder; Would; and Man in the Box. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2966015** THE STEVE MILLER BAND: Shaker Your Tree. Relive all the hits in this 1973 recording, originally broadcast on KSAN-FM in Sausalito, California. Miller offers up live renditions of 15 of his most enduring favorites including Fly like an Eagle; The Joker;aretta; Living in the USA; Gardenia. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3868008** SLY & THE FAMILY STONE: Back on the Right Track. Released in 1979, this album features several of the original Family Stone members—a comeback of sorts. Eight tracks include Remember Who You Are; Back on the Right Track; It’s Not Addin’ Up; Sheer Energy; and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3868796** THE BEST OF THE FLAMIN’ GROOVIES. A collection of 12 tracks from one of the greatest garage bands of all time including Shake; Someone; Married Woman; Slow Death; Way over My Head; I Can’t Hide; and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 5760110** THE DOORS: The TV Collection. Thirty tracks include The Future is Here; Break On Through; Break On Through; and more. Features Doors favorites like The End; Menelaus Drive; Build Me A Woman; Streets of Fire; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2903601** DOO-WOP DREAMS: Legends of Doo-Wop. An essential three CD collection of Doo-Wop music, these seventy-two tracks include In the Still of the Night by The Five Satins; I Only Have Eyes for You by The Swallows; I Miss You So by The Orioles; The Angels Sang You’re Back with Me by Frankie Lymon & The Teenagers; and many more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3841014** TOMMY SANDS: This Thing Called Love/Sands at the Sands. The two LPs compiled here represent the young performer’s peak as a recording artist in his early 20’s. This Thing Called Love recorded in 1959; and Tommy Sands; Sands at the Sands recorded in late 1959. Twenty-six tracks include Should I; I’m Yours; Remember Me, Rainbow; I Wanna Be Bad; Sinner Man; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

**CD 6941338** JERRY LEE LEWIS: Sun Recorde 1953-1957. Includes 72 all time favorites from the rock ‘n roll powerhouse’s greatest hits including Whole Lot of Shakin’ Going On; Real Wild Child; Great Balls of Fire; Breathless; High School Confidential; You Win Again; What’d I Say; and more. AIM. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 4714691** FRANK ZAPPA: Radio Show. Nineteen tracks on 2 CDs include Apostrophe; Duke of Palmdale; Do You Want a Man Like Me?; The Illinois Emena Band; Lonely Little Girl; Swallow My Pride; Zoot Allures; Advance Romance; and more. LaserMedia. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3794849** WHEN THE CLOCK CHIMES TWELVE. Let the party begin with these 28 tracks performed by the original artists including Pat the Road Jack by Ray Charles; hoog on Fire; Sun Shined on the Show by Bob and Lucille; and more. Atomic Records. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 2796533** THE ORIGINAL ANIMALS: Before We Were So Rudely Interrupted. This was the comeback album from a band with an established business having been ten years the band had played together, this they felt was the time to reform and have some fun. These ten tracks include Brother Bill (The Last Clean Shirt); Half of the Night; Fire on the Sun; As The Crow Flies; and more. Secret Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2796533** THE ORIGINAL ANIMALS: Before We Were So Rudely Interrupted. This was the comeback album from a band with an established business having been ten years the band had played together, this they felt was the time to reform and have some fun. These ten tracks include Brother Bill (The Last Clean Shirt); Half of the Night; Fire on the Sun; As The Crow Flies; and more. Secret Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2796533** THE ORIGINAL ANIMALS: Before We Were So Rudely Interrupted. This was the comeback album from a band with an established business having been ten years the band had played together, this they felt was the time to reform and have some fun. These ten tracks include Brother Bill (The Last Clean Shirt); Half of the Night; Fire on the Sun; As The Crow Flies; and more. Secret Records. Pub. at $14.99
**Rock - Pop**

- **NO. 699477 STEPHEN STILLS & MANASSAS: Winterland.** Comprises 18 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Winterland Ballroom, in October of 1973, one of the last performances of Manassas. Songs include *Song of Love; Rock 'N Roll Crazy; Cubain Bluegrass; Little Old Lady From Tahiti; Man on My Mind; The Treasure; Love Is On;* and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

![](iconography.jpg)

- **NO. 6548466 THE MAMAS AND THE PAPAS: The Complete Singles 50th Anniversary Collection.** Offers 52 rare singles mixed by the definitive voices of 1960s folk rock group tracks like *Go Where You Wanna Go* and California Dreamin’ are joined by solo singles from Mama Cass, Elliot John, Phillips, and Denny Doherty, from *Move in a Little Closer, Baby to Tuesday Concert.* Price: $29.95

- **NO. 3736598 RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS: Fresh Air.** This 2019 album from the Scottish Celtic Rock band features fourteen tracks including *Bleaching Cloths; Dalavich; Hallelujah; Shut up and Dance; Highland Cathedral; Treasure; Is This Me;* and more. Birmam. Pub. at $14.99

- **NO. 3887286 WARREN ZEVON: Accidentally on Purpose.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at The Record Plant, Sausalito, California on July 27, 1978. Twelve tracks, including *Johnny Strikes Up the Band; Tenderness on the Block; Mohammed’s Radio; Pick Folks; I’m Too Young to Die; and more.* Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99


- **NO. 3850878 DREAM THEATER: Time to Ring Some Changes.** Collecting eleven tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at W执勤 Winterland, Los Angeles in June of 1998, this CD includes *A Change of Seasons; The Mirror; Just Let Me Breathe; Take the Time; Hollow Years; Caught in a Web; and more.* Dream Theater. Media. Pub. at $14.99

- **NO. 2903539 THE CHUBBY CHECKER COLLECTION 1959-62.** This two CD collection of 60 of Checker’s hits captures the essence of the dance craze era through one of its prime movers. Tracks include: *The Class; Samson and Delilah; Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On; Everything’s Gonna Be All Right; Happy Days Are Here Again; and more.* Real Gone Music. Pub. at $56.99

- **NO. 6992021 ALICE COOPER: Monsters of Rock.** The rock gods perform 10 tracks at live at Texas Station, Las Vegas on November 26, 2005: *Heat Waves; Cold as Ice; Waiting for a Girl Like You; Dirty White Boy; Starstruck; Feel Like the First Time; Urgent; Juke Box Hero; and more.* BMG. Pub. at $14.99

- **NO. 3289014 WEEMS.** The American rock band, Weezer, presents 10 tracks on their 1994 debut album including *Novice Jack; No One Else; The World Has Turned and Left Me Here; Buddy Holly; Undone-The Sweater Song; Surf Wax America; Say It Ain’t So; In the Garage; Holiday; Only In Dreams;* and more. Geffen. Pub. at $14.99

- **NO. 3855958 COUNTRY SHACK: Live from Zurich 2000.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Volkshaus, Zurich, Switzerland in March of 2000 is collected here in these 15 tracks including *I Wish I Was a Girl; Mr. Jones; All My Friends; High Life; Four Days; A Long December;* and more. Sugano Road Records. Pub. at $19.99

- **NO. 3886883 JOE SATRIANI: Surfing in San Jose.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at The Cabaret, San Jose, California on April 14, 1988. Eleven tracks, including *Memories; Ice; Midnight; The Crush of Love; Surfing with Hal; Alien’s Love; and more.* Sony. Pub. at $14.99

- **NO. 299436X THE BEACH BOYS: Sun’s Up!** Listen to the sounds of the most popular group with the California sound. Twelve tracks include *Surf’s Up!; Little Deuce Coupe; Don’t Worry Baby; Help Me Rhonda; Catch a Wave; Surf’s Up; All Summer Long; Do You Wanna Dance; Girls on the Beach; Surfin’; You’re So Good to Me.* Capital Records. Pub. at $11.95

- **NO. 376852X FOREIGNER: Extended Versions.** This British progressive rock group is presented in this 6 track collection includes *Siberian Katrus; America; Onward; Awaken; Roundabout; and Starship Trooper.* BMG. Pub. at $11.95

- **NO. 3704572 TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS: Hard Promises.** The band’s fourth studio album, released May 5, 1981. Ten songs are compiled, including *The Waiting; A Woman in Love (It’s Not Me); Insider; You Can Still Change Your Mind; The Criminal Kind; and more.* MCA Records. Pub. at $11.95

- **NO. 3704564 TOM PETTY.** Full Moon Fever. The debut solo album from the rock legend includes 12 tracks, including *Free Fallin’; I Won’t Back Down; Runnin’ Down a Dream; Feel Me Whole Lot Better; Love Is Long Road; and more.* MCA Records. Pub. at $11.95

- **NO. 3774120 SPRINGSTEEN ON BROADWAY.** An album of music and stories by Springsteen, and the soundtrack to the Netflix film of the same name. The solo acoustic performance was written and performed by the 21-time Grammy winner. Songs performed include *Thunder Road; My Hometown; Born in the U.S.A.; Born to Run; The Rising;* and more. Sony. Price: $14.95

- **NO. 2981114 NIRVANA: In Utero.** Collects 12 songs from the alternative rock band, including *Serve the Servants; Scowling; Apparition; Reversion; All Apologies; Heart-Shaped Box;* and more. Geffen. Pub. at $11.95

- **NO. 298086X THE BLACK CROWES: Three Snakes and One Chord.** The fourth studio album collects 12 songs, including *Under a Mountain; Good Friday; Bring On, Bring On; Let Me Share the Ride; Better When You’re Not Alone; Evil Eye; and more.* Universal Music. Pub. at $9.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/825

DAVID BOWIE: The Best of the Beach Boys. This three CD set features a number of live recordings of David Bowie from concerts and sessions recorded for FM broadcast in the 1960s, '70s, '80s and '90s. Includes songs like Chelsea Morning; Cactus; Coyote; For Free; Refugee of the many more. MCA Records. Pub. at $14.99.

DAVID BOWIE: Page One: The 1997 album from the U.S. megastar featuring the singles Look What You Made Me Do; Ready for It; End Game; I Did Something Bad; Don't Blame Me; King of My Heart; This is Why We Can't Have Nice Things; Reality; and more. Fifteen tracks in all. Big Machine Records. Pub. at $16.99.

TWIST AND SHOUT. The 2017 album from the Isley Brothers; Down in the Boondocks by Billy Joe Royal; and Stanley Blacker's Superjam 1978. Skynyrd rocks hard with friends, first at the 1978 Superjam (tracks 1; then in the Volume One line) in 1978 and 1981 and 12. Includes renditions of Jitter Bug; Cocaine; Reflections; Southbound; I Don't Want to Go Down There; Another Pretty Country Song and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99.

JONI MITCHELL: Transmission Impossible. This three CD set features a number of live recordings of Joni from concerts and sessions recorded for FM broadcast in the 1960s, '70s, '80s and '90s. Songs include Chelsea Morning; Cactus; Coyote; For Free; Refugee of the many more. MCA Records. Pub. at $14.99.

THE BEACH BOYS: The 2017 album from the Isley Brothers; Down in the Boondocks by Billy Joe Royal; and Stanley Blacker's Superjam 1978. Skynyrd rocks hard with friends, first at the 1978 Superjam (tracks 1; then in the Volume One line) in 1978 and 1981 and 12. Includes renditions of Jitter Bug; Cocaine; Reflections; Southbound; I Don't Want to Go Down There; Another Pretty Country Song and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99.

THE BEACH BOYS: The 2017 album from the Isley Brothers; Down in the Boondocks by Billy Joe Royal; and Stanley Blacker's Superjam 1978. Skynyrd rocks hard with friends, first at the 1978 Superjam (tracks 1; then in the Volume One line) in 1978 and 1981 and 12. Includes renditions of Jitter Bug; Cocaine; Reflections; Southbound; I Don't Want to Go Down There; Another Pretty Country Song and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99.

JONI MITCHELL: Transmission Impossible. This three CD set features a number of live recordings of Joni from concerts and sessions recorded for FM broadcast in the 1960s, '70s, '80s and '90s. Songs include Chelsea Morning; Cactus; Coyote; For Free; Refugee of the many more. MCA Records. Pub. at $14.99.
**Rock - Pop**

- **CD 577957X THE BEST OF THE MCGUIRE SISTERS, 1953-82.** Fifty-four tracks comprise the early career of this popular vocal group. Collects over 40 hits that made the charts, including their landmark number-one Sincerely and Sugarline, as well as a variety of other popular A & B sides from the period. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

- **CD 6711626 BOTH SEEN AT THE SILVER BULLET BAND: Christmas in Connecticut. Seger performs live at Hartford, Connecticut in this 1983 concert, with 12 tracks including Nine Tonight; Tryin' To Live My Life Without You; Roll Me Away; Destrore; Old Time Rock & Roll; Makin' Thunderbirds; We’ve Got Tonight; Turn the Page; The Fire Down Below; and Ramblin’ Gamblin’ Man. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

- **CD 6908772 GUNS N’ ROSES: Unplugged 1993.** This CD compiles a superb selection of rare acoustic, "unplugged" recordings, offering a completely different take on many Guns n’ Roses classics, plus a fine collection of covers. Songs include Dead Flowers; You Ain’t; First November Rain; You’re Crazy; Jumpin’ Jack Flash; and many more. Thirteen tracks. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99

- **CD 680327X RY COODER WITH DAVID LINLEY: Two Long Riders.** Thirteen tracks capture a 1990 broadcast at the Montreux Jazz Festival in Switzerland. Includes live renditions of Crazy 'Bout an Automobile; Jesus on the Mainline; Paris, Texas; Melting Pot Man; Accentuate the Positive; It’s All over Now; Mercury Blues; The Long Riders; Jesse James; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99

- **CD 2883300 SANTANA: Independence Day 1981.** This 10 track album features a quite mesmerizing performance by the frontman, Carlos Santana. Featuring many Santana classics, such as Black Magic Woman/Gypsy Queen; Soul Sacrifice; She’s Not There (Dragon Song); Time Won’t Ever Waste E: Поединение; and more! All Access. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99


- **CD 2950871 IRE & TINA TURNER: Ultimate Collection Four CD Set.** Collects 53 hits songs from the iconic duo. This definitive set includes: River Deep, Mountain High; Proud Mary; Nutbush City Limits; I Wanna Take You Higher; Come Together; I Can’t Stop Loving You; and many more. Pub. at $24.99

- **CD 3770982 DAVID BOWIE: Outside: In Budapest.** Collects 16 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Obudai-Sziget; Budapest in August 1997 including Quicksand; Queen Bitch; I’m Waiting for the Man; The Jean Genie; I’m Afraid of Americans; and more. BBC Broadcast. Pub. at $14.99

- **CD 3777833 DOKKEN: From Conception Live 1981.** This collection of songs is from one of the band’s first live recordings—before they saw success. Ten tracks; Paris; Guin Down; In the Midnight Hour; Close by Eyes; GTR Solo; Live to Rock; Breakin’ the Chains; and I Lie Rhin. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

- **CD 376303X AMERICAN HEARTBEAT: The Hits of 1962.** Presents 50 tracks of treasured hits, including I Can’t Stop Loving You by Ray Charles, Sherry by The 4 Seasons, He’s a Rebel by The Crystals, Return to Sender by Elvis Presley; Only You by The Platters; Unchained Melody by Al Hibber; Heartbreak Hotel by Elvis Presley; Yakety Yak by The Coasters; Who’s Sorry Now by Connie Francis; and more. David Bowie. Pub. at $14.99 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

- **CD 6866141 CAPTAIN BEEFHEART: Transmission Impossible.** In legendary broadcasts from the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, Beefheart blends rock, blues, psychedelia, and experimental composition with 48 tracks. See all the brilliance and uniqueness of this unique artist on over 5 hours of Down in the Bottom; Mirror Man; Somebody in My Home; Sweet Georgia Brown; Ashtar Heart; Kandy Korn; and more. Three CDs. Eeat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 6866920 THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: Back on the Road.** This nine tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Manley Field House, Syracuse, New York. 1972 includes Statesboro Blues; Done Somebody Wrong; Ain’t Wastin’ Time No More; Don’t I Love You; I Feel Like Making Love; Monkey Top; Midnight Rider; and Whipping Post. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 2871017 R.E.M.: Bingo Hand Job.** With this legendary gig recorded for FM Radio broadcast across Europe, the entire show is now available on this double CD. The 52 tracks include hits like Losing My Religion; Fall on Me; Moon River; Love Is All Around; Radio Song; The One I Love; World Leader Pretend; Half A World Away; Tom’s Diner; and more! Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 6938604 BEE GEES: Spicks and Specks.** Released in 1966, these seventeen tracks include Monday’s Rain; How Many Birds; Play Down; Second Hand People; I Don’t Know Why I Bother with Myself; Big MAMA; I’m One Lucky Banana; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 6863787 MITCH RYDER: Live at Rockpalast.** Noted for his guffawing singing style and his dynamic stage performance, this collection includes his concerts at the Rockpalast in Germany, 1979, and again in 2004. Includes 30 tracks on three CDs, and two DVDs with a total running time of over 3 hours of the live performances. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99

- **CD 6814964 FRANK ZAPPA: Dutch Courage.** Zappa performs 34 tracks live from the Sportpaleis Van Ahoy in the Netherlands in May 1980: Dancin’ Foot; Joe’s Garage; Are You What You Is; Chunga’s Revenge; Keep It Greasy; Bobby Brown; Encore Break; I Don’t Want To Get Drafted; and many more. Interhit Records. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 2870916 LITTLE FEAT: 17.** Valentine’s Day Massacre. Few bands that formed in the early 1970s have managed to survive and continue touring to the present day. This 12 track album features their landmark 1973 performance from a 1972 FM broadcast of hits like Skin It Back; On Your Way Down; Our Love Stand; All That You Dream; Dixie Chicken; Willin’; Triple Face Boogie; and more! Sutra. Pub. at $14.99

- **CD 3753956 R.E.M.: Monster Movies.** A live FM broadcast recorded at the National Dance Gala, Clissold Keynes, England on April 9, 1995. Twelve songs, including What’s the Frequency, Kenneth?; Losing My Religion; It’s the End of the World as We Know It (And I Feel Fine); Try Not to Break; and more! Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 2920328 MADONNA: The Immaculate Collection.** Collects 17 songs from the pop legend, including Holiday; Borderline; Like a Virgin; Papa Don’t Preach; Like a Prayer; Vogue; Hard Candy; and more! Warner Bros. Records. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

- **CD 3763072 FOR LOVERS ONLY: Cruisin’ Classics 1955-1960.** Presents 50 tracks of the greatest cruise songs in this nostalgic two CD collection. Includes Rock Around the Clock; I Shot the Sheriff; You Don’t Miss Me; Only You by The Platters; Unchained Melody by Al Hibber; Heartbreak Hotel by Elvis Presley; Yakety Yak by The Coasters; Who’s Sorry Now by Connie Francis; and more. David Bowie. Pub. at $14.99 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**
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★ CD 3765474 METALLICA: Classics Live, Volume 2. Collects 12 tracks from the heavy metal band. Enter Sandman; Sad But True; Enter Sandman; Nothing Else Matters; Motorbreath; Blackened; Through the Never; And Justice for All; One; Leather Messiah; Wherever I May Roam; and Deepening Death. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 3821889 FRANKIE MILLER: Live at Rockpalast 1976, 1979 and 1982. A compilation of three live video recordings from Germany with a total of 43 songs on three CDs. Tracks include Ain’t No Money, Zap Zap; Drunken Night in the City; Be Good to Yourself; Live and Spend the Night Together; A Fool in Love; and many more. Also includes two DVDs of these performances, totaling over three hours. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99

★ CD 6606222 FRANK ZAPPAPA: Puttin’ on the Ritz. One of the most eclectic and daringly original musicians of his time. Zappa performs live at The Ritz in New York City with this 1981 performance. Two CDs offer 30 tracks, including Treacherous Cretons; Montana; Easy Meat; Dump All Over: Sinister Footwear: Whipping Post. PRICE CUT to $15.95

★ CD 6760376 PAUL SIMON: Complete Unplugged. Two CDs contain the legendary singer-songwriter performing some of his best songs, recorded in a 1992 broadcast at Kaufman Astoria Studios in New York. Includes acoustic versions of Born in the Right Time; The Boy in the Bubble; Mrs. Robinson; and more. Twenty-three tracks, Iconography. PRICE CUT to $11.95

★ CD 3974177 MARILYN MANSON: Sweet Dreams Baby. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Big Day Out Festival, Sydney, Australia, January 1999 come these eleven tracks including: Great Big White World; Cake and Sodomy; Rock is Dead; Lunchbox; The Beautiful People; and more. PRICE CUT to $11.95

★ CD 2994534 M1 DEADPREZ/BONNOT: Between Me and the World. Created over the course of four months, these two legends from both sides of the music industry brought their talents together for this amazing collection of ten tracks: Number One with a Bullet; Killing It; Fill in the Blanks; Free up; Open; Tobacco Inc.; Relapse; Real OG; Sacrifice; and Between Me and the World, Sound Weapon. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 2925796 CHICKEN HOUSE. Twenty-five tracks from the rock’n’ roll titans including Mama Doll by Roy Tice; Bim Bam by Don & Dewey; Matchbox by Carl Perkins; The Little Rock’n’Roll by Johnny Band; Too Much Rock’n’ Roll by Teenage Bug by Dwight; Pullen; Chicken House by Dave Rich; and many more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

★ CD 289680X BILLY IDOL: Live on Air. These thirteen tracks from a live broadcast include: I Was Suddenly填空; Cradle of Love; Do Not Stand in the Shadows; Pumping on Steel; Eyes Without a Face; A Wedding; Sweet Sixteen; Prodigal Blues; Flesh for Fantasy; L.A. Woman; Morny Morny; Rebel Yell; and Got to Live for Love. Be a Lover. Laser Media. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 3794776 THE PRECIOUS YEARS: 34 Teen Dance Hits from the Bear Family Archives. Gathers 34 tracks of teen dance hits performed by the original artists including Man Like Wow by Tommy Sands; Dance on Little Girl by Paul Anka; A Thousand Years by Pat Boone; Crying in the Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.95

★ CD 379458X GRAHAM PARKER & THE RUMOUR: Live at Trent Poly Sports Hall, Nottingham 1977. From a live broadcast recorded at Nottingham Poly Sports Hall in March of 1977 come these ten tracks, including Lady Doctor; Natural; Treatment; Sweet on You; Fools Gold; Shoe Shoes; Kansas City; and more. SFM. Pub. at $12.99

★ CD 3725133 THE ELVIS PRESLEY CONNECTION, VOL. 1. Collects 33 songs showcasing where Elvis got his music inspirations and style from, including Good Rockin’ Tonight by Clyde Stacy; Just Because by the Shelton Brothers; Baby Let’s Play House by Vince Everett; All Shook Up by David Hill; Blue Suede Shoes by Carl Perkins; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99

★ CD 6738702 NEIL YOUNG: Cow Palace 1986. The iconic rock star heads to Brisbane, California for a live radio broadcast in L.A., featuring 25 tracks like Mr. Soul; Don’t Let Me Be Lonely Now; Cortez the Killer; When Your Lonely Heart Breaks; Like a Hurricane; Prisoners of Rock’n’ Roll; and more. Two CDs. LeftField Media Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 6749453 FLEETWOOD MAC: Live Becoming a Landslide. One of the greatest bands of the 1970s performs live in New Jersey during one of their most celebrated periods. Nine tracks include an intro plus Station Man; Spare Me a Little, Rhinoceros; I’m So Afraid; World Turning; Me Down Again; and Hypnotized. Zip City. PRICE CUT to $15.95

★ CD 6887031 JOURNEY: Transmission Impossible. This triple CD set features a selection of live performances recorded for FM radio broadcast, captured during the early part of their career. Four tracks include My Best Friend’s Girl; Mountain; In My Lonely Feeling; Look into the Future; You’re on Your Own; Feeling That Way; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 7814258 GRATEFUL DEAD: Shakedown New York. Held across three nights at the Manhattan Center, on West 34th Street in April 1971, this performance featured some of the band’s greatest songs. Tracks include Bertha; Sugar Magnolia; Uncle Jones; Truckin’; Beat It on Down the Line; and more. Nineteen tracks on 2 CDs. Sutra. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 6713218 THE VELVET UNDERGROUND: UNDERGROUND: New York Rehearsal 1966. These sixteen tracks from a live rehearsal broadcast, New York City, 1966, and a live FM broadcast recorded at The Cinemathecque, New York City, 1966. Whisky a Go Go; The Walk Alone; 1966; Furs/Clacker Up; Rhythm & Blues Instrumental; Day Tripper/Boom Boom; There She Goes Again; Heroin; Get It on Time; Roll; and more. Two CDs. LeftField Media. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 3771461 PEARL JAM: Bridging the Gap. Collects 17 songs from a performance at My Space/University Bridge School Benefit Concert. The 19th and 20th of October 1996. Tracks include Footsteps; Sometimes; Better Man; Corduroy; Elderly Woman Behind the Counter in a Small Town; Another Day; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. HBO. Pub. at $21.99

★ CD 3691757 METALLICA: Transmission Impossible. Features rare broadcast recordings from live shows this legendary band performed in the 1980s and 1990s. Songs include Master of Puppets; For Whom the Bell Tolls; Fade to Black; Whiplash; The Four Horsemen; Ride the Lightning; and more. Forty-two tracks on 3 CDs. Multiple versions of some songs. Be a Lover. Laser Media. Pub. at $19.99
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\begin{itemize}
\item **CD 3736563** PAUL RODGERS: Hollywood Nights. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Troubadour, West Hollywood, in November of 1985, these three live tracks including Can’t Get Enough; Louisiana Blues; Purple Haze; Shooing Star; Fox; Foxy Lady; and more. Golden Rain. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
\item **CD 667416X** CROSBY & NASH WITH NEIL YOUNG: The 1972 Broadcast. A 15-year live performance, captured during the peak of Crosby, Nash, and Young’s popularity. Legends of folk and rock come together for Wooden Ships; I Used to Be a King. Southbound Train; Harvest; Only Love Can Break Your Heart; The Needle and the Damage Done; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
\item **CD 6585957** METALLICA: Live on Air – The Early Years. Revisit Metallica’s most pummeling era with this four CD set, collect live radio broadcasts from between 1989 and 1993. Includes multiple performances of Master of Puppets; For Whom the Bell Tolls; Seek & Destroy and more. Metallica. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95
\item **CD 3280556** BO DIDDLEY: Rock ’n Roll All-Star Jam 1985. In 1985 Bo Diddley put together a band that included Ron Wood, John Mayall, Mick Fleetwood, Carl Wilson, John Lennon, and then invited a special guest, Stevie Wonder, to perform. Here are ten songs from that special day, including I’m A Man; Gunsmoke; Let Me Ride; MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
\item **CD 3708589** THE CRANBERRIES: 20th Century Masters. This alternative Irish rock band’s unique style is showcased on 11 tracks. Selections include Dreams; Linger; Zombie; Ode to My Family; The Last Time; Salvation; Linger; Decide; When You’re Gone; Animal Instinct; Universal Music. Sold Out
\item **CD 6848699** THE ROOTS OF PSYCHEDELIC. This two CD set collects forty tracks of wild vinyl oddities from the 50s and 60s—a fascinating journey of rockabilly, instrumentals and overall beatnik weirdness. Featuring songs from The Phantom, Link Wray, The Vampires, Dick Dale, Jeff Preston, and many more. Collects tracks such as Andante; Don’t You Believe Me; Do You Remember Me; Five Coins in My Pocket; It’s All Too Much; That’s Alright Mama; and more. Collector’s Choice. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95
\item **CD 3753559** THE EARLY BEATLES. The eleventh songs in this album were among those that launched the Beatles. Includes Love Me Do; Twist and Shout; Please Please Me; P.S. I Love You; Ask Me Why; Anna; and more. Apple. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95
\item **CD 2948729** BUDDY HOLLY: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Collects fifty-three hits by the rock ’n roll giant including That’ll Be the Day, Rock Around the Clock, Maybe Baby, Peggy Sue, It Doesn’t Matter Anymore, Oh Boy, and many more. Collector’s Choice. Three CDs. Buena Vista. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
\item **CD 3696855** THE OLD GREY WHISTLE TEST: Eddy’s River. These 15 tracks of wild vinyl oddities from the 50s and 60s include Keep Your Head Up; I Should Have Known Better; Better Than Sunshine; and more. Collector’s Choice. Three CDs. Golden Earring. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95
\end{itemize}
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**CD 2993856 MILEY CYRUS: Younger Now.** Twelve songs are presented here from the pop star, including Younger Now; Malibu; Love Someone; Week Without You. Live without you, so much, Mood, and more. Sony. Sold out.

**CD 2903598 THE DON CHERRY SINGLES COLLECTION, 1950-59.** Features Cherry’s entire chart from this era including the top ten hits Mona Lisa, Band of Gold and Thinking of You. Seventy-two additional tracks include. Third Man Theme: Powder Blue; Belle, My Liberty Bell, I Will Never Change; My Mother’s Pears; I’m Through with Love; Where Can You Be; Sip of Moonlight; and more. Three CDs. Acrobal. $14.95

**CD 6857620 JAMES TAYLOR: The Acrobat.** Includes the live recordings from The Jabberwocky Club, Syracuse, NY, 1970; The Atlantic City Centre, Atlanta, GA, 1961; and Baden Baden, Germany, 1986. Tracks include Rainy Day Man; Diamond Joe; Things Go Better with Coke; Stand and Fight; You Can Close Your Eyes; How Sweet It Is; and more. Three Discs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 6975838 JAMES TAYLOR: 1970 and All That... Recorded live at the Jabberwocky Club, Syracuse, New York. This 1970 concert is Taylor at his best. Fifteen tracks include Rainy Day Man; Diamond Joe; Things Go Better with Coke; Machine Gun Kelly; Anywhere Like Heaven; Fire; and Rain. Circle Round the Sun and more. Three CDs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 2841142 AEROSMITH: Bad Boys from Boston.** This CD collects 10 tracks from a live FM broadcast during their 1973 North America tour. Songs include One Way Street; Dream On; Somebody; Movin’ Out; Write Me a Letter; and more. Hard Rock Records. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 2953463 MOVING SIDEWALKS: The Complete Collection.** Featuring the complete album Flash-The Moving Sidewalks along with non-LP unreleased tracks from The Moving Sidewalks and The Coachmen–26 in all including Flashback; No Good to Cry; Eclipse; Need Me; Stay Away; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $26.99.

**CD 2972078 FREDDIE STEVENS: The Darkening/The Brightening.** This eighteen track collection includes Welcome; The Rope Maker’s Daughter; Heart Shaped Stone; All I’ve Got Is The Moon; Hellhound Holy; Until The Devil Gets His Fill; That Dawn; A Farewell; Goodbye; The Day of Spring; Thus Wept The Angel; Comatose Joe; Searching the Havens; Loretta; and more. Cadiz Music. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 2888068 YEONECY: Dangerously in Love.** Collects 17 tracks from the pop star’s new album. Tracks include Crazy in Love; Naughty Girl; Baby Boy; Signs; That’s How You Like It; Daddy, Be With You; and more. Columbia.

**CD 696138X DAVID BOWIE: Isolar II Tour 1978.** From a live broadcast at the NHK Hall, Tokyo, Japan, December 1978, twelve tracks include Warszawa; Heroes; Fame; Beauty and the Beast; Love; Stay; Hang on to Yourself; Ziggy Stardust; Suffragette City; Station to Station; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 2871068 TED KEY & THE KINGTONS: Racoon.** The classic British indie rock album features 10 tracks that are tinged with both humor and politics. Tracks include The Queen of Ella Street; Len’s Lion; Me Copy O’ London Calling; Oh Cruella; American Beauty and the Beast; and more. Beggars. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 2975873 DAVID BOWIE: Blackstar.** This spectacular live concert features hit after hit after hit, and the Prismatic Tour Stage allows Katy to share intimate and more. Right Recordings. Pub. at $16.99.

**DVD 3800814 AC/DC–NO BULL: The Directors Cut.** Renowned director David Mallet captures the frenzy of AC/DC’s Ballbreaker tour, unfolding live at the Plaza De Toros De Las Ventas bullfighting arena in Madrid. Completely re-edited in HD, it features performances of Bat out of Hell; Thunderstruck; You Shook Me All Night Long, Highway to Hell and more. 120 minutes. Columbia. $3.95

**DVD 1871242 THE ROLLING STONES–SWEET SUMMER SUN: Hyde Park Live.** widescreen. The greatest rock band in history performs live in a can’t-miss summertime extravaganza in 2013. Set includes a DVD of the concert, plus two audio CDs collecting unforgettable hits from the tour. The Who’s “Pinball Wizard” intro, AC/DC “Thunderstruck” and more. Three discs. EMI. $11.95

**DVD 6938663 CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG: The Rare Video Broadcast Collection.** This rare footage will prove a delight for all Deadheads. The set includes 12 classic songs such as Me & Bobby McGee; Chinatown Shuffle; Ramble on Rose; Next Time You See Me; Troubadour; and more. Seven CDs. Columbia. $11.95.

**DVD 2888424 GRATEFUL DEAD: Live at Tivoli 1972.** widescreen. Filmed for live television during the Grateful Dead’s show at the prestigious Tivoli Concert Hall in Copenhagen. This rare concert footage will prove a delight for all Deadheads. The set includes 12 classic songs such as Me & Bobby McGee; Chinatown Shuffle; Ramble on Rose; Next Time You See Me; Troubadour; and more. Seven CDs. Columbia. $11.95.

**DVD 3786544 CROSBY-NASH: In Concert.** widescreen. Filmed at the Palace Theatre in Stamford, CT during their 2011 tour, this DVD release is a must-have for fans of these two music legends. The performance includes 26 songs, including Eight Miles High; I Used to Be King; Long Time Gone; In Your Own House; Lay Me Down; and more. 90 minutes. Blue Cloud Records. Pub. at $19.99.

**DVD 3823288 CREAM: Farewell Concert.** The influential supergroup says goodbye to their fans in one final 1968 show at the Royal Albert Hall in London. Featuring candid interviews with all three members and sprinkled with charmingly inapt narration that attempts to explain rock music to a middlebrow audience, this program immortalizes one unforgettable evening with true rock gods. 83 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.

**DVD 3855899 CHRISTINA AGUILERA: My Reflection.** One of our greatest vocalists today performs live in a show that made her a superstar: her electrifying live concert. Includes performances of many of Aguilera’s best; Genie in a Bottle; Come on over Baby (All I Want Is You); What A Girl Wants and more, plus holiday songs by the Prismatic Tour Stage allows Katy to share intimate and more. Right Recordings. Pub. at $16.99.

**DVD 2975653 KATY PERRY: The Prismatic World Tour Live.** widescreen. Directed for the stage in seven thematic acts, this unsuitable spectacle features hit after hit after hit, and the Prismatic Tour Stage allows Katy to share intimate and more. Right Recordings. Pub. at $16.99.

**DVD 3709795 CHRISTINA AGUILERA: Back to Basics–Live and Down Under.** Aguilera’s biggest hits are made bigger and better than ever with this spectacular-live full performance DVD. She lights up the stage in Australia with 21 songs including Come on Over; Dirty Little Girl; What A Girl Wants; Lady Marmalade; Beautiful; Fighting! and more. 130 minutes on two DVDs. BMG. $4.95
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★ DVD 6857809 TOM PETTY: The Television Collection. Widescreen. Features more than 100 minutes of live Tom Petty and The Heartbreakers performances, all recorded for television broadcast and taken across Tom’s forty-two-year career. Twenty-four tracks in all. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95


★ DVD 6887104 TOM WAITS: The Television Collection. Widescreen. With lengthy shows from 1981, 1986 and 1992, this film includes solo acoustic piano and guitar selections, and full band renditions which together make for one of the finest Tom Waits collections yet to emerge. 125 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ DVD 3802841 DAMN YANKES: Uprising Live. This live performance of Uprising: High Enough: Don’t Tread on Me, Where You Goin’ Now; Fifteen Minutes of Fame; Come Again; Coming of Age; Renegade; Cal Scratch Fever; and Rock in America from the Rocky Mountain Jam in Denver, Colorado. Includes behind the scenes rehearsal and recording sessions. 79 minutes. Warner Bros. Records. $3.95

★ DVD 4581296 FOREIGNER: All Access Tonight. Fullscreen. Foreigner takes us back to rock’s heyday with a livewire performance from their 2002 25th Anniversary Tour. In addition to live renditions of Double Vision, Juke Box Hero; Hot Blooded; I Want to Know What Love Is and more, this all-access DVD provides a rare glimpse on the road and behind the scenes. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. SOLD OUT

★ DVD 2786284 THE ROLLING STONES: Some Girls Live in Texas ’78. Widescreen. The Rolling Stones 1978 tour of the USA in support of that year’s Some Girls album is considered to be one of the very best. Presented on both a DVD and a CD, this Fortworth, Texas set features live performances of 17 classics including Honky Tonk Women; Love in Vain; Beast of Burden and Jumpin’ Jack Flash. 128 minutes. Eagle Vision. SOLD OUT

★ DVD 2786656 AVERAGE WHITE BAND: Live at Montreux 1977. Fullscreen. The Average White Band performs at the 1977 Montreux Festival. From the opening bars of their signature tune Pick Up the Pieces through a storming version of I Heard It Through the Grapevine, they hold the audience in the palm of their hands. 97 minutes. Eagle Eye Media. Pub. at $14.98 $9.55 SOLD OUT

★ DVD 2975661 KYLIE MINOGUE: Kiss Me Once Live at the SSE Hydro. An incredible performance from the pop star, live from the SSE Hydro in Glasgow, Scotland. This set features live performances on two CDs and a DVD of the show as well as two CDs (28 tracks). Among the songs performed are: Breathless; Less Sex; In My Arms; Can’t Get You Out of My Head; Under the Milky Way; and many more. Warner Bros. Records. $9.95

★ DVD 672583X ALANIS MORISSETTE: Live at Montreux 2012. Widescreen. On July 2, 2012, Alanis Morissette, one of the most successful female artists and songwriters of all time, returned to Montreux as part of her Guardian Angel Tour in support of her album Havoc & Bright Lights. Includes: You Learn; Hand’s Clean; Hand in My Pocket; Thank U, and more. 98 minutes. Eagle Eye Media. $5.95

★ DVD 6792925 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The Classic Television Collection. Fullscreen. Featuring over 2 hours of live television broadcast material from the boss. Includes performances from the 1980s and 1990s, with clips that include solo-acoustic versions of BS classics, as well as cuts with and without his E Street Band, plus a varied selection of interviews. 102 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ DVD 6858282 EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER...WELCOME BACK MY FRIENDS: 40th Anniversary Reunion. Reuniting the legendary band for the first time since 1998, this heart-pounding show at London’s first High Voltage Rock Festival is loaded with special effects and performances of The Barbarian; Knife-Edge; From the Booth; Touch and Go; Pictures at an Exhibition. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

★ DVD 594192X THE ROLLING STONES: Some Girls—Live in Texas ’78. Widescreen. The Rolling Stones 1978 tour of the USA in support of that year’s Some Girls album is considered to be one of the very best. Presented on both a DVD and a CD, this Fortworth, Texas set features live performances of 17 classics including Honky Tonk Women; Love in Vain; Beast of Burden and Jumpin’ Jack Flash. 128 minutes. Eagle Vision. SOLD OUT

★ DVD 2975726 WILSON PHILLIPS: Live in Infinity Hall. This live performance concert DVD captures the band’s unique harmony-rich sound on songs made famous by their contemporaries the Manhattan Transfer & the Papas, Beach Boys. Included are hits like Wouldn’t It Be Nice; Monday Monday; and California Dreamin’. plus their own smash hit Hold On. 61 minutes. Sony Music. $19.95

Blu-ray 6812104 THE ROLLING STONES—SOME GIRLS: Live in Texas ’78. Widescreen. The Rolling Stones 1978 tour of the USA in support of that year’s Some Girls album is considered to be one of the very best. Presented on Blu-ray and CD, this Fortworth, Texas set features live performances of 17 classics including Honky Tonk Women; Love in Vain; Beast of Burden and Jumpin’ Jack Flash. 128 minutes. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $34.98 $24.98

Blu-ray 6814177 THE DOORS: R-Evolution. Widescreen. Brings together a wealth of rare footage of The Doors, combining early TV appearances with their own music films, illustrating how The Doors evolved from the constraints of late sixties television to a point where they had the creative input and power to shape how they were portrayed on screen. 154 minutes. Eagle Vision. $4.95

Blu-ray 6572103 DREAM THEATER: Live at Luna Park. Filmed in Buenos Aires during 2011-2012’s “A Dramatic Tour of Events,” this fierce live show captures one of modern rock’s greatest bands at their peak. Includes a Blu-ray of the show, plus three CDs featuring performances of Bridges in the Sky; The Root of All Evil; War Inside My Head; These Walls; Far From Heaven; Pull Me Under; and more. Eagle Vision. $9.95

Blu-ray 3786560 CROSBY, STILLS & Nash: Live in Nashville At The Ryman Auditorium. Ten tracks from the band’s latest live performance video in over 20 years! Filmed during the 2012 tour, CSN 2012 collects many of their classic hits as well as new songs, including Radio, Almost Gone; and Forget You. Includes: Stop, Turn & Leap; Lay Me Down; and Lay Me Down. 153 minutes. Also includes two CDs with 25 songs from the performance. CSN Records. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

Blu-ray 3776034 IGGY AND THE STOOGES: Raw Power Live. An exclusive and intimate extensive concert filmed with limited cameras at the legendary Raw Power tour in September 3, 2010 at the Grand Ballroom. The band performed Raw Power to a stunned crowd at the All Tomorrow’s Parties Festival. Experience the fans’ joy as they witness a classic performance and meet their heroes face to face. Published: MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95
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**Blu-ray 3776085 K.D. LANG: Ingeuen Redux.** K.d. lang performs at the legendary Majestic Theatre in San Antonio, Texas, following an unforgettable tour celebrating the 25th anniversary of the GRAMMY award winning, critically acclaimed album Ingeuen. This concert features the entire Ingeuen album including her hit Constant Cravin. 103 minutes. MVD Vision. Pub. at $14.98

**Blu-ray 2804026 MILEY CYRUS: Bangerz Tour.** Features live performances and behind the scenes looks from the Bangerz World Tour. Performances include hits like SMS (Bangerz), Can’t Be Tamed, and in the Sky with Diamonds; Drive; Hey Ya; Jolene; We Can’t Stop, and more! 85 minutes. Sony Music. Pub. at $9.95

**Blu-ray 3771067 HUMBLE PIE: Life & Times of Steve Marriott + 1973 Complete Winterland Show.** Featuring a DVD and Blu-ray version of Humble Pie includes a rockumentary, full version songs including Tin Soldier; Lazy Sunday; Paradise Lost; and more, interviews, rare footage, and an interactive photo gallery. 67 minutes. Includes a CD that collects eleven tracks featuring Up Your Sleeves; Honky Tonk Woman; Hallelujah; and more. Cleopatra Records. Pub. at $29.95

**Blu-ray 3867323 KATY PERRY: The Prismatic World Tour Live.** Widescreen. A sensory explosion of pyrotechnics, daring acrobatics and of course all the hits. This concert filmed live in Australia is a visually stunning production that captures Katy's fun-loving personality and artistic vision including twenty songs plus bonus features. 147 minutes. Universal Music. Pub. at $17.95

**Blu-ray 2975718 TONY BENNETT: Duets II.** A visually stunning video collection of 16 full-song performances as they were recorded live in the studio of some of music's biggest stars. Songs include The Way You Look Tonight with Faith Hill, The Lady is a Tramp with Lady Gaga, It Had to Be You with Nature Boy, Stronger With Each Tear with Andrea Bocelli, and many more. 89 minutes. Sony Music. Pub. at $17.95

**Blu-ray 200848X YESSONGS.** Fullscreen. Filmed in 1972 at London’s Rainbow Theatre, this feature was released theatrically in the UK the following year. Yes has been at the forefront of progressive rock and became a major force in popular music selling over 30 million albums. 70 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

**Blu-ray 297557X MINISTRY: Enjoy the Quiet–Live at Wacken 2012.** A blistering live performance from the industrial metal band. Eleven songs performed, including Ghothulldgegr; No “W”: Rio Grande Blood; 99 Percenters; Just One Fix; and more. 58 minutes. EMI Music.

**Blu-ray 3756152 FRANKIE LAINE: Hits.** Features twenty-six tracks from the hit vocalist who topped the charts in the fifties including; Rawhide; I Believe; Mule Train; The Cry of the Wild Goose; Cool Water; The Rock of Gibraltar; Where the Winds Blow; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $9.95

**Blu-ray 2921618 PETULA CLARK: Greatest Hits.** Clark's career has spanned eight decades! This CD collects 13 wonderful tracks, including Sign of the Times; This Is My Song; I Know a Place; My Love; Downtown; I Couldn’t Live Without You; and many more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3854094 HITS PARADE 1961.** A veritable treasure chest of the year’s best, collecting 25 original artist tracks in a range of genres. Relive the top-notch hits like The Lion Sleeps Tonight by The Tokens; Travelin’ Man by Ricky Nelson; Kansas City by Royal Albertino! Stemmed from the year’s best, collecting 25 original artist tracks in a range of genres. Relive the top-notch hits like The Lion Sleeps Tonight by The Tokens; Travelin’ Man by Ricky Nelson; Kansas City by Royal Albertino! Contains twenty-one tracks. The year 1961 gave us such hits as It’s Now or Never by Elvis Presley; Only the Lonely by Roy Orbison; Beyond the Sea by Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Bing Crosby, Frank, Louis Armstrong, Tony Bennett, Dean Martin and many more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $9.95

**CD 3854078 HIT PARADE 1960.** A new decade is born, and with it comes these 25 treasured tracks, performed by their original artists. Includes unforgettable songs like The Twist by Chubby Checker; It’s Now or Never by Elvis Presley, Only the Lonely by Roy Orbison, Beyond the Sea by Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Bing Crosby, Frank, Louis Armstrong, Tony Bennett, Dean Martin and many more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $9.95

**CD 3854019 HIT PARADE 1954.** Twenty-five 1954 hits go straight from the jukebox right to your collection! Enjoy treasured original artist recordings like Stranger in Paradise by Tony Bennett; McB & Sandie; Chordettes; Shake Rattle and Roll by Bill Haley and His Comets; and more. Dynamic.

**CD 3810004 AMERICAN SONGBOOK: 100 Hits.** Collects 100 timeless tracks from the legends, including Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday, Nat King Cole, Judy Garland, Bing Crosby, Fred Astaire, Louis Armstrong, Tony Bennett, Dean Martin and many more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $9.95
**Oldies - Easy Listening**

**CD 3854051 HIT PARADE 1958.** Twenty-five tracks offer a snapshot of 1958, featuring many of the era's greatest stars. Includes favorites like All the Things You Are by Duke Ellington; Gingerbread Man by The McGuire Sisters; Who's Sorry Now by Conway, Frank & Dream by The Everly Brothers. $5.95

**CD 3853993 HIT PARADE 1952.** All the joy of mid-century America is packed into this 25-track selection, featuring some of the most beloved numbers by the biggest stars. You Belong To Me by Jo Stafford; Kiss of Fire by Georgia Gibbs; Tryin' by The Hilltoppers; A Guy Is a Guy by Doris Day; and more. $5.95

**CD 3808386 101 STRINGS ORCHESTRA: Unforgettable Songs.** Presents 20 tracks performed by this fabulous orchestra. Selections include Unforgettable; That's My Desire; Come Where My Love Lies Dreaming; Are You Lonesome Tonight?; True Love; Summertime; Yesterday; Scarborough Fair; I Left My Heart in San Francisco; Till There Was You; Over the Rainbow; New York, New York; You're My Heart, You're My Soul; Misty; It's Impossible; and more. $5.95

**CD 385406X HIT PARADE 1959.** Over 50 years later, this is the finest 25-track selection en masse as have entertained. Enjoy favorites like Mack the Knife by Bobby Darin; Venus by Frankie Avalon; Smoke Gets in Your Eyes by The Platters; Charlie Brown by The Coasters; and many more. $5.95

**CD 5878780 FREDDY FENDER: On the Border.** Collects 18 nostalgic favorites like Before the Next Teardrop Falls; Wasted Days and Wasted Nights; I've Never Had a Dream Like This Before; Good Thing; Talk to Me; La Bamba; She's About a Mover; Money; Mean Woman Blues; Up Is Hard to Do; and more. $4.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY CD 3854027**

**HIT PARADE 1956.** Venture back to an era that saw the birth of rock 'n' roll with 25 hit recordings in a range of genres. Includes 1955 classics like A Blossom Fell by Nat King Cole; Only You by The Platters; Ain't That a Shame by Fats Domino; and more. $5.95

**CD 5981174 THE VENTURES COLLECTION, 1960-62.** Sixty-four tracks offer a comprehensive overview of the initial era of the Ventures' career, comprising their A and B sides during the period, as well as the complete content of their first four albums–Walk Don't Run; The Ventures; Another Smash; and The Ventures' Greatest Hits. $12.95

**CD 2953447 BLUE HAWAII: The Most Romantic & Popular Songs of the South Seas.** Enjoy the sounds of the most beautiful and romantic island melodies–subtle undulating rhythms insinuating themselves like a soft breeze into the hearts and souls of romancers. Includes Sweet Lullaby; Blue Hawaii; Ku Ipo; Lovely Hula Girl; Beyond the Reef; Hula Lolo; and more. $7.95

**CD 3728466 LINDA RONSTADT WITH NELSON RIDDLE: Lush Live.** From a live TV broadcast recorded at The Arlington Theater, San Diego, California on July 28, 1964 come these fourteen tracks including I've Got a Crush on You; What's New; Keepin' Out of Mischieft Now; Guess I'll Hang My Tears out to Dry on a Windy Day. $11.95

**CD 3854900 HIT PARADE 1953.** The dance floor with 25 nostalgic gems of 1953, all original artist recordings! Includes Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me by Karen Chandler; Rags to Riches by Tony Bennett; Pretend by Nat "King" Cole; That's Amore by Dean Martin; Bye Bye Blues by Louis Paul and Mary Ford; Copper Canyon; Let Me Go; Lover; A Tear Fell; A Sweet Old Fashioned Shade; Ricochet; Jilted; and many more. $11.95

**CD 2900483 HARRY BELAFONTE: Encore of Golden Hits.** Twenty original recordings by the beloved performer, including Jamaica Farewell; Come Back Little Doll; Danse Malhita; Scarlet Ribbons (for Her Hair); Day-O; His Love Be Like His Rum; HaLi Cerie; John Henry; Hold 'Em Joe; Mary's Boy Child; Have You Seen Her?; and more. $12.95

**CD 3794555 FRANK SINATRA: Triple Gold.** This collection is prime Sinatra, at the peak of his powers, taking hold of songs and investing them with a weight of emotional and musical delivery that leaves you breathless with admiration. Sixty tracks include Fly Me to the Moon; All or Nothing at All; Melancholy Mood; The Lady Is a Tramp; Do I Worry? and more. Three CDs. Start. Pub. at $11.99

**CD 1833273 AMERICA'S NUMBER ONES OF THE 50S.** Every chart-topping single of a momentous decade, all in one amazing box set. Assembles 124 tracks incuding Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley & the Comets; Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer by Gene Autry; Mona Lisa by Nat King Cole; Because of You Tony Bennett; The Doggie in the Window by Patti Page; Mr. Sandman by the Chordettes; Love Me Tender by Elvis Presley, and so much more. Five CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95

**CD 3853888 HIT PARADE 1942.** Big stars and bigger songs populate these 25 hit recordings. Enjoy the sounds of 1942 all over again with Jersey Bounce by Benny Goodman; Blue Moon by The Mills Brothers; White Cliffs of Dover by Kate Smith; Just As Though You Were Here by Tommy Dorsey with Frank Sinatra; and many more. $3.95

**CD 385390X HIT PARADE 1944.** Beloved recording artists usher us back to a simpler time with their greatest releases of 1944. Twenty tracks include I Couldn't Sleep a Wink Last Night by Frank Sinatra; Long Ago (And Far Away) by Jo Stafford; The Trolley Song by Judy Garland;ARMY DUSTY by Perry Como; and many more. Dynamic. $3.95

**CD 3853985 HIT PARADE 1951.** The songs that charmed, entertained, and enthralled you in 1951 are the subject of this lovely 25-track selection. Includes Because of You by Tony Bennett; Come-On At My House by Rosemary Clooney, Shimmy Boats by Jo Stafford; Jezebel by Frank Sinatra; if By Perry Como and many more. $3.95

**CD 3853861 HIT PARADE 1939.** Collects 25 tracks that seized the public and climbed to the top of the charts in 1939, including Moonlight Serenade by Glenn Miller; Woodchopper's Ball by Woody Herman; Hold Tight, Hold Tight by The Andrews Sisters; In the Mood by The Glenn Miller Band; and many more. $5.95

**CD 3853926 HIT PARADE 1946.** Here are the 1946 classics you’ve carried in your heart through decades. Twenty-five nostalgic recordings include Prisoner of Love by Bing Crosby; Symphonette by The Mills Brothers; Clarinet Mardis Gras by The Old Lamp Lighter by Sammy Kaye with Billy Williams; Day by Day by Frank Sinatra, and many more. Dynamic. $5.95

**CD 3853896 HIT PARADE 1943.** These are the feel-good hits you want to hear on a dance floor in 1943, and they’re sure to put a smile on your face today. Enjoy Paper Doll by The Mills Brothers; For Me and My Gal by Judy Garland and Gene Kelly; As Time Goes By by Frank Sinatra; I’ll Be Home for Christmas by Bing Crosby; and many more. Dynamic. $5.95

**TERESA BREWER: THE Singles Collection 1949-54.** This 57 track collection includes many of the stylish and versatile singer’s hits including her memorable number one hits Music! Music! Music! and Till I Waltz Again with You. Comprising selected A and B sides during the period, this 2 CD set also includes Nine Lives; I'll Be Glad When You're Gone; One More Time; Mountain Dew; and many more. $9.95
CD 3853950 HIT PARADE 1949. Rediscover the sounds of your youth with 25 of the greatest songs released in 1949, as recorded by the most popular artists of the time. Includes hits like "I'm Always Chasing Rainbows" by Perry Como, "Moonlight in Manhattan" by Bill Wilson, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.95.

CD 3853942 HIT PARADE 1948. Twenty-five hit recordings from the original artists, representing the best that 1948 had to offer! Includes hits like "Makin' Whoopee" by Benny Goodman, "The Twelfth of Never" by Bing Crosby, and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.95.

CD 3853918 HIT PARADE 1945. Twenty-five tracks represent the best of a year in music. Revisit the chart-toppers of such hits as "I'll Be Seeing You" by Perry Como, "Someone to Watch Over Me" by Tony Bennett, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95.

CD 3691519 DORIS DAY: THE Hits Collection, 1945-62. Day was one of the most universally popular entertainers of the post-war era on both screen and record. This 79-track, three-CD set features a multitude of hit songs, including "Sentimental Journey; My Dreams Are Getting Better All the Time; and many more. Includes Reno & The Disc Jockey's.
CD 6705855 THE FABULOUS TINIES: Those Wonderful Years. Rediscover the magic of a decade in great music with 15 timeless selections. Includes slices of Frankie Avalon, Love Is a Many-Splendored Thing by The Four Aces, Love Letters in the Sand by Pat Boone, Tammy by Debbie Reynolds. **SOLD OUT**

CD 3737071 A KISS IS STILL A KISS: Romantic Memories in Song. This two CD set collects 39 romantic favorites, including: 12 Songs, A Kiss and a Kiss, Words, 4 Girls, It's Been a Long, Long Time; Oh, What It Seemed To Be; and more. Sony Music. **SOLD OUT**

AUTUMN LEAVES. Twenty-nine gems for the golden season of Indian Summer. Songs include: Stormy Weather by Ella James; Rain; Rain, Go Away by Bobby Vinton; Waiting for Fall by Tab Hunter; September in the Rain by Dinah Washington; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $19.99 **$9.95**

CD 3763102 THE JUDY GARLAND COLLECTION 1953-62. This six CD, 122 track set presents Judy's fabulous recording career. It includes: Judy's Without A Memory; The Man That Got Away; and the A Star Is Born soundtrack. This set also has all the 9 albums she released Miss Show Business; Judy, Alone; Judy in Love; Judy Garland at the Grove; The Letter; That's Entertainment; The Garland Touch; A Star is Born; Love Letters in the Sand; A Kiss and A Kiss; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

CD 3763099 THE JUDY GARLAND COLLECTION 1937-47. Judy Garland remains one of the enduring icons of show business this. 76 track, three CD set, includes such hits as: Over the Rainbow; I'm Nobody's Baby; A Jazzy Little Tune For You; Meet Me in St. Louis; Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; This Heart Of Mine; On the Atchison, Topeka and the Santa Fe; and more. Acordat. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

CD 2947331 BOBBY DARIN: The Complete A & B Sides, 1956-62. This 60-track collection features every A and B side released by Darin during the first seven years of his career including such landmark hits as: Moon River; I'll Be Seeing You; It's a Great Life if You Don't Weaken; Come On Be Sociable. Complete US & UK A & B Sides, 1956-62. This 60-track collection features every A and B side released by Darin during the first seven years of his career including such landmark hits as: Moon River; I'll Be Seeing You; It's a Great Life if You Don't Weaken; Come On Be Sociable. Complete US & UK A & B Sides, 1956-62. **SOLD OUT**

CD 2702667 SAM & DAWNY ON THE BEACH AND MORE. This 16 Hits of Hawaii. The perfect collection of your next Hawaiian Sixteen tracks of the Painted Doll; I'll Still Love You; Paradise and Daydreams; Beautiful Weather; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**

CD 3553620 THE EVERY BROTHERS: The Complete US & UK Singles As & Bs 1956-62. One of the most distinctive rock acts of the era, the Every Brothers are celebrating the anniversary of their career by releasing this 75-track set, comprising the A and B sides of all of their singles in the U.K. and the U.S. from the period, as well as all the tracks from their EPs and the 1960 LP It's Every Time. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

CD 6701639 MAURICE CHEVALIER: Oh Come On Be Sociable. France's premier cabaret singer charms with 20 great recordings! I Was Lucky; It's a Great Life If You Don't Weaken; Livin' in the Sunlight; Livin' in the Moonlight; Oh Come On Be Sociable; Singing a Happy Song; Valentine; You Look So Sweet Madame; Rhythm of the Rain; and more. Pegasus Entertainment. **SOLD OUT**

CD 5923093 INSTRUMENTAL EAGLES. Hear all your favorite Eagles hits like never before with 16 toe-tapping instrumental adaptations. Includes renditions of Hotel California; Life in the Fast Lane; Livin' Eyes; Peaceful Easy Feeling; Best of My Love; Desperado; One of These Nights; New Kid In Town; and more. **SOLD OUT**

CD 2927535 THE KITTY KALLEN COLLECTION, 1939-62. Fifty-one tracks feature Kitty's solo A and B sides, plus performances with Jack Teagarden, Jimmy Dorsey, Harry James, and Artie Shaw Orchestras. Includes 31 chart hits, including Number One favorites like Besame Mucho; I'm Beginning to See the Light; It's Been a Long, Long Time; and Little Things Mean A Lot. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **$9.95**

CD 2821435 THE ESSENTIAL FRANK SINATRA: The Columbia Years, 1943-1952. This interesting collection of 15 songs (1943-1952) represent the singer's formative era. These 15 songs capture the essence of this time period. Songs include I've Got a Crush on You, Saturday Night (Is the Loneliest Night In the Week), Someone to Watch Over Me, Daily Day, We're Gonna Live After All; and more. BMG. **SOLD OUT**

CD 3808432 GREATEST DUETS OF THE 50's & 60's. This two CD, 40 track collection is the perfect duets album of all time. Includes: Can't Help Myself; Bushel and a Peck by Perry Como and Betty Hutton; Am I in Love; by Jane Russell & Bob Hope; They Can't Take That Away From Me by Ella Fitzgerald & Louise Armstrong; A Penny a Kiss and more. Imperion. **$9.95**

CD 3792374 JOHNNY MATHIS: Different Kinda Different. A collection of nineteen tracks of the popular singer's standards include: With You I'm Born Again; My One and Only; I'm in Love With You; The Light of Tender Love; Wondering Why; Three Times a Lady; The Way You Look Tonight; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**

CD 2901084 MARVIN GAYE: Ballads. Comprises twelve tracks of Gaye singing ballads including: The Shadow of Your Smile; My Funny Valentine; Piece of Clay; Yesterday; You've Changed; (I'm Afraid) The Masquerade Is Over; Too Young; Paradise and Daydreams; Beautiful Weather; and many more. Pegasus Entertainment. **SOLD OUT**

CD 3732653 AL JOLSON: The Decca Years, 1945-1950. Today, almost 70 years after his passing, Jolson is still held in high regard as a famous and respected showman. In addition to this three CD collection of 75 tracks, comprising the A and B sides of all of his singles in the U.K. and the U.S. from the period, as well as all the tracks from their EPs and the 1960 LP It's Every Time. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

CD 3754636 KENNY ROGERS: The Gambler's Last Deal. Rogers’ final tour celebrates this living legend’s career and the scope of his talent from his very first record. This collection is in stark through his time with The First Edition, then on to his amazing solo years. Features 21 tracks of his most notable hits on a CD, along with an 85 minute DVD of footage from numerous performances as well as The Gambler’s Last Deal. BMG. **SOLD OUT**

CD 2947285 TROUBLE. A nostalgic collection of 25 classic rock ‘n’ role songs, including: Big Berry by Ray & Lindy; Here I Come by Jimmy Dee; Rock ‘n’ Roll Romance by the Rocker; the Teenage Wedding by Johnny Angel; Electric Guitar Book by Rock Murphy; and more. Pan-American. **SOLD OUT**

CD 3722480 PERRY COMO: Dream on Little Dreamer. Collects nine songs from the legendary crooner, including Dream on Little Dreamer; Days of Wine and Roses; When the Lights Are Low; I've Got a Crush on You; and more. BMG. **SOLD OUT**

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/825
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★ 6878210 GENE PITNEY: The Collection. One of the most consistent hit makers of the '60s. Gene Pitney established an identifiable, magnetic, trademark melodic vocals. This two CD collection brings together all his biggest hits, including "Something's Got Hold of My Heart," "That's How Much I Love You," and many more. Forty tracks. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 685768X NINA SIMONE: The Definitive Collection 1958-62. This 79 track, four CD set comprises all the recordings from Simone's albums. Little Girl Blue; Nina Simone and her Friends; The Amazing Nina Simone; Nina Simone at Town Hall; Nina Simone at Newport; Forbidden Fruit; Nina at the Village Gate; and Nina plus tracks released on Bethlehem and Colpix are included. Ten CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ 5890939 THE ROGER WILLIAMS COLLECTION 1954-62. With over 30 chart entries to his name, pianist Roger Williams had success that few musicians of his time could match. Presented here are 51 recordings, including several of those hits--from Near You to Autumn Leaves--plus many more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

★ 2894386 THE BEST OF CHUCK MANGIONE: 20th Century Masters. Illustrating his prowess as the flugelhorn virtuoso here are ten of Mangione's most recognizable hits including Land of Make Believe; Bellamia; Main Squeeze; Chase the Clouds Away; Feels So Good; Hide and Seek; Children of a Different Hill; Little Girls Singing Games; and Give It All You Got. Universal Millennium Collection. Pub. at $19.99 $15.99

★ 2994542 NANCY LAMOTT: Ask Me Again. A special private collection of twenty unreleased recordings from this American singer including You and I; Ask Me Again; Killing Time; Right as the Rain; September; in the Rain; I Only Want You); You're So Understanding; Room Full of Roses; Just for Fun; Some Enchanted Evening; Through a Long and Sleepless Night; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ 2870940 MITCH MILLER & THE GANG: Essential Collection. This three CD collection features 79 tracks that welcome you to sing along! Hits include Memories; You Are My Sunshine; Don't Fence Me In; Till We Meet Again; That Old Old Mine; Carolina in the Morning; Home on the Range; On Top of Old Smoky; Goodnight Irene; Tiptoe Through the Tulips; with Me; and many more! Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★ 3792390 JOHNNY MATHIS: The Heat of It All. Pub. at $16.99 $12.99. Twenty-nine tracks from the popular singer's repertoire include: Woman, Woman; It's Gone; Feel Like Makin' Love; One Day in Your Life; That's All She Wrote; Turn the Lights Down; Ain't it a Sin; Make Me Be the One; and more on 2 CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $19.99 $15.95

★ 3736245 THE ADAM WADE COLLECTION. Five CDs, slipcased. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

★ 692039X JUDY GARLAND: Lost Tracks 1929-1959. Five stars inscribe such affection as Judy Garland. Here are over 100 tracks, many never heard before, featuring her gifts including Alice Blue Gown; A Hap, Hap, Happy Day; The Peanut Vendor; Chin Up, Cheeio; The Fourth of July; and so much more. Four CDs, slipcased. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95


★ 3840719 1953 BRITISH HIT PARADE: The B Sides. Featuring some of the illustrious names that made hit singles from the golden age of popular music, this three CD set collects 74 tracks including Because You're Mine by Nat King Cole, All Old Time by Tony Bennett, alcano Spain by Eddie Fisher, All By Al by the Mills Brothers, and much more. Includes a page booklet. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 2980967 DEAN MARTIN: The Millennium Collection. He was known as the "King of Cool" with his relaxed, crooning vocal style. This collection of dozens of hits is the only set from a man that made many of which are collected here, including Ain't That a Kick in the Head; That's Amore; Polka; You're Nobody Until Somebody Loves You; and many more. Ten tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99 $7.99

★ 2972616 PEGGY LEE WITH THE BENNY GOODMAN ORCHESTRA 1941-47. Forty-four tracks comprise titles Peggy Lee recorded with Goodman's orchestra over some six years, including some hard-to-find live radio recordings from between 1941 and 1942. Four CDs include I See a Million People (But All I Can See Is You); Somebody Loves Me in the Mood; We'll Meet Again; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.99

★ 5877875 DEAN MARTIN: Some Enchanted Evening. Eighteen tracks from a voice like no other: Someday (You'll Want Me to Want You); You're So Understanding; Room Full of Roses; Just for Fun; Some Enchanted Evening; Through a Long and Sleepless Night; Let's Take An Old Fashioned Walk; Anywhere That's Away; Baby; Cold Outside; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99 $7.99

★ 5878956 PERRY COMO: Greatest Hits 1943-1953. Presents a comprehensive selection of Como's pre-rock 'n' roll hits. Fifty tracks include 10 number ones and virtually all of his top 10 hits, including Long Ago and Far Away; Lili Marlene; I Dream of You; I'M Always Chasing Rainbows; Winter Wonderland; I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now; A Bushel and a Peck; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $8.99 $6.99

★ 5816397 THE BROWNS: The Complete A & B sides and More. 1954-62. Rediscover the distinctive harmony sound of this family vocal trio in 62 tracks from their early career. This collection comprises all their A and B sides, including hits like Scarlet Ribbons; Take a Chance; I Heard the Bluebirds Sing; The Old Lamplighter; and The Three Bells. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.99

★ 2972572 THE KAY STARR COLLECTION 1939-62. Possibly one of the most recognizable voices from what might be called the Golden Age of popular music must be that of Kay Starr. Presented here are 114 recordings tracing her career, as she developed from big band singer to crooner to hitmaker. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
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**CD 3771105** MARGARET WHITING—LET’S FALL IN LOVE: The Lost Recordings Vol. 2. Presented in this 2 CD set are over two dozen rarities of Marguerite Whiting, a female vocalist who recorded on Blue Moon records, along with several other tracks that have other versions sprinkled throughout her career. The collection titles include: Summerwind, Take Me, My Silent Love, Johnny One Note, and many more. Sepia. Pub. at $15.99

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 3717380 JAMES DARREN: The Complete Singles & Albums 1958-62.** Comprises all of Darren’s A & B sides for the Collector’s Club, plus all the tracks from his album James Darren Number 1: Sings the Movies, Love Among the Young; and Songs for All Sizes. Fifty-seven tracks, including Gidget; Baby It’s Cold Outside; and many more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 292577X THE BUDDY CLARK COLLECTION 1934-49.** Comprising selected A & B sides from his releases during this era, his duets with Doris Day, Dinah Shore, and the Charioteers, and featuring chart hits including the number one hits Linda, Peg O’ My Heart; Love Somebody; along with top ten entries Ballerina, Now Is the Hour; My Darling, My Darling; Baby It’s Cold Outside and You’re Beloved. Coreografy. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 3738504 MEL TORME: THE EARLY YEARS, 1944-47.** Comprises Torme’s recordings for Decca leading the Mel-Tones as they recorded both under their own name and with hits like Bing Crosby and Eugene Baird. Sixty-one tracks include A Stranger in Town; Am I Blue?; Prove It by the Things You Do; It’s Dreamtime; Kokomo, Indiana; I’m Yours; and many more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**CD 107279X SISTERS: THE HITS COLLECTION 1937-55.** An incredible 125 tracks capture some eight years of output by one of the most successful female vocal groups in the history of popular music. Number-one favorites like Stormy Weather, Baby Baby, Rum and Coca Cola; and I Wanna Be Loved join collaborations with stars like Bing Crosby, Jimmy Dorsey, and Carmen Miranda, as well as Patty Andrews’ later solo hits. Five CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 2925710 AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1945.** An intriguing and very entertaining musical snapshot of a year when WWII came to a close, celebrated by a number of both sentimental and celebratory hits including Rum and Coca Cola by The Andrews Sisters; This Is the Moment; You’ve Said It Again by Vaughn Monroe Orch.; Sentimental Journey by Les Brown Orch. with Doris Day; That’s Me for You by Dick Haymes; and many more. Four CDs with 97 tracks in all. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99

**PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**CD 3717542 WHAT DO FOOLS FALL IN LOVE? You’ll fall in love with this fantastic collection of classics from the 1950s and ’60s. Sixty songs on three CDs, including Mr. Sandman by The Chordettes; Words of Love by Buddy Holly; Ain’t That a Shame by Fats Domino; Cradle by Patsy Cline; Your Cheatin’ Heart by Hank Williams; and many more. Coreografy. Pub. at $23.99

**PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**CD 2870886 KATE SMITH: God Bless America, Known as The First Lady of Radio, Kate Smith had an amazing 5 decade singing career. This three CD compilation features 75 tracks, including Shine on Harvest Moon; Beautiful Dreamer; The White Cliffs of Dover; I Only Have Eyes for You; You Made Me Love You; and many more. Coreografy. Pub. at $23.99

**PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**CD 681283X ROD MCKUEN SOLD OUT AT CARNEGIE HALL.** This album of 44 tracks is a documentary of the poet and singer-songwriter’s first birthday concert at Carnegie Hall. Songs include So Long, Stay Well; If You Go Away; So Many Others; People on Their Birthdays; Love’s Been Good to Me; Many Summers Ago; When Will the School Start Laughing?; The Ballad of the Sad Young Man and More. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**CD 3717240 THE AMES BROTHERS: You, You, You. This band was among the cream of the crop in the 1950s traditional pop. Seventy-five songs are collected here, including Sentimental Me; Ray Mac, The Man with the Banjo; Can Anyone Explain?; Undecided; The Naughty Lady (You’re So Bad); and many more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 2820099 PERRY COMO: Till the End of Time.** Three CDs compile the must-have classics from one of the 20th century’s biggest music stars. Seventy-five tracks include Till the End of Time; Love and Devotion; So Enchanted Evening; I’m Always Chasing Rainbows; There’s No Place Like Home for the Holidays; I Dream of You; and many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 2985977 JULIUS LA ROSA: The Singles Collection 1953-62.** This 56 track collection comprises most of the A & B sides of La Rosa’s singles that are represented on RCA, plus selected A sides for the Roulette and Kapp labels. Songs include Domani (tomorrow); Suddenly There’s a Valley; Lipstick and Candy and Rubber Sole Shoes; No Other Love; I Believe, I All Want; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**PRICE CUT to $7.99**

**CD 2936100 MELODY FAIR: Orchestral Magic.** This essential collection features three CDs of timeless. Orchestral covers of famous hits. With over 70 songs, featuring hits like Smoke Gets In Your Eyes by George Gershwin; Blue Moon by Bob and Doug McKenzie; Do You Love Your Tea? by B. J. West; Louise by Jackie Gleason; Fandango by Hugo Winterhalter; While We’re Young by Percy Faith; and many more! Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

**PRICE CUT to $15.95**

**CD 6620728 FLUID CRAMER: I Only Have Eyes for You/Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me.** These 22 tracks of standards from the popular performer include: I Write the Songs; Do Me Wrong, But Do Me the Hungry Years; All the Things You Are; The Most Beautiful Girl; Don’t Give Up On Us; If It’s Gone Music. Pub. at $17.99

**$13.95**

**CD 588084X THE COASTERS: THE COMPLETE SINGLES AS BS 1954-62.** One of the vocal groups who epitomized the music of the doowop and R&B eras of the early ’50s, the Coasters remain one of the most recognizable names in their genre. Here are 56 recordings from nearly a decade of their career, including tracks like vacuuming. The next 12 tracks bring together every Billboard Top 100, Cash Box Top 20, and UK Top 5 chart hit accrued by Laine over the course of some 14 years, including duets with artists from Doris Day to Johnnie Ray. Includes classics from the 1950s and ’60s. Sixty songs represented. Fifty four tracks, including UK Top 5 chart hit. Pub. at $16.99

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 5792382 JOHNNY MATHIS: I Only Have Eyes for You/ Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me.** These 22 tracks of standards from the popular performer include: I Write the Songs; Do Me Wrong, But Do Me the Hungry Years; All the Things You Are; The Most Beautiful Girl; Don’t Give Up On Us; If It’s Gone Music. Pub. at $17.99

**$13.95**

**CD 2927438 THE FOUR LADS: The Singles Collection, 1952-62.** One of several male vocal quartets who enjoyed their heyday in the early ‘50s, the Four Lads epitomized the musical spirit of their times and this collection of 57 tracks is an entertaining cross section of their work. Hits include Thanks Pippin for Being a Friend; I’d Rather Be True; Love, The Mocking Bird; and many more! Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 5908728 FRANKIE LAINE: THE HITS COLLECTION 1947-61.** Three CDs bring together every Billboard Top 100, Cash Box Top 20, and UK Top 5 chart hit. Frankie Laine masterfully crooned his way over the course of some 14 years, including duets with artists from Doris Day to Johnnie Ray. Includes classics like That Lucky Old Mule; That’s Amore; May Your Birthday Be In Heaven, Hey Joe; and many more. Eighty tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**$14.95**

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/825
OLDIES - EASY LISTENING

★ CD 5795710 THE DICK HAYMES HITS COLLECTION, 1941-56. One of the most popular singers of the postwar period is revisited with this eight-CD collection, featuring number-one hits you 'll Never Know and I' lI Get By, plus collaborations with Harry James, Benny Goodman, Helen Forrest, Judy Garland, Ethel Merman, The Andrews Sisters, Artie Shaw and Bing Crosby. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 PRICE CUT to $12.95

★ CD 2811561 MELODY OF LOVE: Great 50's Love Songs. The 1950s brought us some of the most memorable love songs and ballads. This massive collection has 75 songs on three CDs featuring hits like Love Me Tender by Elvis Presley, You Send Me by Sam Cooke. Just Walking In the Rain by Johnnie Ray, Peggy Sue by Buddy Holly, No Other Love by Perry Como; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

★ CD 3817954 '60s & '70s 'Blow Out Hits'. Collects 100 chartbusters from some of music's biggest stars from the 1960s, including Fleetwood Mac, 'The Lovin' Spoonful, The Byrds, Harry Nilsson, Johnny Cash. The Fifth Dimension, Tony Bennett, and many more. Five CDs. Demon Music. SOLD OUT

★ CD 3757455 ITALIAN AMERICAN CROONERS. This three CD set compiles 104 songs from legendary crooners Sergio Franchi, Jerry Vale, Al Martino, Dean Martin, Tony Orlando and Jimmy Spazotto. Tracks include Arrivederci, Roma (Martin); Core Nigrato (Franchi); Just Say I Love Her (Vale); and many more. Golden Stars. SOLD OUT

★ CD 4018152 YOU 'R L CROLL: 100 Hits. Collects 100 teenage classics of the '50s and '60s. Artists include Buddy Holly, Chuck Berry, Connie Francis, Eddie Cochran, Bill Haley and His Comets, Fats Domino, Peggy Lee, Dean Washington, Ricky Nelson, Patsy Cline, and many more. Golden Stars. SOLD OUT

★ CD 3636209 ROCK AND ROLL AT FIFTY. Rock's first decade is spotlighted in this collection of hits, packaged in a collectible case packed with photos and history. Three CDs offer 60 classics that started it all. Blue Suede Shoes by Elvis Presley; Carl Perkins; Richard; That'll Be the Day by The Crickets; Shake, Rattle and Roll by Bill Haley and His Comets; and more. Sold Out.

★ CD 4467655 THE BEST OF THE ANDREWS SISTERS: Golden Memories. Patsy, LaVerne and Maxene were the most popular trio of the 1930s and '40s, and were noted for their devotion to entertaining the troops. Here are twenty tracks of many of their best songs, including Rum and Coca Cola; More Than You Know; Better Love Me. Daddy, Eight to the Bar. Signature.

★ CD 435074X HERE'S NAT KING COLE. Nat King Cole performs on twenty-one tracks, including such favorites as Pretend; Lover Come Back to Me, Too Young; Smile; Autumn Leaves; Unforgettable; Nature Boy; Night and Day; Forgive My Heart; Darling, Je Vous Aime; Beaucoup; The Sand & the Sea; Answer Me My Love; and Somebody Loves Me. Disky Communications. SOLD OUT

★ CD 3702592 YANNI: Nightbird–The Encore Collection. A Yanni fan's favorites: North Shore of Matsushima; Point of Origin; Within Attraction; Dance with a Stranger; Chasing Shadows; Days of Summer; and Nightbird. Seven Tracks. SOLD OUT

★ CD 2980851 BING CROSBY: My Favorite Love Songs. Ten tracks from the music icon, including The One I Love (Belongs to Somebody Else); Temptation; OH! How I Miss You Tonight; Surrender Dear; The Way You Look Tonight; and more. Universal Music. SOLD OUT

★ CD 2837404 JO STAFFORD: Pathways Less Explored. This four CD set includes 106 tracks of the classic party work of Stafford, including many rarities. Songs include Piggly Wiggly Woo; Let's Take the Long Way Home; That's For Me; Goodnight Irene; Please Don't Go So Soon; My Darling; and many more. JSP Records. SOLD OUT

★ CD 371506X LOREZ ALEXANDRIA: Singing Songs Everyone Knows. Featuring twelve songs including Just One of Those Things; Then I'll Be Tired of You; Lush Life; Sometimes I'm Happy; Long Ago and Far Away; But Beautiful; Spring Is Here; Angel Eyes; and more. Goto. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ CD 6935882 AMERICA'S GREATEST HITS 1952, Volume 3. This great-value 105 track collection features country music chartbusters from the Top 15 of the Billboard Best Sellers and Cash Box chart. It features some of the biggest names in music like Jo Stafford, Pati Page, Pearl Bailey, Joni James, Eddie Fisher, Guy Lombardo & His Royal Canadians, and many more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99


★ CD 2845385 JESSIE MATTHEWS : A Centenary Celebration. This historic compilation spans more than 50 years of charismatic performances by this great star, and includes many items never previously released. Songs include Silly Little Hill; My Heart Still Stood; Let's Do It; I'll String Along with You; and many more. Sixty-six tracks on 3 CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

★ CD 2870827 FRANKIE VAUGHAN: US & UK Singles Collection 1950-62. He was one of the most popular and successful British singers of the 1950s and '60s, his career spanning most of the rock 'n' roll era. This two CD collection features 60 tracks, including My Sweeter Way Away; Happy Days and Lonely Nights; Tweedle Dee; The Garden of Eden, That's My Doll, The Very, Very; Hungry Bunny Baby. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ CD 3875747 FIRESIDE MEMORIES. Collects Beautiful Lady by Jack Greene; Tonight My Lady Learns to Love by Mike Lunsford; Honey Hungry by Gary Puckett; Soften Than a Rose by David Houston; I Still Believe in You by Wanda Jackson; and Power Pak.

DVO 3856100 FREDDY FENDER: Music Legends. Known to cross musical boundaries in Tejano, country, rock ‘n roll, “swamp pop” styles, Freddy Fender gives a full-access pass with this collection of live performances and interview with the legend himself. Tracks include Before the Next Teardrop Falls; Next Time You See Me; Since I Met You Baby; and 11 more. 112 minutes. 2 CDs. Price Cut to $9.95

DVO 3856097 FRANKIE LAINE: In Concert. The great Frankie Laine, in a live concert given in England, showcasing many of Frankie's biggest numbers, and reminding us of the enduring legacy he brought to every kind of music he sang, from jazz to pop, from country to swing and blues to folk. Twelve tracks include Come Back To Me; Love Story; Rawhide; Feelings; Your Cheatin' Heart; and more. 43 minutes. Immortal. PRICE CUT to $4.95

Blu-ray Blu-ray 290490X MICHAEL FEINSTEIN: The Sinatra Legacy. widescreen. Backed by a live orchestra, Feinstein takes us on a musical journey of Frank Sinatra and his contemporaries. Through timeless songs performed in the unmistakable Michael Feinstein style, he conjures up the biggest music legends of a golden era using their extraordinary music, spiced with intimate stories about their lives longer than life personalities. 86 minutes. Immortal. PRICE CUT to $3.95

NEW AGE - NATURE - RELAXATION

★ CD 585599X THUNDER DRUMS. The music of Native American, African, Hispanic, Aboriginal, and South American cultures unites this CD of percussive tracks set against a mesmerizing backdrop of a rolling thunderstorm. The result is nothing short of stunning. Global Journey. Pub. at $9.95

★ CD 3801446 WAVES OF RELAXATION. Let the soothing cadence of ocean waves wash over your senses. Relaxing escapes for over 30 minutes of lush and immerising nature sounds. Somerset. $3.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
**NEW AGE - NATURE - RELAXATION**

**CD 2960001 TANGERINE DREAM: Somnambulistic Imagination.** Recorded for FM broadcast at the Irvine Meadows Amphitheater in Laguna Hills, California on June 6, 1986, this two CD set collects all five tracks from the show—Imagery One; Imagery Two; Imagery Three; Imagery Four; and Imagery Five. List price: $19.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6700896 STEVEN HALPERN: Music for Sound Healing 2.0.** Proven in research studies and the lives of millions, Halpern’s award-winning compositions update the ancient art of sound healing. He mixes the soothing tones of electric piano, cello, harp, and bamboo flute in a mindful audio masterpiece sure to heal and restore you at your most stressed. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95**


**CD 3854256 RICK WAKEMAN: Classic Tracks.** Let the mystical and magical sounds of Rick Wakeman surround you and fill you with inspirational feelings. Four tracks include Journey to the Center Of the Earth; The Whipping Hand; The Great Chord; and Mayfly. The Store For Music. Pub. at $15.99. **$11.95**

**CD 297231X PATRICK GLEESON: An Electronic Portrait of Holst’s the Planets.** Conceived and produced by Patrick Gleeson back in the 1970s, Holst’s the Planets gets an electronic facelift and great use of the EMU Polyphonic Synthesizer. Collects seven tracks: Mars, the Bringer of War; Venus, the Bringer of Peace; Mercury, the Winged Messenger; Jupiter; the Bringer of Jollity; Saturn, the Bringer of Old Age; Mars, the Bringer of War; and Mercury, the Messenger of Gods. Mystic: RBC Records. Pub. at $15.95. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 375856X ADHD MINDFUL MUSIC WITH SUBLIMINAL AFFIRMATIONS FOR ENHANCED FOCUS.** By Stephen Halpern. Halpern’s music supports enhanced focus, executive function and greater emotional control. The recording amplifies the music’s benefits with a series of positive affirmations which are recorded subliminally and mixed inaudibly. Contains identical tracks as ADHD Mindful Music with Subliminal Affirmations. Crystal Bowl Healing Sound Company. Pub. at $14.95. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 5977720 STEVEN HALPERN: Optimal Health at the Speed of Sound.** Listening to the music on this album provides an easy, effective, and enjoyable way to reduce stress for a healthier life. Halpern’s multi-modal program combines Next-Gen Brain Balancing Music with sonic subliminal affirmations that harmonize body, mind and spirit. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 6792999 DEUTER: Bamboo Forest.** The Shakuhachi is a Japanese flute that has been used for hundreds of years in Zen as a meditative practice. Collected here are eleven tracks for quiet meditation. Originally released as Bamboo Silence. Tracks include Hollow Bamboo 1; Hollow Bamboo 2; Mist in a Temple Cave; Silent Stories; Gragile Air; Kyoto Garden; and more. New Earth Records. Pub. at $15.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3761568 ADHD MINDFUL MUSIC FOR ENHANCED FOCUS.** By Stephen Halpern. Halpern’s music supports enhanced focus, executive function and greater emotional control. The recording amplifies the music’s benefits with a series of positive affirmations which are recorded subliminally and mixed inaudibly. Contains identical tracks as ADHD Mindful Music with Subliminal Affirmations for Enhanced Focus. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**DVD 371165X MODERN ART DECO FIREPLACE VISION!** For those who long for a winter night in New York, sitting by the fire with friends and family or a romantic evening for two, now you can enjoy the same elation. A DVD of musical composition that you can expect in a new ultra modern home. Relax, sit back and relax in the mesmerizing glow and warmth of a modern fireplace anytime of year. Includes a version with soothing music. 60 minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.99**

**DVD 2897083 AQUARIUM VISION!** There is something truly captivating about watching beautiful coral reef fish swimming in harmonious interaction with each other in their watery world. So, sit back, relax and enjoy a wide array of awesome salt water fish with this deluxe aquarium extravaganza. 60 minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.98. **$14.95**

**World - Folk**

**CD 587890X THE KINGSTON TRIO LIVE.** Twenty tracks from the popular folk outfit: Tom Dooley; Greenback Dollar; The Tijuana Jail; Where Have All the Flowers Gone; and Soda: The Lion Has Come Tonight; Baby You’ve Been on My Mind; Shape of Things; Hard Travellin’; Rovin’ Gambler; When the Saints Go Marching In; and more. Acrobat. **$4.95**

**CD 2821419 BOB DYLAN: Original Album Classics.** Collects five albums from the legendary Bob Dylan: Shot of Love; Real Live; Dylan & the Dead; and Oh Mercy. Among the 45 tracks you’ll find Heart of Mine; Shooting Star; Shot of Love; Slow Train; I Want You; Where Do We Go from Here; and many more. Five CDs. Columbia. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3801004 BEST OF BAGPIPES.** The epic sound of bagpipes breathes life into this two-CD set of traditional favorites. Bagpipe Classics includes 10 tracks including Amazing Grace and She Moved Through the Water; while Piper’s Dance interprets 12 tracks including Farewell to Ireland and Tous the Fishers. Somerset. **$9.95**

**CD 2925156 MITCH MILLER: Folk Songs/March Along.** A great selection of 28 folk songs to sing along with Mitch! Includes On Top of Old Smokey; Red River Valley; Down By the Old Mill Stream; The Sailor’s Hornpipe; Rhody; The Blue Tail Fly; I’m Going Back to Dixie; Anchors Away; From the Halls of Montezuma; Dixie; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. **$9.95**

**CD 5593059 JOAN BAEZ: The Debut Album Plus! Joan’s first album, featuring 13 folk-club classics like: Silver Dagger; Host of the Rising Sun; Wildwood Flower; John Riley; Mary Hamilton and more, comes together with ten bonus tracks from the Folk Singers’ Round Harvard Square album, including collaborations with Bill Wood and Ted Alex.** **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6558879 EDITH PIAF: Chansons.** An icon, diva, and legend in her own lifetime, Edith Piaf is widely regarded as the most important French singer of the 20th century. Here she brings her peerless talent to French-language tracks, Oragean (Hurricane); Je Suis A Toi (I Am Yours); La Vie En Rose (Life Through Rose-Colored Glasses); and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. **$9.95**

**CD 3714140 JOHN PRINE: Talking Dirty.** Features a performance recorded in October 1966 from Asheville, North Carolina. Twenty-two tracks, including Lulu Wails; The Torch Singer; Aw Heck; Six O’Clock News; My Own Best Friend; Spanish Pipe Dream; Blue Umbrella; and more. HBOB. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 3736644 THE TARTAN BOX BOX SET.** The music of Scotland featuring regional bands and pipes performing many of Scotland’s best loved tunes and anthems are included in this 3-CD set with sixty tracks in all featuring Amazing Grace; Auld Lang Syne; Caledonia; Dark Lochnagar; I Love a Lassie; Loch Lomond; Scotland Forever; Scots Wha Hae; The Highland Lament; and more. Scottish Music. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 5908689 THE LITTLE BOX OF BOSSA NOVA.** Two collections make for one great night of Bossa Nova sound. Includes Joao Gilberto’s Guitar Nova; bringing together the musician’s first three albums on one CD and the Bossa Nova Brasileira Nova featuring the classic early cuts of Gilberto, Sergio Mendes, Sylvia Telles, Luis Bonila, Stan Getz, and other greats. Ninety tracks on 3 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 5717319 DONOVAN: Bottom Line 1976.** This CD comes from an extraordinary string of Donovan albums released at New York’s Bottom Line Club in April 1976. Features a host of his classics, plus a number of cuts from his 15th album. This stunning concert includes Sunshine Superman; Atlantis; Mellow Yellow; Undertow; House of the Rising Sun; and more. Man; and more. Nineteen tracks. Unicon. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**
**CD 3794709 MARCHING AROUND THE WORLD.** Collects 16 tracks from several of the British military bands of H.M. Forces, including Field_March _March, Red_boys _March, Gibraltar, Army of the Nile, Marche Lorraine; A Bridge Too Far; Cairo Road; Hyde Park; Valdes March; and more. Start. **$5.95**

**CD 6831745 LEONARD COHEN: The Archives.** The ultimate collection of live broadcast recordings of the Canadian singer-songwriter and poet from the 1960s to the present. Features records from the great man's golden era. Shows are from February 1980 in Hempstead, New York, Santa Cruz, California in 1985, and San Francisco in early 1991. Twenty-nine tracks, including _How Sweet It Is To Be Loved By You_; _The Love of Life_; _The End_; and more. The Broadcast Archive. Pub. at **$19.99** **$14.95**

**CD 371488 CY ROODER & THE MOLDA BAND RHYTHM ACES: Santa Cruz.** This CD contains a stunning recording from a performance on March 25th, 1987 in Santa Cruz, California. Songs include _Let's Have a Ball; Jesus on the Main Line; Down in Mississippi; Goodnight Irene; Crazy 'Bout an Automobile; and more._ Leftfield Media. Pub. at **$14.99** **$11.95**

**CD 670578 CELTIC TAPESTRY: Contemporary & Traditional Celtic Music.** Two CDs present over 300 minutes of traditional and contemporary Celtic character. Timeless Celtic treasures join more modern takes on the Celtic sound in recordings by Karen Ashbrook, Robin Bullock, Al Petteway, Bonnie Raitt, Hesperus, and many more. **$17.95**

**CD 3848892 HARRY CHAPIN: Some More Stories Live.** Recorded live on April 11th, 1977, at The Post-Aula in Bremen, Germany, this CD features fifteen tracks from this folk singer including _Shirt of Sorrow; I'm Eighteen; Coming; Dirty Old Man; Dreams Go By;_ and more. _Mig Music._ Pub. at **$18.99** **$14.95**

**CD 2993763 BOB DYLAN: Fallen Angels.** This 12 track collection captures the iconic style of _the legendary performer. Includes I'm Doin' at Heart; Maybe You'll Be There; Polka Dots and Moonbeams; All the way; Skylark; Nevertheless; All or Nothing at All; On a Little Street in Singapore;_ _It Had to Be You; Melancholy Mood; Mood That I Love._ **$3.95**

**CD 5090708 JOHN WILLIAMS: 500 Years of Guitar.** One of the world's foremost classical guitarists, Williams performs 45 mesmerizing Spanish compositions, including _Sol, variations on a theme by Michoel; Barabino; Tansman; and many more._ **$9.95**

**CD 6791182 AMERICAN FOLK: Milestones of Legends.** A snapshot of folk music's trailblazers, presenting the debut albums of Bob Dylan and Peter, Paul & Mary; the first four LPs by Joan Baez; two LPs by Burl Ives; four LPs by the Kingston Trio; and the first four albums by the Brothers Four. Those masterworks join the next generation inspired on 10 CDs, featuring _classics from House of the Rising Sun to Lemon Tree._ Intense. **$24.95**

**CD 2993864 NEIL DIAMOND: Melody Road.** A collection of 12 songs from the iconic singer, including _Melody Road; First Time; Something Blue; Nothing but a Heartache; In Better Days; Marry Me Now; and more._ Capitol / Polygram. **$17.95**

**CD 5934727 THE CARTER FAMILY 1927-1934.** A P.A. Sara, and Maybelle—they were the Carter Family, a traditional American folk music group that had a profound influence on genres from bluegrass to rock to southern country. Remastered music from some of their earliest originals, these 125-plus tracks capture the best years of a trio that forever changed the landscape of popular music. Five CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at **$26.99** **$21.95**

**CD 3778401 KLAUS SCHULZE: La Vie Electronique 1.** A collection of three CDs, with 27 tracks from this German electronic music pioneer, composer and musician, includes _I Was Dreaming I Was Awake; The Real McCoy; Time Never Dies; Dynamo; Feed Your Head;_ and more. Includes booklets with both German and English text. _Mig Music._ Pub. at **$25.99** **$19.95**

and enter the item number in the search box.
World - Folk

**CD 3758680 DICK GAUGHAN: The Harvard Tapes.** This definitive collection features 13 tracks including Erin Go Bragh; Now Resin Minds; Singing For Ireland; You Daughters and Your Sons, Glengloine; On the Road; The World Turned Upside Down; The Worker's Song, The Freedom Come All Ye; And The Poets. Connor's Whiskey, The Chicago Reel; and Jenny's Welcome to One to Know One. Collects ten tracks, recorded at various locations including: Mother's Dead; Insane Instrumental; Blue Jumped the Rabbit; Boosler; Nothin' Man; Hoopin' and Hollerin'; Been Here and Gone; Natech Fire; Do Your Thing; and Let It All Go. Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99. **Sold Out**

**CD 3848868 COURTNEY MARIE ANDREWS: Honest Life.** Ten tracks are featured by this folk artist including: Rookie Dreaming; Lie of the End; Irene; How Dearly Your Heart Mends; Let the Good One Go; Honest Life; Table for One; Put the Fire Out; 15 Highway Lines; and Only in My Mind. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99. **Sold Out**

**CD 3848787 A.A. BONDY: American Hearts.** Includes 12 tracks from this alternative folk artist, recorded in The Red Barn, Palenville, NY: How Will You Meet Your End; There's a Reason; Black Rain; Black Rain; Rapture; American Hearts; and more. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99. **Sold Out**

**CD 3690903 BAHAMIAN BALLADS.** Presenting ballads from the Bahamas, native singer Andre Toussaint brings smooth and soothing Caribbean songs to this 22 track CD. Includes Island Woman, Gondolier, Est Es Filled; Calypso Island; Chest Of Don; Bombino; Jattendar; Cu Cu Cu Pu Cu Patoma; Watermelon Spoonin'; Here I Go Walkin'; Hold 'm Joe; Granada; and more. Naxos of America, Inc. Pub. at $12.99. **Sold Out**

**CD 696303X THE MAMAS & THE PAPAS: Gold.** One of the most popular 1960s groups, this American folk rock band produced an array of hits. Among the 32 tracks compiled in this two CD set are Monday, Monday; Got a Feelin'; California Dreamin'; Don't You Want To Be Me; and more. Geffen. **Price Cut to $9.95**

**CD 6621386 RAVI SHANKAR: Ragas & Talas + India's Master Musician.** Presents two of Shankar's earliest albums in their entirety, combining to offer nearly an hour and a half of great music, including selected Talas & Talas, first issued in 1959, and India's Master Musician, first issued in 1958, plus the complete LP India. All Access. Pub. at $14.99. **Sold Out**

**CD 6814867 BOB DYLAN: Under the Covers.** This CD collection brings together 20 splendid live covers spanning 30 years, performed by the folk icon. Includes Don't Start Me Talkin'; Hard Travelin'; Cocaine; Across the Borderline; Answer Me, My Love; Pennsylvania; and I'm a Fool. Lucky Old Sun; I Forgot More Than You'll Ever Know; and many more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99. **Sold Out**

**CD 3691659 MARIO LANZA: All the Things You Are.** This compilation includes the masterly renditions of multiple musical genres from popular ballads of the '50s to 19th century opereeta before venturing into Neapolitan and Italian song. Twenty tracks including Lolita, Besame Mucho, My Heart Tells, and Accordo. The Lucky Old Sun; I Forgot More Than You'll Ever Know; and many more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99. **Sold Out**

**CD 2903679 JONI MITCHELL: Den Haag 1983.** Features the entire set played on April 27th, 1983, performed at Holland's Concertgebouw venue. The twelve tracks include: Coyote; For Free; Big Yellow Taxi; A Case of You; You Turn Me on I'm a Radio; You're So Square; Solid Love; Love; Ladies Man; Don't Interrupt the Sorrow; Refuge of the Roads; and You Dream Flat Tires. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99. **Sold Out**

**CD 6941028 BONNIE RAITT: Nobody's Girl.** This dynamic performance delivers 17 tracks including About to Make Me Leave Home; Runaway; Talk to Me; Green Lights; Have a Heart; Too Soon to Tell; Cry on My Shoulder; Nobody's Girl; The Road Is My Middle Name; Give It up or Give It All away; Heart; Sometimes; Love; Let Love. All Access. Pub. at $14.99. **Sold Out**


**CD 3714675 CANZONE ITALIANA.** Features thirty-two cover-versions by the Pasta-Pasta Band including Piu Che Piu; Canzoni Lontane; Bella E Impossibile; Profumo; Va Bene Cosi; Menta E Rosmarino; and more. Two CDs. Pub. at $13.99. **Sold Out**

**CD 2798328 CARLOS SANTANA & JOHN MCLAUGHLIN: A Love Supreme.** From a live FM Broadcast recorded at the International Amphitheater, Chicago, IL, 1973, these 12 tracks include Meditation; The Life Divine; A Love Supreme; I'm Always of You; Naima; Flame-Sky; Tastian Malador; Let Us Go into the House of the Lord; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99. **Sold Out**

**CD 2953390 FAIRPORT CONVENTION: Live 1974.** Formed in 1966 and becoming popular over the world, this English Folk Rock group borrowed from both British and American folk and even blues traditions for their distinctive sound. Included here is Mirty Groves; Two; It'll Take A Long Time; Dirty Love; Ballad of Ned Kelly; and more. Eleven tracks in all, packaged in a cardboard sleeve. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99. **Sold Out**

**CD 6887074 ODETTA: The Albums Collection 1954-62.** This substantial 122 track, five CD set provides a comprehensive overview of the first decade or so of her recording career, comprising nine of the albums she made from 1953 to 1962. Tracks include Old Cotton Fields at Home; Payday at Coal Creek, Sail Away Girl; Irish Heart Song; Blue Skirt Waltz; Rosalinda Waltz; Sugar Loaf; and more. Geffen. **Price Cut to $9.95**

**CD 2993929 VAN MORRISON: Versatile.** Across the 16 tracks collected, Morrison interprets some of the very building blocks of modern music in his utterly distinctive style. Songs include Brown Eyed Girl; Ragged Trousered Philanthropist; A Foggy Day; Let's Get Lost; Bye Bye Blackbird; Unchained Melody; I Left My Heart in San Francisco; Millenium; and more. Two CDs. Pub. at $14.99. **Sold Out**

**CD 2959738 BOB DYLAN: Carnegie Hall 1961.** Collects 14 tracks from Dylan's first proper concert, held on November 4, 1961. Songs include Pretty Peggy-O; In the Pines; Gospel Plow; 1913 Massacre; Backwater Blues; Talking New York; and more. BDA. Pub. at $14.99. **Sold Out**

**CD 3714950 ALL-STARS OF POLKALAND, U.S.A.** A rousing collection of Polka music featuring twelve tracks that include Just Because; Liechtensteiner Polka; Too Fat Polka; Bumper Polka; Skirt Waltz; Sugar Loaf Waltz; You Are My One True Love; Bear Barning Polka; and more. Geffen. **Price Cut to $7.95**

**CD 6908845 LEONARD COHEN: Austin City Limits.** This CD collects nine tracks from Cohen’s October 1988 live performance in Austin, Texas. Songs include First We Take Manhattan; Tower of Song; Everybody Knows; No Cure for Love; The Partisan; Joan of Arc; Jazz Police; If It Will be Your Will; Take this Waltz. All Access. Pub. at $14.99. **Sold Out**

**CD 6828655 FLACO JIMENEZ: Fiesta–Live in Bremen.** For everyone who enjoys folk music that blends rock, blues, roots and Latin styles, this live show is a must listen. The two CD set collects 21 tracks including Gallego Llegato; Tonight is the Night; Soulmates; Yo Dejo en San Antonio; Gitano Legitimo; Tonight is the Night; Soulmates; and more. Geffen. **Price Cut to $7.95**

**CD 6681296 BOB DYLAN: Folk Singer's Choice.** This collection of 12 songs is from a radio live performance Dylan did on March 11, 1962, along with Cynthia Gooding. Includes (I Heard That) Lonesome Whistle; Foxin' To Die; Smokestack Lightning; Hard Travelin'; Baby Please Don't Go; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99. **Sold Out**

---

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/825
and enter the item number in the search box.
SOLD OUT

**CD 3084981** THE BRITISH INVASION. Featuring eight CDs containing 122 British tracks with performances by Eric Burdon and the Animals, The Kinks, The Who, The Beatles, Gerry and the Pacemakers, Rod Stewart, Elton John, Deep Purple, and more. Also included is a DVD with 12 full-length performances from The Ed Sullivan Show by The Animals, The Rolling Stones, The Beatles, Freddie and the Dreamers and more, 40 minutes, in B&W and Color. Slipcased. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $149.99  
**$119.95**

**CD 327101** SOUL OF THE '70S: Always and Forever. Collects 30 tracks on two CDs, including That's the Way of the World by Earth, Wind & Fire; Family Affair by Sly & The Family Stone; Close the Door by Teddy Pendergrass; Best Thing That Ever Happened to Me by Gladys Knight & The Pips; I'll Be There by The Jackson 5; Tell Me Something Good by Rufus; Papa Was a Rollin' Stone, by The Temptations; Too Hot Ta Trot, by the Commodores; Got To Be There, by Michael Jackson; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99  
**$21.95**

**CD 3872979** '60S COUNTRY. Then and Only Then. A wonderful collection of 34 songs from the decade's biggest country music stars, including Make The World Go Away by Eddy Arnold; Ring of Fire by Johnny Cash; Stand by Your Man by Tammy Wynette; El Paso by Marty Robbins; Only Daddy That'll Walk the Line by Waylon Jennings; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99  
**$21.95**

**CD 3875229** ROCK & ROMANCE COLLECTION: The Best of Times. These love songs might be the best yet. Thirty-four tracks, including Hit Me With Your Best Shot by Pat Benatar; Addicted to Love by Robert Palmer; You Are So Beautiful by Joe Cocker; Your Song by Elton John; Some Kind of Wonderful by Grand Funk Railroad; and more. 3 CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99  
**$21.95**

**CD 3807064** SOUL OF THE '70S: Let's Get It On. Here are thirty Soul tracks by the original artists including Signed, Sealed, Delivered I'm Yours, by Stevie Wonder; I'll Be There, by The Jackson 5; Tell Me Something Good, by Rufus; Papa Was a Rollin' Stone, by The Temptations; Too Hot Ta Trot, by the Commodores; Got To Be There, by Michael Jackson; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99  
**$21.95**

**CD 3701514** FAITH, HOPE & COUNTRY: Old Time Religion. Thirty-two songs to take you back in time to when these oldies were just good. Songs include (We're Gonna) Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley and his Comets; Little Darlin' by the Diamonds; Come Go with Me, by The Miracles; Help Me Make It Through the Night, by Tammy Wynette; Floyd Cramer, Chet Atkins, Ray Price, Marty Robbins, and more. Eight CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $129.99  
**$99.95**

**CD 3737040** FAITH, HOPE & COUNTRY. This is the most complete and most inspirational collection of country music ever assembled. This amazing set includes 10 CDs, featuring 155 tracks. Artists include Lee Greenwood, Glen Campbell, John Denver, George Strait, Patsy Cline, The Statler Brothers, Waylon Jennings, Anne Murray, Barbara Mandrell, Tex Ritter, and many more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $149.99  
**$119.95**

**CD 3875075** GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY. Collects 158 tracks from the legends of country music. Artists include Hank Williams, George Jones, Patsy Cline, Jerry Lee Lewis, Marty Robbins, Hank Snow, Johnny Cash, Tammy Wynette, Carl Perkins, Jim Reeves, Elvis Presley, Merle Haggard, and many more. One CD set contains 315 soul favorites from the decade. Featured artists include: Earth Wind & Fire, Stevie Wonder; the Jackson Five; James Brown & the Gang; Lou Rawls; Gladys Knight & The Pips; Commodores; Marvin Gaye; Aretha Franklin; Smokey Robinson and the Miracles; and many more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $149.99  
**$119.95**

**CD 3737012** '70S COUNTRY: Country Sunshine. Thirty-two songs to compile on their own. Elvis Presley is very Again by Dolly Parton; Take Me Home, Country Roads by John Denver; Delta Dawn by Tanya Tucker; Blue Eyes Crying in the Rain by Merle Haggard; The Willie Nelson; The Fire, The Rain, by Waylon Jennings; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99  
**$21.95**

**CD 3706168** '60S COUNTRY: Cryin' Time. A collection of some of the best country music from the '60s including I Can't Stop Loving You by Ray Charles; 'Wichita Lineman' by Glen Campbell. Together Again by Buck Owens; Tender Years by George Jones; Success by the Judds; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.98  
**PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**CD 3097080** THE TEEN YEARS SET. Fifty-nine tracks of oldies but goodies from our teen years performed by the original artists including All I Have to Do Is Dream; Hey, Baby; With the Beatles; From the Beginning; Lipstick on Your Collar; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.98  
**$21.95**

**CD 3874974** '60S COUNTRY. Collects 136 tracks from some of the decade's biggest stars, including Eddy Arnold; Jim Reeves; Johnny Cash; Dolly Parton; Willie Nelson; Tammy Wynette; Floyd Cramer, Chet Atkins, Ray Price, Marty Robbins, and more. Eight CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $129.99  
**$99.95**

**CD 3701517** '70S COUNTRY. Collects some of the decade's biggest stars, including Charley Pride; George Jones; Charlie Daniels Band; Tanya Tucker; John Denver; The Statler Brothers, Hank Williams Jr., Linda Ronstadt, Kenny Rogers, and more. Eight CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $129.99  
**$99.95**

**CD 3701515** '70S COUNTRY. Collects 137 tracks from some of the decade's biggest stars, including Charley Pride; George Jones; Charlie Daniels Band; Tanya Tucker; John Denver; The Statler Brothers, Hank Williams Jr., Linda Ronstadt, Kenny Rogers, and more. Eight CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $129.99  
**$99.95**

**CD 3701516** '70S COUNTRY. Collects 137 tracks from some of the decade's biggest stars, including Charley Pride; George Jones; Charlie Daniels Band; Tanya Tucker; John Denver; The Statler Brothers, Hank Williams Jr., Linda Ronstadt, Kenny Rogers, and more. Eight CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $129.99  
**$99.95**
**CD 3729524 FIDDLER ON THE ROOF:** The 2018 Cast Recording. This iconic Broadway musical comes to life in this revival of Fiddler on the Roof in 2018. Be enchanted as the cast sings Traditions, Matchmaker, Matchmaker! "I'll Be a Man," "Sabbath Prayer," "To Life," "Hatikvah," "Miracle of Miracles," and more. CD in English with 11 songs from the 1964 Broadway production. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3715639 EASY LISTENING CLASSICS: Times of Your Life.** Enjoy some retro cruising times with these 32 tracks of nostalgic tunes including: My Cherie Amour by Stevie Wonder; Ramblin Rose by Nat King Cole; Snowbird by Patsy Cline; Ooh Child by Nina Simone; Everyday by Buddy Holly; and more by the original artists. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**CD 3701492 COUNTRY MUSIC OF YOUR LIFE: For the Good Times.** If you like country music, you’ll love this collection of 30 songs from some of the genre’s biggest stars. Tracks include Stand by Your Man by Tammy Wynette; Are You Lonesome Tonight? by Elvis Presley; Amandy by Waylon Jennings; Islands in the Stream by Dolly Parton and Kenny Rogers; and more. Two CDs. StarVista. Pub. at $29.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3737004 ‘60S COUNTRY: Sweet Dreams.** This two CD set collects 34 songs from some of the biggest country stars of the 1960s. The 30 tracks compiled on this two-CD set put spotlight on some of the soul genre’s biggest stars. Songs include The Tears of a Clown by Smokey Robinson & the Miracles; Our Girl by Natalie Cole; Lean on Me by Bill Withers; Jungle Boogie by Kool & the Gang; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.98. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 373711X SOUL OF THE ’70S: Back in Love Again.** The 30 tracks compiled on this two-CD set put spotlight on some of the soul genre’s biggest stars. Songs include The Tears of a Clown by Smokey Robinson & the Miracles; Our Girl by Natalie Cole; Lean on Me by Bill Withers; Jungle Boogie by Kool & the Gang; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.98. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3085050 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Honky-Tonk Man.** Gathers 32 country classics by the original artists, including Folsom Prison Blues by Johnny Cash; El Paso by Marty Robbins; Wolverton Mountain by Claude King; Wake Up Little Suzie by The Everly Brothers; I’ve Been Everywhere by Hank Snow, Green Grass of Home by Porter Wagoner, and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.98. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3701506 EASY LISTENING CLASSICS: Everything Is Beautiful.** Collects 30 songs from your easy listening favorites, including Georgia on My Mind by Ray Charles, My Girl by the Temptations, Sweet Dreams (of you) by Patsy Cline; Fever by Peggy Lee, That’s Amore by Dean Martin; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.98. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**CD 3701522 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Heartbreak Hotel.** This two CD set collects 30 songs from the legends of country music’s golden age, including Fist City by Loretta Lynn; Jambalaya (on the Bayou) by Jerry Lee Lewis; Folsom Prison Blues by Patsy Cline; The Window Up Above by George Jones; and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.98. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**CD 3701662 SOUL OF THE ’60S: Get Ready.** Collects 34 songs from legendary soul artists of the 60s. Tracks include Head & Through the Movies by Gladys Knight & the Pips; In the Name of Love by the Supremes; Can’t Help Myself (Sugar Pie, Honey Bunch) by the Four Tops; My Guy by Mary Wells; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.98. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3097099 TIME LIFE MOVIE CLASSICS: 30th Anniversary.** Ten of the most notable movie themes are collected in these 28 tracks including The Pink Panther Theme by Henry Mancini and His Orchestra; Days of Wine and Roses, by Andy Williams; Winds of Change, by Ray Conniff and the Singers; Hello, Dolly! by Dolly Parton; Born Free, by Roger Williams; What the World Needs Now is Love, by Jackie DeShannon; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**CD 3085052 CLASSIC LOVE SONGS OF ROCK ‘N’ ROLL: Our Day Will Come.** A collection of 24 tracks of classic love songs by the original artists including Wouldn’t It Be Nice, by The Beach Boys; Please Mr. Postman, by The Marvelettes; White Christmas, by Bing Crosby & The Andrews Sisters; Ruby, Ruby, and the Romantics; I Love You, by Ricky Nelson. Who’s Sorry Now, by Columbia Francis; Love Letters in the Sand, by Pat Boone and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**CD 3084906 THE 25TH ANNIVERSARY ROCK & ROLL HALL OF FAME CONCERTS: 1983.** Celebrates the 2009 rock ‘n roll royalty held court at Madison Square Garden, featuring a who’s who of rock ‘n roll. Here in this four CD set are 54 tracks of hits such as Woodstock performed by Crosby, Stills & Nash; Cash and the Man; Schoolyard performed by Paul Simon; Signed, Sealed, Delivered I’m Yours performed by Stevie Wonder; and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $49.99. **PRICE CUT to $24.95**

**CD 3707309 TIME LIFEs EASY LISTENING CLASSICS.** This ten CD collection of 128 tracks of easy listening music legends such as John Denver, Carole King, Elvis Presley, Dionne Warwick, Sonny & Cher, Carly Simon, Elton John, Ray Charles, Frank Sinatra, Patsy Cline, Diana Ross, Steve Wonder, Nat King Cole, The Jackson 5, Louis Armstrong, and many more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $149.95. **PRICE CUT to $109.95**

**CD 3701484 BODY + SOUL: Turn Off the Lights.** Collects 15 classics from the soul era, including Sexual Healing by Marvin Gaye; P_DISP=

**CD 3763199 100 CLASSIC S FOR RELAXATION.** This 22-track assembly brings together classic masterpieces like Butterworth’s English Idyl No. 1; Tchaikovsky’s Song without Words; Grieg’s Two Lyric Pieces, Op. 68-2; At the Cradle; Ravel’s Mother Goose Suite No. 2; Tom Thumb; and more. TIME LIFE. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3084922 ANNIE: The Broadway Musical.** Soundtrack to the 30th anniversary production of Annie, as well as Annie 2. Includes: It’s a Hard-Knock Life, Tomorrow, Little Girls, and You’re Never Fully Dressed Without a Smile. Features Carol Burnett, Kathie Lee Gifford, Sally Struthers, and Gary Beach. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**DVD 3096505 OPY VIDEO CLASSICS: Hall of Fame.** This collection honors the artists from the class of ’73 Country Music Hall of Fame: Chet Atkins and Patsy Cline. Thirteen other performances include Big River, by Loretta Lynn; The Pink Cadillac, by The Box Tops; Po’ Folks, by Bill Anderson; Ooh Lonesome Me, by Don Gibson, One’s On the Way, by Loretta Lynn; Joshua, by Dolly Parton; and more. In B&W and Color. 56 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95. **SOLD OUT**

**DVD 3096734 OPY VIDEO CLASSICS: Legends.** What makes a country star a legend? Instant recognition on a first name basis like George (Jones) performing White Lightning, or Johnny (Cash) doing Ring of Fire. Here are thirteen other legends performing their hits, including Marty Robbins, Faron Young, Ray Price, Patsy Cline, Tom Jones, George Jones, and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**CD 3096558 OPY VIDEO CLASSICS: Honky-Tonk Heroes.** Nobody gets things rolling better than these fifteen classic country music performances, including Walking the Floor over You, by Ernest Tubb; Heartaches by the Number, by Ray Price; Six Days on the Road, by Dave Dudley; Kaw-Liga, by Charles Tubb; and The Race Is On, by George Jones. In Color and B&W. 58 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95. **SOLD OUT**

**DVD 3719731 MOWPTOWN: 25th Street.** Yesterday, Today, Forever. Features an extended version of Mowptown 25, with most 30 minutes of footage never broadcast. Virtually every major Motown artist is spotlighted, including Smokey Robinson, Marvin Gaye, Stevie Wonder, Diana Ross, Lionel Richie, Mary Wells, Martha Reeves, Jr., Walker and the Commodores, and more. 58 minutes. StarVista. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**
**Time Life Music**

**DVD 3701573 OPVY VIDEO CLASSICS: Pioneers.** Presents the greatest collection of vintage live country music performances ever assembled. Performers include: Roy Acuff, Grandpa Johnson, Johnnie and Jack, Sons of the Pioneers, Eddy Arnold, Ray Price, Hank Snow, Carl Smith, and others. In Color and B&W. 49 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95 **$11.95**

**DVD 3992844 OPVY VIDEO CLASSICS: Duets.** Presents the greatest collection of vintage live country music performances ever assembled, from the '50s to the '70s. These fifty musical duets include Don Gibson & June Carter, Oh Lonesome Me; Bobby Lord & Patsy Cline. (Remember Me) I'm the One Who Loves You; Porter Wagoner & Dolly Parton, Frailness were Promises; and more. In Color and B&W. 57 minutes. **TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95** **$11.95**

**DVD 3701581 OPVY VIDEO CLASSICS: Queens of Country.** Features Kitty Wells’s ‘Making Believe,’ along with major hits by Patsy Cline, Loretta Lynn, Tammy Wynette and Dolly Parton. As a special treat, this set includes The Hurtin’s All Over by Connie Smith, whom Dolly acknowledged as possessing one of the three best female voices in the world. In Color and B&W. 56 minutes. **TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95** **$11.95**

**DVD 3701599X OPVY VIDEO CLASSICS: Songs That Topped the Charts.** Presents the greatest collection of vintage live country music performances ever assembled. Performers include: Cowboy Copas, Ferlin Husky, Skeeter Davis, Leroy Van Dyke, Sonny James, Ernest Ashworth, Billy Walker, Del Reeves, Donna Fargo, and others. In Color and B&W. $11 minutes. **TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95** **$11.95**

**DVD 3701565 OPVY VIDEO CLASSICS: Love Songs.** Offers 15 love songs by the likes of Dolly Parton (I Will Always Love You), George Jones (She (I Think I Still Care), Ferlin Husky (Gone), Loretta Lynn (Love Is the Foundation), and Conway Twitty (I See the Want in Your Eyes). In Color and B&W. 57 minutes. **TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95** **$11.95**

**Country & Western - Bluegrass**

**CD 6621250 MARTY ROBINS: The Complete Recordings 1952-1960.** One of country’s leading crossover artists, Robbins’ discs total six full albums, plus his complete singles catalog, from across eight prolific years. Includes the entirety Rock'n Roll’n Robbins; The Song of Robbins; Song of the Islands; Marty Robbins; Gunfighter Ballads and Trail Songs; and More Southern Ballads of the Old West. **Four Songs. CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99** **$11.95**

**CD 2820102 ROY ACUFF: The Early Albums Collection.** This four CD set comprising 113 tracks features ten of Acuff’s early albums including Old Time Barn Dance; Songs of the Smoky Mountains; Favorite Hymns; The Great Speckled Bird; Once More—It’s Roy Acuff; That Glory Bound Train; King of Country Music; The World Is His Stage, the Star of ‘Grand Ole Opry’, and American Folk Songs. **Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99** **$11.95**

**CD 584651X HANK WILLIAMS: The Complete Singles A’s & B’s 1947-55.** More than a country legend, Hank Williams was one of the most important figures in the American musical landscape in the post-war era. This massive 103-track set presents the A and B sides of all his releases, from his debut on the Sterling label, through his years with the MGM label and his posthumous releases, including his releases on the Sun, the King, the Drifter. **Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $25.99** **$19.95**

**CD 6584918 PATSY CLINE: The Complete Releases 1955-62.** One of the most revered female artists in the history of country music is celebrated in this 75-track collection including every recorded session. Cline released her debut between her debut on Corral, through her Four Star and Decca years until the end of 1962—just months before her tragic death. Includes Walkin’ After Midnight, I Fall to Pieces, Crazy; She’s Got You; and much more. **Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99** **$14.95**

**CD 2841290 THE HIGHWAYMEN: On the Road Again.** Superlative is a fitting label for these legends: Johnny Cash, Kris Kristofferson, Willie Nelson and Waylon Jennings. This CD collects 17 songs from a performance recorded in April 1992 in Scotland. Tracks include On the Road Again; Folsom Prison Blues; Blue Eyes Crying in the Rain; Whiskey River; Always on My Mind; All of Me; Georgia on My Mind; Good Hearted Woman; Angel Flying Too Close to the Ground; To All the Girls I’ve Loved Before; Me and Bobby McGee; and more. **Medley. **$5.95

**CD 3808521 WILSON NELSON GREATEST HITS LIVE.** Twenty tracks presents the songs that made you love the iconic Willie. Includes On the Road Again; City of New Orleans; If You Ever Get to Heaven; I’ve Got the Whiskey; Whiskey River; Always on My Mind; All of Me; Georgia on My Mind; Good Hearted Woman; Angel Flying Too Close to the Ground; To All the Girls I’ve Loved Before; Me and Bobby McGee; and more. **Media. **$5.95

**CD 2662492 EMMYLU HARRIS: Transmission Impossible.** Probably the most consistent country artist of the past 40 years, Harris remains as popular and dynamic a performer today as she ever was. This three-CD set collects 45 tracks, including Born to Run; We’ll Swap Out the Ashes; Wrecking Ball; That’s All I Took; Wheels; Cry One More Time; Cash on the Barrel Head; and many more. **To the Beat. Pub. at $19.99** **$14.95**

**CD 4552911 JOHNNY CASH: The Complete Sun Releases and Columbia Singles 1946-62.** One of the greatest guitarists of American music, Johnny Cash gets a fitting tribute in this 82-track collection. An overview of his early career, it assembles all his tracks with Columbia Records, with more than a country legend, Hank Williams was...
Country & Western - Bluegrass

**CD 6700810** THE JOHNNY HORTON SINGLES COLLECTION 1950-60. This 60-track anthology comprises selected A & B sides by this honky-tonk and rockabilly star, including all his pop and country hits from the U.S. and the U.K.: The Battle of New Orleans; North to Alaska; When It's Springtime in Twain. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.99 12.95

**CD 6574240 EMMILYLOU HARRIS AND THE HOT BAND: Cowboy Angles. In a 1975 live radio broadcast, Harris brings her country-rock sound to 15 classics: Cash on the Barrel Head; That's All It Took; Feelin' Single; Seven Wond... 995

**CD 5878624 THE CARTER FAMILY: Greatest Hits 1927-1934.** This 12-track compilation features 16 tracks from the Carter Family, including Orange Blossom Special, Home on the... 9.45

---

**CD 5878713 DON WILLIAMS: Just a Country Boy.** Fourteen tracks bring Don's true country sound to your collection: You're My Best Friend; When I'm With You; Some Broken Hearts Never Mend; I'm Just a Country Boy; It Must Be Love; Where Are You; All... 4.95

**CD 6992007 WILLIE NELSON: At the Boarding House.** Nelson performed a dynamic show at San Francisco's Boarding House on June 7th, 1975. A show consisting of tunes from his recent albums, plus a number of w... 11.95

---

**CD 3849052 TOWNEES VAN RAALTA MOMMA BLUES:** Collects 10 tracks from this country-blues performer including FFV; Only Him or Me; Tower Song; Come Tomorrow; Where I Lead Me; Rake; Nothin'; and more. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $9.95 12.95

---

**CD 3787398 JANIE FRICKIE-IT AIN'T EASY: The Complete Hits.** Featuring release this collection of 27 tracks from this country music star including two 7" 45s which include: What're You Doing Tonight; Let's Try Again; Do Me With... 13.95

---

**CD 6484664 JOHNNY CASH: 100 Hits.** Johnny Cash dominated the music scene for decades and this four CD set collects 100 hit songs, including Jack the Devil; A Fool; His Own; I Don't Care; Walk on the Wild Side;... 14.95

---

**CD 3790400 THE LOUVIN BROTHERS: The Complete Singles Collection 1949-62.** This 59-track, two CD set comprises most of their A & B sides for Decca during this era, plus selected titles from their albums. Includes Songs of the... 21.95

---

**CD 6408938 ERNEST TUBB: The Complete US Hits 1941-62.** This 71-track collection comprises every Ernest Tubb record that featured in the U.S. country charts for the first time, and was released more than 2 decades, including hit duets with Red Foley, the Andrews Sisters and the Wilburn brothers. A definitive snapshot of the... 14.95
CD 576074 THE BOB WILLIS AND HIS TEXAS PLAYBOYS COLLECTION 1935-50. A pioneer of the Western Swing style of the 1930s and 40s, Bob Willis’ distinctive sound is the focus of this collection. Over 50 tracks in all, it brings together the highlights of some 15 years of his career from Texas and Southwestern US, including his Top 10 hit “New San Antonio Rose; Smoke on the Water; Sugar Moon; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 295978X EMMYLU HARRIS & SPYBOY: Bottom Line, New York 1998. The ensemble played at New York’s legendary Bottom Line for a gig that was recorded for live FM broadcast. This CD collects 16 tracks, including Wrecking Ball; Pancho and Lefty; Two More Bottles of Wine; Born to Run; Beneath Still Waters; Behind Closed Doors; Chilly Weather; Rich; Salim Sheets by Jeanne Pruett; Take this Job and Shove It by Johnny Paycheck; and many others. Media. $9.95

CD 2947404 DON GIBSON: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1952-62. The influential country singer and songwriter is at his best in this 58-track selection, bringing together such memorable favorites as I Can’t Stop Loving You; Oh Lonesome Me; Sea of Heartbreak; and Blue Day Blue, as well as 10 bonus tracks. A&R. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

CD 3874850 KRIS & RITA: Natural Act. Eleven songs are collected from this talented duo, including Blue I Do; Not Everything Knows; I Fought the Law; Number One; Silver Mantis; Hoola Hoop; and more. PolyGram Records. $9.95

CD 3771091 THE JIMMY NEWMAN COLLECTION 1948-62. Features eighteen hits on the U.S. Country Chart, with nine Top 10 entries including the number 1 hit Fallen Star. If You’re Makin’ Love Out of Me and the number four hit Cry Cry Darling, along with selected A & B sides from the Modern, Fais Records, MGM and Decca Labels during this era. Fifty-eight tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 3756082 MELVIN MULLIGAN: Greatest Hits. Feature: Raggedy, But Right; Magnolia Rag; Sweeter Than the Flowers; Jole’ Bion; Wabash Cannonball; Bottom of the Glass; Louisiana; Mona Lisa; Well oh Well; Pippin’ Pipers; and more. Bear Family. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3691632 THE JIMMY WAKELY COLLECTION 1940-53. Wakely was one of the last of the “singing cowboys,” personalities who combined appearances in western movies with recording country and western records. This three-CD, 84 track set comprises A and B sides of all the country singer’s singles on the Decca and Capitol labels during this period. This disc presents country music’s greatest stars and hits on this 30 track collection. CD

CD 3757366 ERIC JOHNSON: Live from Austin, TX. Fasten your seatbelts for an extraordinary ride with this live performance, recorded on December 14, 1988. Thirteen tracks, including Richman’s Blues; Love or Let Me Be; Stone Cold; Travellin’ Man; and more. New West Records. $14.95

CD 3726652 TELL IT TO ME: Revisiting the Johnson City Sessions, 1928-1929. Showcasing vernacular music genres and styles that were popular across Appalachia during the early years of the twentieth century, this disc collects 26 recordings by twenty-six different acts including Tell it to Me by Grant Brothers & Their Music; Home Town Blues by Roane County Blizzards; The Coco-Cola Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

CD 5699096 THE FARON YOUNG COLLECTION, 1951-62. One of the most popular of country stars to come to prominence in the early 1950s and among the last of the honky tonk rebels. Faron Young’s well-loved ’50s hits are presented in this two-CD set. Sixty tracks comprise all A sides and selected B sides from a decade of releases, including classics like Live Fast, Love Hard, Die Young: Country & Hello Waits. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 5933255 THE TENNESSEE ENNIE FORK COLLECTION 1949-61. Fifty-five tracks bring together every A and B side that Ford released from his 1951 debut through 1962, featuring 30 country and pop hits that charted in both the U.S. and the UK. Mule Train; Shogun; The Ballad of Twenty Million Tons; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 6675905 BILL MONROE AND HIS BLUEGRASS BOYS: All the Classic Releases 1936-1949. Bill Monroe practically invented the genre of Bluegrass. This five-CD, 102-track set chronicles how it happened, song by song. Featuring appearances by Lester Flatt, Earl Scruggs, Charlie Monroe and other influencers, it includes classics like My Long Journey Home; Little, Lil’ Pink Flowers; On Country Roads; Foggy Mountain Breakdown; Traveling Mood; Time; Lonesome; Moonshine; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

CD 3884084 COUNTRY SUPERSTARS OF THE 70’s. Two CDs presents country music’s greatest stars and hits on this 30 track collection. Includes How Can I Unlove You by Lynn Anderson; Supernova by Donna Fargo; For the Good Times by Melba Montgomery; Right or Wrong by Charley Rich; Sain Sheets by Jeanne Pruett; Take this Job and Shove It by Johnny Paycheck; and many others. Medley. $9.95

CD 3757404 NEKO CASE: Live from Austin, TX. This debut Austin City Limits performance on August 9, 2003, captures songs from Neko’s latest album and showcases some of the artist’s early releases at the time, combining elements of country, gospel and punk. Fourteen tracks, including Favorite; Outro with Bees; Behind the House; In California; and more. New West Records. $11.95

CD 2981017 GEORGE JONES: The Millennium Collection. This CD of 10 songs provides a wonderful sampling of this country legend’s illustrious career, including She Thinks I Still Care; The Race Is On; A Girl I Used To Know; That Lonesome Song That I Used to Hear; and many more. Universal Music. $5.95

CD 6585973 THE NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND: Nashville 1974. Performed in front of a select audience and broadcast locally in Nashville, this 22-track live album collects an array of favorites by the country-rock outfit: Foggy Mountain Breakdown; Traveling Mood; Rave On!; Honky Tonk Poncy; Cosmic Cowboy; The Battle of New Orleans; My Wakin’ Shoes; Finhill Special; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

CD 6641273 GEORGE JONES: Mr. Country and Western Music. A collection of 14 top hits from the country western star including I Just Lost My Girl, What’s for Good for Me, Don’t You Ever Get Tired, How Proud Would You Be, Drink on the Corner, Things Have Changed to Pieces; and more. Time LIFE. $5.95

CD 3886229 A TRIBUTE TO OUTLAWS: Live from the Country Music Cruise. Live from a Country Music cruise, the five-CD set tracks some of the six years’ sold-out special performances by Charlie, Hank, Waylon, and the Allman Brothers. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

CD 279862X WANDE JAKSON: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1954-62. This great value 58 track, two CD set comprises the A and B sides of all country singer’s singles on the Decca and Capitol labels during this period, with classic material from this American great. “The Father of Country Music” entertains with over 100 tracks including Tin Pan Alley; I’ve Got a Gal in the Pictures; American Pie; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 2702502 TRUCK STOP. The songs and artists in this album are typically represented by the “kings of the road,” as noted in their histories. This CD is a one-of-a-kind, true-to-life look at the true-to-life music recorded at truck stops across America. Ten tracks, including Sleeper Cab Blues by Tom O’Neal; Pinball Machine by Lonnie Livermore, Turn Your Eyes to the Willis Brothers; and many more. New West Records. $12.95

CD 5933489 JIMMIE RODGERS: Recordings 1927-1933. An enormous five-CD set compiles six decades of classic material from this American great. “The Father of Country Music” entertains with over 100 tracks including The Soldier’s Sweetheart; I Am Coming for a Train; Texas Blues; I’m Lonesome Too; No Hard Times; Mississippi Delta Blues; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/825
Country & Western Bluegrass

★ CD 6908926 SHE'S SELLING WHAT SHE USED TO GIVE AWAY. Collects 28 risque hillbilly songs from the 30s, including Frankie and the Drifters' original, "Girl I Left Behind Me". Another hit included is "Bing Crosby's" "When Love Goes By Bang Boys, Red Nightgown Blues by Jimmie Davis. Nobody's Business by Riley Puckett; Feels Good by Hartman's Heart Breakers; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $29.99

★ CD 688615X THE CARTER FAMILY, VOLUME 2, 1935-1941. Experience the later years of the first family of American music with an astounding 129 tracks. Over six hours of vintage music in all, it includes remastered cuts of their glory to the Lamb, Behind Those Stone Walls, Sinking in the Lonesome Sea; East Virginia Blues; Jealous Hearted Me; and more folk and country classics. Five CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

★ CD 688408 BILL MONROE & THE BLUEGRASS BOYS: Castle Studio 1950-1951 Complete Sessions. Includes all of Bill Monroe's recording sessions from 1950 and 1951, when the Bluegrass Boys represented bluegrass at its zenith and whose influence has lasted from their time to ours. This 5 CD, 181 track collection includes Blue Grass Ramble; Raw Hide; Poison Love; Cabin of Love; and more. Also contains an informative booklet about the group. RWA. Pub. at $42.99 $29.95

★ CD 3798433 THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1962. This 110 track, four CD collection of 1962 includes hits recorded on By Leroy Van Dyke. You're the Reason by Bobby Edwards; Sometimes I'm Tempted by Marty Robbins, Old Rivers by Walter Brennan; Wolverton Mountain by Claude King, Adios Amigos by Jim Reeves, and so many more. Includes informational booklet on all the performers. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

★ CD 379457 GENE AUTRY: Back in the Saddle Again. The legendary singing cowboy has no less than five "stars" on the Hollywood Walk of Fame, and this new collection of his music ideally showcases his musical talents. Twenty-five tracks include: Back in the Saddle Again; Deep in the Heart of Texas; Maria Elena; Be Honest with Me; Ole Faithful; Sioux City Sue; and more. Packaged in a cardboard slipcase. Dynamic. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 5923904 PORTER WAGONER: The Singles Collection 1952-62. Comprises every A and B side from the 35 singles released by Wagoner over the course of a decade, including country hits like A Satisfied Mind; Misery Loves Company; Come On, Eat And Be Merry; What Would You Do; Your Old Love Letters; and more. Sixty tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

★ CD 5923204 RAY PRICE: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1950-62. This three-CD collection shines the spotlight on the amazing and defining career of Price's remarkable career, bringing together every A and B side he released during the period. More than 75 tracks, including chart-toppers like Crazy Walking Back to You; City Lights; The Same Old Arms; My Shoes Keep Walking Back to You; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 6703909 EMMYLOU HARRIS: The Cincinnati Kid. The singer-songwriter brings her folk and country stylings to Cincinnati, Ohio, with this 1985 concert at The Tang Tavern. Sixteen tracks include I'm Moving On; Blue Kentucky Girl; Woman Walk the Line; The Ballad of Sally Rose; Save the Last Dance For Me; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

★ CD 6858848 THE OAK RIDGE BOYS: Original Greatest Hits. This collection presents all 15 number one country hits as originally recorded by the original band, plus a couple of number two hits. Tracks include I'll Be True to You; Elvira; Trying to Love Two Lovers; Leaving Love Today; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

★ CD 3567273 WEBB PIERCE: The Complete US Country Hits 1952-62. One of the most successful country artists during the 1950's, Webb Pierce recorded more country No. 1's during the decade than any other artist. Collected here are all 62 of his records, both A and B side, that made an appearance on the charts during that remarkable decade. From Wondering and The Last Waltz To Soonero or Later Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 5853338 MY RIFLE, MY PONY AND ME. Twenty-six tracks bring together iconic songs inspired by great western adventures, including the big and small screen. My Rifle, My Pony & Me by Dean Martin & Ricky Nelson, The Sons of Kate, Elder by Johnny Cash; Rashwood by Ray Price; Make New Rose of Texas by Rogers; and many more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ CD 371750X THE SPADE COOLEY COLLECTION 1945-52. This 54 track, two CD set comprises selected A and B sides from Cooley’s releases on the Okie, Columbia, RCA and Decca labels during this period. Songs include Shame on You; Pair of Broken Hearts; Forget Me One More Time; Big Chief Boogaloo; My Love; and many more. Acrobat. Pub at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 6908802 JIM REEVES: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1949-62. Gentleman Jim was one of the most successful country artists of the 1950 and 1960s, and this three CD collection includes all 107 tracks comprising his A and B sides for the Macys’s, Abbott, Fabor and RCA labels. Tracks include Be Honest with Me; Ole Faithful; Sioux City Sue; and many more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95


★ CD 6859793 KITTY LORD: The Complete Hits 1952-62. Comprises every record by Kitty which made the U.S. country charts during the decade following her debut hit. If I Don’t Know Who Made Honky Tonk Angels, including B-sides that charted and duets that also earned acclaim. 49 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

★ CD 2985918 THE GEORGE HAMILTON IV COLLECTION 1956-66. This 58 track two CD set comprises almost all the A & B sides of Hamilton’s singles during this era for Colonial, ABC-Paramount and RCA. Songs include doctors’ Day; Thieves; Three Steps to the Phone, If You Don’t Know, I Ain’t Gonna Tell You; I Will Miss You; When You Go; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 6808879 GLEN CAMPBELL: Love & Live. Enjoying over fifty years as a successful performer, Campbell was one of the biggest stars of country music of all time and this collection gathers fabulous performances of some of his biggest hits including Without You; What a Wonderful World; Rinestone Cowboy; Galveston; Wichita Lineman, Time in a Bottle; and more. Thirty-nine tracks on 2 CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 5429242 LEFTY FRIZZELL–COUNTRY MUSIC LEGEND: Selected Sides 1950-1959. Head to the country for 100 selected sides by a king of country music, drawn from nearly a decade of his career. Four CDs include vintage tunes like I Love You Thousands; If You’ve Got the Money (I’ve Got the Time); Cold Feet; Lost Love Blues; I’ve Been Away Too Long, I’ll Sit Alone and Cry; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★ CD 6678989 SISTER SADIE. The debut album for this all-female Bluegrass group featuring Grammy nominee Dale Ann Bradley, featuring twelve tracks: Unholy Water; Don’t Tell Me Stories; Ava’s Fury; Falling; I May Be a Fool; Not the Time; Mama’s Room; and many more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 2870851 DEAN MARTIN: The Complete Mercury & Columbia Singles As & Bs 1955-62. He was a country singer, radio and TV personality and actor and this two CD collection celebrates his long and illustrious career. The 51 tracks include hits like False Pride; Hilo Mr. Blues; Freight Train Blues; What This Old World Needs, A Fool in Love, Love Me So I’ll Know, My Heart is an Open Book; Weekends, Blues and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 6572895 TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD: Country & Western - Bluegrass. Presents sides of Ford’s concept album series, collecting all 12 tracks of Civil War Songs of the South and all 12 of Civil War Songs of the North. Take a journey into American history with his nakats on Stowall/Jackson’s Way, Dixie; The Army of the Free; The Girl I Left Behind Me; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
Country & Western - Bluegrass

- **CD 2927365 BOBBY HELMS: The Complete Releases 1955-62.** A '50s country star whose smooth Nashville sound crossed over to rock fans, his work is highlighted in 52 classic recordings. Collecting every A and B side he released during the period, they include hits like "Jingle Bell Rock" and "Lonesome."

- **CD 6686273 HOMER & JETHRO ASSAULT THE ROCK 'N ROLL ERA.** The forefathers of sound parody, country music jesters Homer Haynes and Jethro Burns offer their hilarious takes on the biggest rock hits of their time. Thirty-one tracks include parodies like "Hound Dawg" (multiple takes);

- **CD 3879295 DALLA BRADLEY: The Hard Way.** This CD compiles 10 songs from the five-time Female Bluegrass Vocalist of the Year, including "Hard Way Every Time; Pretty, Dark Hearted Emma Brown; The Redbird River; The Likes of You; Ripple;" and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99

- **CD 3879297 DALLA BRADLEY: Pocket Full of Keys.** Collects 12 songs from the bluegrass legend, including "The Stranger; Till I Hear It From You; Pocket Full of Keys; Ain't It Funny; Hard Lesson Road; and more." Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99

- **CD 3868834 DALLA BRADLEY.** Eleven tracks from this American Bluegrass performer include Southern Memories; Change My Lady; One More River; I'll Just Go Away; Going Back to Kentucky; If You Were Mine to Lose; Our Last Goodbye; Blackberry Summer; This Is My Year for Mexico; Stand by Me; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99

- **CD 3763048 THE BAKERFIELD STORY.** This riveting collection is an authoritative anthology of Bakersfield's country music heritage. Some 299 tracks begin with the 1940s field recordings of migrants all the way through 1974. Presents Merle Haggard, Buck Owens, The Merle Williams, The Warne Smith, Byrdwood, and many others. An accompanying hardcover volume with 223 pages includes hundreds of photos and profiles on each artist, 10 CDs. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $249.99

- **CD 2981181 TRACE ADKINS: The Millennium Collection.** Collects 10 tracks from the country star, including Rough & Ready; (This Ain't) No Thinkin' Thing; You're Gonna Miss This; I'm Yourvin'; Ladies Love Country Boys; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $14.99

- **CD 3794822 TEX WILLIAMS: The Capitol Years, 1946-51.** Features all 13 hits from the years between 1946 and 1951, including the classic pop and country No. 1s Smokin' Blueberry Smoke, and the Top 10 hits The California Polka; That's What I Like About the West; Never Trust a Woman; Don't Telegraph; Don't Telephone; and more. Fifty-four tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

- **CD 3702413 CONFEDERATE RAILROAD: Notorious.** The southern country rock band's second album collects 10 tracks, including "Lucky," "Dark Days," "Never was the Cadillac Kind;" Elvis and Andy; Summer in Dixie; I'm Just a Rebel; and more. Atlantic.

- **CD 3702456 JERRY RIVERS: Stories and Great Fiddle Music.** The entertaining collection of stories and songs includes more than 50 tracks, including "Rivers in the early 1960s for Starday Records. Twenty-nine tracks, including Forked Deer; The Story of the Fiddle; Different Styles of Fiddling; Skip to My Lou; Where the Saints Go Marchin' In; and more." Bear Family Records. Pub. at $11.95

- **CD 3696839 GLEN CAMPBELL SINGS FOR THE KING.** Presents 18 tracks of cowboy songs by this legendary artist, including "We Call on Him on a duet with Elvis Presley; Easy Come, Easy Go; Any Old Time; Anyone Can Play, I Got Love; I'll Never Know; Weeds Was the Rain; How Can You Lose; Spinning; Magic Fire; Be Back;" Love on and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $14.99

- **CD 3794505 GENNETT OLDE TIME MUSIC: Classic Country Recordings 1927-1934.** Venture back to a time when country's sound was just being developed. This huge set of remastered classics. Four CDs and nearly 100 tracks bring together important contributions from pioneers like Fiddlin' Doc Roberts, John D. Foster, Red Fox Chasers, Ted Chestnut, Byrd Moore, and others. JSP Records. Pub. at $9.95

- **CD 3715051 LITTLE JIMMY DICKENS: Best of the Best.** Twelve of Little Jimmy's biggest hits are included here: Hillbilly Fever; Take an Old Tired (And I Walt); I'm Little but I'm Loud; We Could; Life; Turned Her That Way; Country Boy; and more. Gusto."
Country & Western - Bluegrass

**CD 3778347 COUNTRY HIT PARADE 1950.** Revisit a golden time for classic country with 25 hit recordings, delivered by the greatest songwriters and singers in country music. Price: $35.99

**CD 2980819 THE BEST OF PATSY CLINE, VOL. 2: The Millennium Collection.** Collects 13 hits from a true legend of country music, songs include Blue Moon of Kentucky, Oh, Don't It Make You Feel Good; I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry; You're Gonna Change, and more. Universal Music. Price: $17.95

**CD 2833496 GARTH BROOKS: The Ultimate Collection.** Ten CDs feature 18 previously unreleased tracks, plus his 2016 studio album, Gunslinger, with limited edition cover art, and the 25th anniversary edition of Friends in Low Places. These 150 songs capture the highlights and history throughout Garth’s career, from Old School to On The Road live recordings to The Covers of other well-known classics. Price: $139.95

**CD 200205X LEFTY FRIZZELL: From Life.** This ultimate boxed collection of one of the greatest songwriters and singers in country music includes a 264 page, fully illustrated, hard cover anthology of his career, including country chart hits like Take Me to the Bluff, Take Your Guns to Town; Ringo; The Hangin’ Tree; gunslinger, with limited edition cover art, and the 25th anniversary edition of Friends in Low Places. These 150 songs capture the highlights and history throughout Garth’s career, from Old School to On The Road live recordings to The Covers of other well-known classics. Price: $139.95

**CD 2953228 SHANIA NOW.** This is the fifth studio album from the Canadian singer/songwriter. Collects 15 tracks including Life’s About To Go Girl Good, Swinging With My Eyes Closed, Who's Gonna Be Your Girl; We Don't Live Here Anymore; $12.95

**CD 3749534 JOHNNY WESTERN: Sunlight at O.K. Corral.** Sixty unforgettable recordings capture the hard-bitten spirit of classic western cinema: Ghost Riders in the Sky, Wings of the Virgin; Sunlight at O.K. Corral; The Gunfighter; Don't Take Your Guns to Town; Rhapsody; Hangin’ Tree; Pony Blues; Romance in the Dark; $17.95

**CD 3714969 BEST OF THE BEST OF THE DUOS.** Ten tracks from 3 country western duos: the Louvin Brothers, Johnnie & Jack, and the York Brothers including Johnny’s Baby’s Gone; Kansas; Country Moon; $9.95

**CD 3702078 JOHNNY PAYCHECK: Greatest Hits.** This collection features 11 tracks from the man who changed how country music is sung! Tracks include Take This Job and Shove It; She’s All I Got; Slide Off Your Satin Sheets; Motel Time Again; For a Minute There; Song and more. Price: $17.95

**CD 2870878 JOHNATHAN DUO.** Seven vintage tracks from the Canadian singer/songwriter. Includes Country Girl, Someone’s Waiting and more. Price: $17.95

**CD 2953366 EPIC AMERICANA: Pre-War Blues, Country & Folk.** A 78 track anthology of pre-war music featuring 25 tracks of Blues: Crazy Blues; Rambler Blues; Piano Blues; Romance in the Dark; and more. These 78s are of the same original artists. Price: $27.95

**CD 2898877 LEROY VAN DYKE: Yer Two Round House.** Sixty-one tracks from 3 country western duos: the Louvin Brothers, Johnnie & Jack, and the York Brothers including Johnny’s Baby’s Gone; Kansas; Country Moon; $17.95

**CD 2953228 SHANIA NOW.** This is the fifth studio album from the Canadian singer/songwriter. Collects 15 tracks including Life’s About To Go Girl Good, Swinging With My Eyes Closed, Who's Gonna Be Your Girl; We Don't Live Here Anymore; $12.95

**CD 6760121X THE HALL OF FAME: 1950s.** This 42 track two CD set focuses on the early years of Van Dyke’s career, including country chart hits like Take Me to the Bluff, Take Your Guns to Town; Ringo; The Hangin’ Tree; gunslinger, with limited edition cover art, and the 25th anniversary edition of Friends in Low Places. These 150 songs capture the highlights and history throughout Garth’s career, from Old School to On The Road live recordings to The Covers of other well-known classics. Price: $139.95

**CD 6744761 THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1950.** Takes fans back to 1950 to showcase 100 hit songs featured on the Billboard Country Top 100 during that year. Price: $17.95

**CD 374855X JESSE MOREYNDOLS & THE MOUNTAIN MOONSHINERS’ WAY.** Collects 16 tracks from the mandolin-playing legend, including The Bull Mountain Moonshiners; Billy in the Lowground; Sandy Goodwin; Soldier’s Joy; Smith’s Reel; Turkey in the Straw, and more. Pinecastle Records. Price: $14.99

**CD 5927327 SONNY JAMES: THE SINGLES COLLECTION 1952-62.** Sixty-one tracks bring together many of the A and B sides from James’ singles released on Capitol, RCA, and Dot labels during the height of his career, including country chart hits like Young Love; That’s Me Without You; For Rent; You’re the Reason In Love; and more. Price: $12.95

**CD 6675921 GIDEON TANNER AND THE SKY TICKER: The Fabulous 1945-1948.** This two CD set featuring hillbilly and honky-tonk highlights the first eight releases that appeared on Old Dominion during the ’70s. Includes four CDs with over 100 tracks, and a 16 page LP sized booklet featuring history on this Bluegrass duo. Price: $35.99

**CD 2817551 JIM & JESSE: The Old Dominion Masters.** To ensure they had the total freedom to produce themselves as they saw fit, Jim & Jesse took the radical step of creating their own label, and this box set highlights the first eight releases that appeared on Old Dominion during the ‘70s. Includes four CDs with over 100 tracks, and a 16 page LP sized booklet featuring history on this Bluegrass duo. Price: $35.99

**CD 2762522 JERRY BYRD: Byrd’s Expedition.** This collection of 20 tracks comes packed in the lap steel master, including Steelin’ The Blues; Blue Memories; Byrd’s Boogie; St. Louis Blues; Texas Playboy Rag; Byrd’s Expedition; Blue Moon of Kentucky; and more. Price: $17.95

**CD 3714969 BEST OF THE BEST OF THE DUOS.** Ten tracks from 3 country western duos: the Louvin Brothers, Johnnie & Jack, and the York Brothers including Johnny’s Baby’s Gone; Kansas; Country Moon; $17.95

**CD 3820550 EARS OF STONE: 1960s.** Ten tracks from 3 country western duos: the Louvin Brothers, Johnnie & Jack, and the York Brothers including Johnny’s Baby’s Gone; Kansas; Country Moon; $17.95

**CD 3730446 COMMANDER CODY AND HIS WESTERN AIRMAN LIVE FROM ELECTRIC CITY.** From a live performance in Electric City, Washington on September 8, 2018. These ten tracks include Live; I'll Have a New Life; Take This Job and Shove It; She's All I Got; Slide Off Your Satin Sheets; Motel Time Again; For a Minute There; Song and more. Price: $17.95

**CD 3702152 JUANITA BROWN: The Complete Recordings.** Collects 13 tracks from 2016 studio album, and this box set highlights the first eight releases that appeared on Old Dominion during the ‘70s. Includes four CDs with over 100 tracks, and a 16 page LP sized booklet featuring history on this Bluegrass duo. Price: $35.99

**CD 6749534 JOHNNY WESTERN: Sunlight at O.K. Corral.** Sixty unforgettable recordings capture the hard-bitten spirit of classic western cinema: Ghost Riders in the Sky, Wings of the Virgin; Sunlight at O.K. Corral; The Gunfighter; Don’t Take Your Guns to Town; Rhapsody; Hangin’ Tree; Pony Blues; Romance in the Dark; $17.95

**CD 3736407 THE GARRETT NEWTON BAND: Bluegrass Barn.** These two CD set featuring 20 tracks including the Bluegrass band’s hit songs: Crooked Country Road; Whiskey Trouser; Nine Long Years; and more! Classic World Productions. Price: $17.95
The LARRY STEPHENSON BAND: Two Hearts on the Borderline. Collects 12 tracks from the bluesgrass band, including "I've Got a Feeling; Lonesome Day; The Land of the Living; Emotions; Mountain Way of Life; and more. Pinecastle Records, Pub. at $14.99. 


**CD 3691515 GENA BRITT: Chronic-Friends and Music. Collects 16 beautiful songs by Brit and some of her closest friends, including Over and Over; You Don't Get Over That; Soldier's Lament; Runaway Train; On and On; Big Country: Looking Forward to the Good Life; and more. Pinecastle Records, Pub. at $14.95.**

**CD 3746976 LOUISE MANDRELL: Playing Favorites. Fifteen tracks are collected here from the country music star, including I Can't Stop Loving You; Crazy Arms; He Thinks I Still Care; Ring of Fire; You Don't Know Me; Always on My Mind; and more. TIME LIFE, Pub. at $14.95.**

**DVD 38553XX BRENDALEE LEE: Music Legends. Get an in-depth look at an icon of country music with a collection of fantastic live performances. Spanning her full storied career, it includes live renditions of Country; Looking Forward to the Good Life; and more. Cowgirl Magazine.**

**DVD 2786966 THE GLEN CAMPBELL MUSIC SHOW WITH ANNE MURRAY. Fullscreen. In this early '70s favorite, Campbell hosts a wave of talented young singers to deliver a number of country and pop standards. In this episode, he joins a young Anne Murray, performing solo songs and duets like The Most Beautiful Girl; Dream Lover; Annie's Song; Time in a Bottle; and more. 45 minutes. Pegasus Entertainment. $5.95.

**DVD 6711742 GLEN CAMPBELL: Live Anthology 1972-2001. The country icon brings his hits to the stage with this 2CD/DVD combo. Spanning nearly 30 years, the 140-minute DVD features footage of By the Time I Get to Phoenix; Try a Little Kindness; True Grit; and many, many others. Cowboy to Gentle on My Mind. MVD Visual.**

**DVD 3778630 THE BEST OF THE MAVERICKS. Fullscreen. This short video collects five tracks from this outlaw country group: O What a Thrill; A Crying Shame; You Ever Did Bring Me Down; Bring Me Down; and more. Cowboy to Gentle on My Mind. MVD Visual.**

**CD 2958679**

**CD 2853434 GOOD OLD BOYS LIVE: Drink Up & Go Home. Frank Wakefield, David Nelson, Brantley Kearns, Pat Campbell and Jerry Garcia formed the Good Old Boys for this February, 1975 live performance. Some tracks include: Ain't Nothin' But Country Blues; Lonesome Roads Blues; Long Gone; Pistol Packing Mama; and more. Collects 24 tracks on two CDs. RockBeat Records, Pub. at $24.99.**

**CD 3765547 WILLIAMSON BRANCH: Classy, Sassy, Bluegrass. Collects 12 tracks on the Bluegrass family band, including Blue Moon Over Texas; Half Past You; The Ballad of Danny Barrett; Coming on Strong; Johnny One Time; You Are the One I Love; Country Day; and the headliner was none other than the legendary Willie Nelson, performing such classics as Whiskey River; Crazy; On the Road Again; Always on My Mind; and 19 others. His performance is captured here. 80 minutes. Shout Factory, Pub. at $16.98.**

**CD 7553072 THELONIOUS MONK WITH JOHN COLTRANE: The Complete 1957 Riverside Recordings. For a brief, magical period in 1957, musical demi-gods Thelonious Monk and John Coltrane worked together every night as part of a quartet at the now-fabled Five Spot Cafe. Between April and July of that year, they made the stunning classic $2042, in the recording studio. Two CDs. Riverside Records. $11.95.**

**CD 6857787 STAN KENTON: The Classic Albums Collection 1948-1962. Comprises nine complete albums: A presentation of Progressive Jazz (1948); City of Glass (1952); New Concocts; Out of the Blue; Giant Steps (1953); Kenton in Hi-Fi (1956); Cuban Fire (1956); Viva Kenton (1960); Kenton's West Side Story (1961); Adventures in Jazz (1962); and Adventures in Time (1962). Seventy-four tracks on 4 CDs. Curb Records.**

**CD 3682986 THE 75 BEST JAZZ TRACKS OF THE EARLY 1960’s. Rediscover a treasure trove of jazz favorites with one jam-packed collection. Includes Giants Steps by John Coltrane; The Pan Piper by Miles Davis with Gil Evans; Drive In' Man by Max Roach; Remember When by Stan Getz; Watermelon Man by Herbie Hancock; Black Eye Peas by Ramsey Lewis; and more. Six CDs. Chrysalis Dream, Pub. at $19.99.**

**CD 7553161 THE MILLS BROTHERS COLLECTION, 1931-52. The Mills Brothers were one of the most important and influential vocal groups in 20th century music, bringing together gospel, doowop, jazz, and more. This 54-track set showcases their unmatched talent, ranging from their earliest recordings in 1931 to their final Top 10 hit in 1952. Two CDs. Acrobat, Pub at $9.95.**

**CD 3840682 THE BEST OF TOMMY DORESEY: 20 Songs. A must-have collection delivers 20 tracks including I'm Getting Sentimental Over You; Opus No. 1; Boogie Woogie; Moonlight in Vermont; In a Little Spanish Town; Silk Stockings; On the Other Side of the Street; Anchors Aweigh; Song of India; Blue Skies; Embraceable You; Autumn in New York; Swingin' on a Star; and more. TGG. Pub. at $12.98.**

**CD 1652197 BENNY GOODMAN: Giants of the Big Band Era. This 48-track collection provides a snapshot of Goodman's extraordinary recording output, focusing mainly on his "Golden Era" from 1935-49, but also including some interesting recordings from the 1940s. Includes not only examples of his renowned big band recordings, but also those of his small groups--his Trio, Quartet and Sextet. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub at $9.95.**

**CD 3852768 DAVE BRUBECK: Seven Classic LP’s. Highlights some of the Dave Brubeck Quartet’s greatest albums, all remastered and presented here as a perfect introduction to the great man’s music. Albums include Bossa Nova U.S.A.; Brubeck in Amsterdam; The Dave Brubeck Quartet at Carnegie Hall Part One & Two; Time Changes; Jazz Impressions of Japan; Jazz Impression of New York and Dave Brubeck in Berlin. Fifty-nine tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub at $14.99.**

**CD 3820572 DAVE BRUBECK: Legacy of a Legend. This two-CD, 21 track compilation was handpicked by Brubeck. It spans his tenure with Columbia Records (1954-1970), drawing prime selections from 17 seminal albums. Tracks include Keepin’ Out of Danger in China; Love; The Duke; My One Bad Habit; Somewhere; Summer Song; Mr. Broadway; and more. Legacy.**

**CD 2780973 MCCOY TYNER: The Impulse Albums Collection. This complete 6-CD box set isolates all of Tyner's work with Impulse! as a band leader. Featuring six original LP’s, plus an unreleased session. Albums include, Inception; Reaching Fourth; Nights of Ballads & Blues; Live at Newport; McCoy Tyner Plays Ellington; Theme from Tomorrow; and Sunn. Session. Enlightenment. Pub at $14.99.**

**CD 379444X CHARLES MINGUS: The Rare Albums Collection. In this collection of four CDs are 39 tracks from eight albums from one of the most inspirational and influential of composers and jazz musicians of the 20th century. Album titles include The Young Rebel; Mingus at Antibes; Reincarnation of a Lover; Mingus Plays Piano; Town Hall Concert; Right Now; and Mingus at Monterey. Enlightenment. Pub at $14.99.**

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/825
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**CD 6908896 PAUL DESMOND: The Complete Albums Collection 1953-1963.** This wonderful four CD collection brings together the entirety of Desmond’s quartet during this time period. The 62 tracks compiled include Over the Rainbow, Two of a Kind: Desmond Blue; I Get a Kick Out of You; Jazzabelle; All the Things You Are; and many more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3755304 THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF LOUIS ARMSTRONG: Legends of American Music.** These recordings are that influence anyone who sings and plays the Great American Songbook: all of Armstrong’s biggest hits, finest vocal performances and greatest filmed appearances from the 1930s through the 1950s, carefully restored to full and all original versions. Set includes a 40-page booklet, 40 songs on two CDs and 17 performances on DVD. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3691780 WAYNE SHORTER: Early Albums & Rare Grooves.** A true pioneer in jazz, this four-CD box set highlights the early, albeit crucial years of Shorter’s solo career, both as a bandleader and as a contributor. Collects 59 tracks, including Blue a la Carte; Harry’s Last Stand; Seed of Sin; Scorn; Faff Lady; Groomin’ High; Motion Swing; Jody; Deluge; Black Diamond; and much more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2903563 DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET: NDR 60 Years Jazz Edition, No. 02.** These thirteen tracks recorded in 1958 stand-out hits through the Brubeck group. Tracks include: Gone with the Wind; One Moment Worth Years; Someday My Prince Will Come; The Wright Goose; For All We Know. Know, The Duke: Take the A-Train; Two Part Contention; I’m in a Dancing Mood; These Foolish Things; Drums Along the Thames; Dancing Mood; These Foolish Things; Drums Along the Thames; These Foolish Things (aka Jr. Jazz); and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 592734X GERRY MULLIGAN: The Pacific Jazz Collection 1952-1959.** One of the foremost figures on the West Coast jazz scene, Gerry Mulligan retains a sparkling reputation as a mid-century trumpeter, bandleader and baritone singer. Only his biggest hits could fit in this jam-packed set, taking listeners from 1940 through 1956 with numbers like There Will I Be; Salmonella; Riders in the Sky; Siberia; Theme of Anthony; Blu-Moon; and many more. Crypto-Dreams. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2927659 VAUGHN MONROE’S GREATEST HITS.** Forty-eight tracks illuminate this popular mid-century trumpeter, bandleader and baritone singer. Only his biggest hits could fit in this jam-packed set, taking listeners from 1940 through 1956 with numbers like There Will I Be; Salmonella; Riders in the Sky; Siberia; Theme of Anthony; Blu-Moon; and many more. Crypto-Dreams. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6941117 UNFORGETTABLE INSTRUMENTAL HITS: Essential Collection.** Included in this 72 track, three CD collection are: Song from Moulin Rouge by Percy Faith; Stardust by Artie Shaw; Rhapsody In Blue by Glenn Miller; September in the Rain by George Shearing; Whispering by Les Paul; Brazil by Xavier Cugat; Moonlight Serenade by Glenn Miller; and much more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3754763 LAWRENCE WELK: Classic Album Collection.** Collects 40 tracks from the musician’s glory years. Forty-three tracks, including The Blue Book; Git It; Little Jane; and many more. Cryptof-Dreams. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6938809 LIONEL HAMPTON: The Classic Albums Collection 1951-1958.** Features nine original albums on this 4 CD set, including Lionel Hampton and His All Stars with Milton Mezz Mezzrow; Crazy Hamp; The Lionel Hampton Band and Get; Jam Session in Paris; Gene Krupa-Lionel Hampton-Teddy Wilson; Lionel Hampton and His Giants; Hampton’s Big Four; and Hallelujah Hamp. Forty-three tracks in all. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6795757 CAL TJADER: The Classic Fantasy Collection 1953-1962.** Nine of Cal’s classic albums of Latin-flavored, jazz brought together on four CDs. This multi-talented performer shines on every track of The Cal Tjader Trio; Vibes; Rhythm Coalition; Tjader Plays Mambo; Cal Tjader Quintet; Latin Tuck; Cal Tjader-San Gato Sextet; Demasiado Caliente; and Latin Cal Tjader Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 571291 DAKOTA STATON: The Complete Early Years 1955-58.** This two CD set comprises six albums of Staton’s Capitol singles and the tracks from the first four albums of her career, The Late, Late Show; In the Night; Dynamic; and Crazy Hits. Collects 55 songs from four albums. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 5724910 THE 100 BEST JAZZ TUNES OF THE 1950’S.** Experience the sounds that defined ‘50s jazz, spread out across eight smooth CDs. There’s so much content here for a fan’s hunger satisfied, with classics from all the greatest names: Ella Fitzgerald, Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis, Bill Evans, John Coltrane, Count Basie, Sarah Vaughan, Nat King Cole, and so many others. Includes a 62-page booklet profiling many of these featured legends. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3778398 KENNY DORHAM: The Complete Albums 1953-1959.** Features eight albums by the jazz musician that include 56 tracks on four CDs. Titles include An Oscar for Oscar; Ruby My Dear; Be My Love; Monocle; Round Midnight; Falling in Love; I’ll Remember April; Autumn Leaves; I’ll Remember April; Autumn Leaves; I’ll Remember April; Autumn Leaves; and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3756464 LEE KONITZ: The Verve Albums Collection.** Features six albums from one of jazz’s classics albums that includes Konitz with Warne Marsh; Inside Hi-Fi; Very Cool; Tranquility; An Image: Lee Konitz with Strings; Lee Konitz meets Jimmy Goffee; You and Lee; and Motion. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3855977 CURTIS FULLER: Eight Classic Albums.** This four CD set features music from the era during which this jazz artist was at his musical prime, and includes 47 tracks from eight albums including: Seeing Red; Stormy Weather Carphorn; A Lovely Way to Spend An Evening; In the Small춋nd in the Small; Little Jane: Mojo, Booker’s Blues; A Lunar Time; Cry Me Not; Eerie Dearie; and One for Mort. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 5812690 JOHNNY MATHIS, 1957-62: The Complete US Singles As & Bs.** Running from his 1957 debut through to 1962, this huge collection highlights the foundations of Mathis’s 1960s pin-up career. It includes classic hits like Wonderful Wonderful; Misty; Teacher Teacher; The Twelfth of Never; A Certain Smile: Someone’s Chance: It’s Not For Me to Say; Gina; and much more. Over 50 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2903814 WHEN THE SAINTS GO MARCHING IN: Greatest Dixieland Jazz.** This three CD, 71 track collection of some of the greatest Dixieland Jazz includes: Basin Street Blues by Eddie Condon; Missot- Rambler; Hambey Wild Bill Davison & His Commodores; Darktown Strutters’ Bluff by Bunk Johnson. At a Georgia Camp Meeting by Sidney Bechet & His New Orleans Feetwarmers; Riverboat Shuffle by Red Nichols & His Five Pennies; and much more. Dynamic. Pub. at $21.99 SOLD OUT

**CD 3717534 THE WAYNE KING COLLECTION 1930-41.** Collects 92 tracks on four CDs, comprising selected A and B sides from King’s releases for the Victor and Brunswick labels during this time period. Songs include Dream a Little Dream of Me; When the Saints Go Marching In; Good Night; Sweetheart; The Waltz You Saved for Me; Wabash Moon; I Don’t Know Why (I Just Do); Sweethearts Forever and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 3821994 SARAH VAUGHAN: The Complete Brunswick & Coral 1949-53.** Sixty-nine tracks on four CDs, comprising the A and B sides of her releases on the Coral label during this time period. Songs include I Love You, Guyane; Black Coffee; Can’t Get Out Of This Mood; Corner; Ain’t Misbehavin’; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3829920 JAZZ BANDS OF THE 1930’S.** This collection of history recordings comprises the A and B sides of standards from the 1930’s. **SOLD OUT**
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/825
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**CD 5896872** 1950: The Year That Jazz Changed. Collects, in their entirety, four of the year's most groundbreaking jazz records: Miles Davis, Coleman Hawkins, Duke Ellington's Cotton Club Serenaders. Time Out; Charlie Mingus' Mingus Ah Um, an album that anticipated post-modernism; and Ornette Coleman's landmark Shape of Jazz to Come. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2759222 ERROLL GARNER** The Classic Albums Collection. This wonderful collection includes 85 tracks from eight of his classic albums. From the 1950s to the 1960s, tracks include 'I'll Never Smile Again'; The Way You Look Tonight; Maiden Voyage; Man River; Misty; Sweet Lorraine; You Are My Sunshine; and many more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2986000 THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET: The Early Years 1952-56.** From one of the most innovative, distinctive and influential groups in jazz in the 1950s comes this 32 track two-CD set comprising recordings from this time period. Songs include All the Things You Are; La Ronde; The Queen's Fancy; Django; Ralph's New Blues; Softly as the Morning Sunrise; Bluesology; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 273658X RAY NOBLE & HIS ORCHESTRA** Hits Collection, 1931-47. Consists of 46 hits from the songbook of this British pianist, bandleader and composer who was as big a hit in the states as back home, including 'Lady of Spain'; Hold My Hand; Sailing on the Robert E. Lee; Love Is the Sweetest Thing; Who Walks In When I Walk Out?; Mad About the Boy; The Piccolo; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 2841359 OSCAR PETERSON: The Classic Verve Albums Collection.** This four-CD collection brings together eight of Peterson's finest albums, all recorded for the esteemed Verve label during his heyday in the 1950s and 1960s. Collects Stan Getz and the Oscar Peterson Trio; Oscar Peterson & His Orchestra; Oscar Peterson: Something Warm; The Sound of the Trio; Put on a Happy Face; Night Train; and We Get Requests. Sixty tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 587828X WES MONTGOMERY: The Classic Recording 1958-1966.** Experience two years in the career of a guitarist who has won eight of his classic albums in one set: Montgomeryland; Kissin' The Montgomery Brothers and Five Others; A Good Gig- Together; The Wes Montgomery Guitar; Guitar of Wes Montgomery; Movin' Along; and The Montgomery Brothers. Nearly 60 tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6701353 STAN GETZ: The Classic Albums Collection, 1955-1963.** Among the truly great saxophonists of the Jazz Age, Getz's liberating year's most groundbreaking jazz records: Miles Davis, Coleman Hawkins, Duke Ellington's Cotton Club Serenaders. Time Out; Charlie Mingus' Mingus Ah Um, an album that anticipated post-modernism; and Ornette Coleman's landmark Shape of Jazz to Come. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3794385 ANITA O' DAY: Selected Clef, Norgran & Verve Recordings, 1952-56.** Collects, most of O'Day's recordings released on the Clef, Norgran & Verve labels during 1952-56, including all the tracks from the albums Anita O'Day Collates; Songs by Anita O'Day; An Evening with Anita O'Day; Anita; and Pick Yourself Up. Twenty-four tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 2865631 QUINCY JONES: The Classic Albums Collection, 1951-1956.** This set of 76 tracks collected from eight albums in their entirety on 4 CDs include Mau Mau; Work of Art; The Little Bandmaster; Up in Quincy's Room; Wildwood; Evening in Paris; Tiajuana Wind; Little Karen; Gravy Waltz; and many more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3860033 THE FRANKIE CARLE COLLECTION, 1940-49.** Comprises all the A & B sides of his Columbia releases during these years, naturally, including career hits 'I'm In the Mood for Love; Romance; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 3753908 THE HOWARD MCGHEE COLLECTION, 1945-53.** McGhee was one of the leading trumpeters of the pioneering bebop era. This four CD set comprises a great portion of his recordings from the peak era of his career. Ninety-three tracks, including Keep Moving; No Pink Cadillac; in Dodo's Room; Fiesta; I'm In the Mood for Love; Romance; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 3794563 THE FREDDY MARTIN HITS COLLECTION 1933-53.** This great collection comprises just about all Freddy Martin's records which are listed as hits by the generally recognized sources, from 1933 through 1953. Seventy-five tracks include Bless Your Heart; I Saw Stars; Be Still, My Heart; Reckless; Beside a Moonlight Stream; Get Rhythm in Your Feet; and many more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $37.95

**CD 2788468 THE JAZZ CRUSADERS: The Classic Pacific Jazz Albums.** Collects the entirety of eight full albums including Freedom Sound: Lookin' Ahead; At the Lighthouse; Tough Talk; Heat Wave; Jazz Waltz with LesMcCoy; Stretchin' Out; and The Thing. Features 68 tracks on four CDs.

**CD 2870745 COUNT BASIE: The Classic Roulette Collection 1956-1959.** This four-CD collection showcases some of Basie's most lauded work and includes his most successful albums to date. Including some of his greatest hits like Flight of the Fio Birds; Double O; Miltone Blue; Suede in C; Getz's most potent era is highlighted in this four-CD set: The Wes Montgomery Trio; The Incredible Jazz Montgomeryland; Kismet; The Montgomery Eight of his classic albums in one set: Classic Recording 1958-1960.

**CD 9297594 NEW ORLEANS JAZZ.** That brand of jazz unique to the deep south, compiled into one addictive collection. Twenty-five tracks include contributions from Johnny Banyerdofler & His New Orleans Novelty Orchestra, Papalina Orchestra, The Orleans New Orleans Rhythm Kings, Bunk Johnson & His Stompers, The Original Zenith Brass Band, and others. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 3755736 FRANK WESS: The Savoy & Prestige Collection.** This four CD box set highlights some of Wess's most notable work as bandleader, collaborator, and pioneering jazz musician. The collection features eight albums: Flutes & Reeds; North, South, East—Wess; In the Mood; Jazz for Playboys; Genius of a Trumpeter; Blues; The Frank Wess Quartet; Southern Comfort; and Yo Ho! Poor You, Little Me. Forty-eight tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2956666 ARCHIE SHEPP: The Early Albums Collection.** This four CD box set chronicles the early years of Shepp's musical career, an innovator and pioneer of the early 1960s free-form movement. Collects 43 tracks, including Trio; Peace; When Will the Blues Leave; Sound Barrier; Hambone; Consequences; Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 1833588 BILL EVANS: 12 Classic Albums 1956-1962.** This massive collection of 87 jazz essentials collects nearly all the tracks from twelve unforgettable Bill Evans albums: New Jazz Conceptions; Everybody Digs Bill Evans; The Incredible Jazz Band; The Bill Evans Quartet; I Confront; Whisper Not; The Complete Village Vanguard; The Thing. Priced at $17.95

**CD 5890020 JELLY ROLL MORTON: Jelly Roll Blues.** A name synonymous with Jazz greatness, Morton's work is the stuff of legend. The pianist, bandleader, composer, arranger, and innovator reveals why he remains Creole jazz royalty in these 25 tracks including Black Bottom Stomp; High Society; The Chant; Original Jelly-Roll Blues; Georgia Swing; Oh, He Didn't Ramble; and many more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2966611 BURIED GOLD—THE ZOOT SIMS QUINTET: The Complete 1956-59 Quintet Recordings.** Tenor saxophonist Zoot Sims and violin-tenor Bob Brookmeyer were musicians made for each other. In 1956, the inimitable pair made a series of studio-recorded quintet sessions, music that has never been compiled into one collection—until now. Thirty-one tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

$9.95
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**CD 4598075 SCOTT JOPLIN: His Complete Works.** A key figure of the genre’s recent revival, Richard Zimmermann revisits the groundbreaking career of Scott Joplin (1868-1917), a pioneer whose inimitable skill earned him the title of “King of Ragtime.” Four CDs. Bessola.

**CD 3713600 ALBERT MANGELS DORFF QUINTET: Legends Live.** This 9 track CD presents Albert Mangelsdorff, one of the world’s greatest tenor saxophonists, 1978-1995. Selections include New Jazz Rambler, Set Em Up, Raindrops, Sakura Waltz; Burungkaka, Theme from Pather Panchali; Far Out East; Okale; and Es sungen drei Engel, Arthaus Music.

**CD 5810516 NAT KING COLE: The Complete Collection 1951-61.** Enjoy an array of early hits by the transcendent Nat King Cole with this unique and wide-ranging collection. At 113 tracks, it features all his U.S. Billboard chart entries from the period, as well as his UK hits, including well-loved treasures like Nature Boy; Mona Lisa; Too Young; and When I Fall in Love. Five CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 5872781 THELONIOUS MONK: The Complete Albums Collection 1957-61.** Featuring collaborations with other jazz greats like Arthaus, this multi-artist collection captures four years in the career of an influential icon. Includes the track listings for Thelonious Monk with John Coltrane; Thelonious Himself; Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers with Thelonious in Action; Mysterioso; Thelonious Alone in San Francisco; and more. Five CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 2837471 THE JAZZ FROM U.N.C.L.E. LIVE IN CONCERT: The Summit Six Sextet.** A very special concert performed at the 50th anniversary. This classic spy series, featuring composers Jerry Goldsmith, Lalo Schifrin, Gerald Fried and Robert Drasin, Tracks include Theme from the Six Million Dollar Man from U.N.C.L.E.; Man From U.N.C.L.E.; Day Out; and more. Fourteen tracks. Arena. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 3736326 BUDDY GRECO: Let’s Love/I Like It Swinging.** Features twenty-eight tracks from this American jazz/pop singer and pianist including: The Song Is You; Let’s Love; Teach Me Tonight; A Lot of Livin’ to Do; Everything I’ve Got; Day in, Day Out; Secret Love; and more. PRICE CUT to $5.95

**CD 2985969 SAN FRANCISCO BAY BLUES: The Jesse Fuller Collection 1930-51.** Collects 43 tracks from CD’s bringing together just about all of the songs Fuller recorded and released during this era. Includes Railroad Worksong; Lining Up the Tracks; Leavin’ Memphis Frisco Bound; Get a Date Half Time; Memphis Boogie; Jesse’s New Mississippi Special; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 2960028 THOSE FABULOUS DORSEYS.** Collectively and individually, the Dorsey Brothers were some of the biggest recording stars of the 1930s and 40s. Their unbeatable big band sound is presented here on this massive three CD, 74 song collection. Tracks include Amopala; I Hear a Rhapsody; Green Eyes; All of Me; Chasing Shadows; I’ll Never Smile Again; and many more. Dynamic Pub. at $17.95

**CD 674461 GENTENN JAZZ, 1922-1930.** Remasters an astounding 105 vintage sides from the Gennett Records label, including memorable recordings by King Oliver’s Creole Jazz Band; Wolverine Orchestra; Windy City Jazzers; Jelly Roll Morton; Red Onion Jazz Babies; Vicksburg Bowers; Slate State Ramblers; and others. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $26.99.

**CD 2927376 THE HUGO WINTERHALTER COLLECTION 1939-61.** Brings together Winterhalter’s work with both artists for whom he arranged and projects recorded under his own name, providing a unique insight into the contribution of the industry’s key behind the scenes artistic influences. Over 100 tracks include compositions arranged by him for the likes of Count Basie, Frank Sinatra, Dina Shore, Doris Day and others, along with his own five orchestral recordings. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99.


**CD 382182X CHARLIE HADEN’S LIBERATION MUSIC ORCHESTRA: Live 1993.** This WGBH Boston 89.7 FM broadcast features the third incarnation of the Orchestra, live from the WGBH Studio Three on March 14, 1993, with soloists including Joe Lovano (sax), Tom Harrell (trumpet) and Amina Claudine Myers (piano). Five tracks; Band and Song Intro; Nikosi Sikehele (Afrika); Sandunga; Tale of the Tornado; and Dream Keeper Suite. Equinox. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 309684X THOSE SENTIMENTAL YEARS: Reader’s Digest Digest.** A massive collection of 60 tracks of the music listened to by the “Greatest Generation,” performed by the original artists, including In the Mood, by Glenn Miller & His Army Air Force Band; Island in the Sun by Helen Forrest; One O’clock Jump, by Duke Ellington & His Orchestra; I Can’t Help It, by Les Brown & His Orchestra with Doris Day, vocal; and many more. Three CDs. Reader’s Digest. Pub. at $39.99.


**CD 6908970 BIG ORCHESTRA, BIG SONGS OF THE WORLDS.** 88. Tremendous fun starring Will Bradley and Freddie Slack re-creating 24 of the most popular big band boogie woogie tunes, including their own Beat Me Daddy (Eight to the Bar); Down the Road a Piece; Cow Cow Boogie; Pig Foot Pole; and more. Also includes two bonus tracks. Sony. Pub. at $13.95.

**CD 5872561 AHMAD JAMAL: The Complete Collection, Part One 1951-1959.** Offers up the complete track listings of eight essential albums by the great jazz pianist and composer. Piano Scene; Ahmad Jamal Plays; Adam's Apple; The Jamal Trio; Count Em 88; But Not for Me; Live at the Spotlight/Trio Vol. 3; Portrait of Ahmad Jamal Vol. 1; and Portrait of Ahmad Jamal Vol. 2. Over 70 tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. SOLD OUT

**CD 2786341 BOBBY TIMMONS: The Riverside Collection.** 58. Collects 26 albums, bringing together the entirety of Bobby Timmons repertoire for Riverside, featuring eight albums originally released between 1957 and 1964 including: The Bobby Timmons Trio in Person; This Here Is Bobby Timmons; So What; Bobby Timmons; Easy Does It; Bobby Timmons Trio; Bobby Timmons Sweet and Soulful Sounds; and John Jenkins, Cliff Jordan, and Bobby Timmons. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 3726440 THE MAXINE SULLIVAN COLLECTION, 1937-49.** This collection offers an substantial and fairly comprehensive overview of Sullivan’s work during her key formative years, and is also a showcase for a distinctive and sometimes underestimated talent. The collection includes The Maxine Sullivan Songbook; People; Breaking My Heart; Moments Like This; Down the Old Ox Road; Don’t Save Your Love; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 5872863 THELONIOUS MONK: The Complete Albums Collection 1954-57.** Monk is the second-most recorded jazz composer of all time, and gets credit for a taste of his music listened to by the industry’s key behind the scenes artistic influences. Collects ten complete albums across nearly 80 tracks and five CDs, including Genius of Modern Music Volumes 1 & 2, Thelonious Monk Trio; Thelonious and the New Sounds; Monk and More; Thelonious Monks Cat, Duke Ellington and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 3691438 THE AMES BROTHERS SING FAMOUS HITS OF FAMOUS QUARTETS/SWEET SEVENTEEN.** Collects 26 tracks from the renowned quartet, including Goodnight Irene; Paper Doll; The Gaucho Serenade; To Each His Own, I’ll Never Smile Again; Midnight Cocktail; Seventeen; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $13.99.

$9.95
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★ CD 5795729 SAM COOKE: The Complete Solo Singles As & Bs, 1957-62. Explore the solo output of a singer across the earliest years of his history. The albums are presented here Out! Blue Hour; Comin’ Your Way. Pub. at $14.95


★ CD 2953471 PAUL BUTTERFIELD: Live, New York 1970. Features a live performance of The Butterfield Blues Band at the A&R Studios on WLPJ in New York City, December 1970. Ten tracks on 2 CDs include Born Under a Bad Sign; Play On; Drinlin’ Blues; The Boxer; Love March; Back Together Again; Night Time; and more. Three CDs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.95

★ CD 4552881 FATS DOMINO: The Complete Hits, 1950-62. Relive the hits of a true rock and R&B pioneer. Eighty-five tracks collect all of his chart entries in the U.S. pop and R&B charts between 1950 and 1962, with nine Number One hits among them. Rediscover landmark favorites like Blueberry Hill; Blue Monday; I’m Walkin’; and more. Three CDs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.95

★ CD 3850689 JOHN H Lee HOOKER: Alone, Volumes 1 & 2. Collects 17 tracks on two CDs from this important Blues singer including: I Miss You So; Jesse James; Dark Room; Boogie Chillum; Boom Boom; Trying to Survive; Hobo Blues; I Wish You Could Change Your Ways; and more. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99

★ CD 5872634 CENTURY OF THE BLUES: The Definitive Country Blues Collection. An astounding 100 tracks, this definitive overview of American music starts in the birthplace of blues folklore, the Mississippi Delta, then spreads out across the south, ending with the electrified sounds of T-Bone Walker, Muddy Waters, and B.B. King. The result is a wide-ranging and all-encompassing look at the greatest musical creations. Four CDs. Enlighten. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 6908918 SHAPES OF THINGS: The Best of the Yardsbirds. A definitive collection of the very best recordings from the highly influential British R&B legends. This two CD set collects 40 tracks, including Shapes of Things; Over Under Sideways Down; Bad; I Faced You; Get It To Go; and many more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99

Blow My Mind (69 Times). Universal Music. $5.95

★ CD 2927462 HOWLIN’ WOLF: The Complete RPM & Chess Singles As & Bs 1951-62. Chester Burnett was one of the most influential figures in Chicago Blues through the 1950s. This massive set captures 80 tracks, including Moanin’ at Midnight; Come In My Room; Riding on the Moonlight; Spoonful; Rooster; Smokestack Lightning, and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

LIMITED QUANTITY ★ CD 3868982 BEST OF SAM & DAVE: Soul Man. Eleven tracks from Soul music’s definitive duo including You Don’t Know Like I Know; I’m a Man; We’re Gonna Take It; You Got Me Hummin’; Soul Man; I Thank You; Don’t Pull Your Love Out; and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99

LIMITED QUANTITY ★ CD 2977830 THE BEST SOUL ALBUM: Vol. 1. Compilation of original artists on five CDs including Everybody People by Sly & The Family Stone; Lady Marmalade by Labelle; Love Really Hurts Without You by Billy Ocean; Ain’t No Stoppin’ Us Now by Patti LaBelle & Whiteheart; Piece of My Heart by Big Brother & The Holding Company; Soul Saviors; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99

★ CD 2903652 JOHNNY HODGES: The Best of the Verve Years. Features eight of Hodge’s albums: Not So Dukish; Back to Black; In a Sentimental Mood; Midnight Special; Man and More; Maiden Voyage; Back to Back; and Modern Dreams. Six CDs. BMG. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 6795811 I Ain’t a Gambolin’ Woman: Got Such a Rowdy Heart. Raunchy Women’s Blues 1923-1937. The women celebrated in this 103-track set pushed boundaries and broke new ground in the world of blues music. Four CDs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $11.95

★ CD 2888440 JOHNNY WINTER: Live from Japan. The songs Johnny played during his stellar set in Japan, are soaked with more blues riffs in this one night than most guitar players can match in their careers. This 13-track bootleg Hideaway; Sugar Country; Love; She Likes to Boogie Real Low; Lone Wolf; Got My Mojo Working; Johnny B. Good; Black Jack; All Tore Down; Dust My Broom; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $12.99

LIMITED QUANTITY ★ CD 3868893 JIMMY REED: His Greatest Recordings. One of the most successful Blues artists of the fifties, here are 19 tracks comprising a good sampling of his top hits, including You Don’t Have to Go; Ain’t Got You; You Got Me Dizzy; Honest I Do; Big Boss Man; Close Together; and more. AIM. Pub. at $11.95

LIMITED QUANTITY ★ CD 3849074 T-MODEL FORD: Bad Mother Blues. For his latest CDs, put some polish on your glass, and get ready for a good time with blues performer T-Model Ford and these ten tracks that include Ask Her for Water; Everything’s Gonna Be Alright; Yes; I’m Standing Bad Man; Somebody’s Slippin’; Let the Church Roll On; Black Nanny; Backdoor Man; The Duke; and Sallie Mae. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99

★ CD 2959933 PAUL BUTTERFIELD BAND: Live at Rockpalast 1978. This CD features the band’s first performance in Europe. Collects nine tracks, including Fair Enough; One More Heartache; Fool in Love; It’s Alright; Goin’ Down; Just When I Needed You Most; Be Good to Yourself; New Walking Blues and Born Under A Bad Sign. Also includes a DVD of the performance (71 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99

$17.95
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**CD 384899X MISSISSIPPI FRED McDOUGELL & JOHNNY WOODS: Mama Says I’m Crazy. Eleven tracks of Mississippi Delta blues include Shake Em’ On Down, Goin’ Away; Mama Says I’m Crazy; I Got a Woman, Red Cross Store; Going Down to the River; Standin’ at the Back Door; and more. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99. [SOLD OUT]**

**CD 2805324 LENA HORNE: The Essential Recordings. An elegant and dynamic performer with a distinctive vocal style and commanding stage presence. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Stormy Weather; That Old Feeler; Don’t Call Me’Bell; Sing Low, Moon; Moan Low; Careless Love; Love Me or Leave Me; Get Right, and more! Primo Records. Pub. at $17.99. [SOLD OUT]**

**CD 3868788 BEST OF GENE CHANDLER: Duke of Earl. Chandler had more than 25 Soul-Top hits in the 1960s and 70s, and this CD collects 25 tracks that include Duke of Earl; Just Be True; Tear for Tear; Rainbow; A Song Called Soul; What Now; Festival of Love; and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99. [SOLD OUT]**

**CD 3757331 DAVID BYRNE: Live from Austin, TX. This show was recorded on November 28, 2001, features 13 songs, including Like Humans Do; Desconocido Spy; (Nothing but) Flowers; God’s Child; Marching Through the Wilderness; and more. West Records. Pub. at $9.95. [SOLD OUT]**

**CD 3792044 KEELY SMITH: You’re Breaking My Heart. Collects thirteen tracks from this Grammy Award winning major artist including: The Wedding; I’ll Always Be in Love with You; Cruy; Sunday Morning; Crazy; Look Again; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $13.99. [SOLD OUT]**

**CD 3848817 AL GREEN: Let’s Stay Together. Collects eight tracks from the R&B soul singer including: Let’s Stay Together; Lay Me Down; For You; So You’re Leaving; What Do I Do; This Feeling; Old Time Lovin’; I’ve Never Found a Girl; How Can You Mend a Broken Heart; Judy; and It Ain’t No Fun to Me. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99. [SOLD OUT]**

**CD 5846447 BOBBY BLAND: The Singles Collection 1951-62. Bobby “Blue” Bland, one of the best blues, R&B and soul singers of the post-war era, is revisited for this 56-track set, bringing together Bland’s A and B sides recorded for Duke over a decade. Includes hits like Farther up the Road; That’s the Way Love Is; I’ll Take Care of You; Don’t Cry No More; Turn on Your Love Light; and Stormy Monday Blues. Two CDs. Rhino. Pub. at $19.99. [SOLD OUT]**

**CD 3848973 LOUISIANA RED: Dead Stray Dog. This 12 tracks of blues which include New Jersey Women; Held Up in One Town; Bad Case of the Blues; Caught My Man and Gone; My Heart’s a Loser; and more. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $17.99. [SOLD OUT]**

**CD 2788301 BROOK BENTON: The Singles Collection 1955-62. Features almost all the A & B sides of Benton’s releases during the first eight years of his recording career, including 36 Top 10 hits. These 57 tracks include It’s a Matter of Time; Endlessly; Kiddio; So Many Ways; The Boll Weevil Song; Hotel Happiness; Somebody to Love; Come on Be Nice; Love Made Me Your Fool; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. [SOLD OUT]**

**CD 3848777 TEENIA MARIE: Icon. Twelve songs are collected here, including: I’ll Take Care of You; Where Did My Love Go?; Love on My Mind; Love; Aladdin’s Lamp; Fire and Desire; and more. UMG Recordings. Pub. at $9.95. [SOLD OUT]**

**CD 3849104 YOU BETTER RUN: The Essential Junior Kimbrough. Twelve tracks feature some of this blues guitarist performer’s best including Release Me; All Night Long; Love Me in the City; You Better Run; Keep on Braggin’; and more. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99. [SOLD OUT]**

**CD 3848825 ANN PEBBLES: Greatest Hits. Collects 16 tracks of this soul singer’s top hits: Walk Away; Give Me Some Credit; Part Time Love; I Pity the Fool; Tripped, Tipped in Love; and more. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99. [SOLD OUT]**

**CD 6803296 SUPER RARE ELECTRIC BLUES: ‘60s Era. Fifty tracks on two CDs highlight the ensuing heroes of electric blues who recorded on smaller labels. Includes original recordings by Icky Recnut, Wild Jimmy Spruill, Juice Box Bonner, Flash Terry, Piano Sam, Guitar Shorty, Lafayette Thomas, Fascination, and many more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $18.99. [SOLD OUT]**

**CD 2871106 TOM WAITS: The Archives. The Godfather of gravelly, bourbon soaked vocals is celebrated here in this three CD collection features 36 live recordings, including hits like Jockey Full of Bourbon; Tango Til They’re Sore; Picture in a Frame; Silent Night/Christmas Card from a Hooker in Minneapolis; I’ll Shoot the Moon, and more. Broadcat Broadcast. Pub. at $19.99. [SOLD OUT]**

**CD 3821927 LIGHTNIN’ SLIM: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1954-62. The 46 tracks collected here comprise all the titles which Leslie Leake had recorded for the Feature, Ace and Excello labels during this era. Songs include Rooster Blues; Bad Luck; It’s Mighty Crazy; My Starter Won’t Work; Festiv’ Awful Blue; Rock Me Mambo; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. [SOLD OUT]**

**CD 6738583 THE FLAMINGOS COLLECTION, 1953-61. Eighty tracks comprise almost all the titles the Flamin’os released during this primary period of their career, including the hits I’ll Be Home and I Only Have Eyes for You. It comprises all of their A & B sides on the Chance, Parrot, Checker, Decca, and End labels, along with the tracks from their first three LPs. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95. [SOLD OUT]**

**CD 3849090 WILLIE MITCHELL: Ooh Baby, You Turn Me On. Collects 12 tracks from this R&B bandleader including Soul Finger; Cleed’s Mood, Slipper’n & Slddin’; Soul Serenade; Willie’s Mood; Sunny; Pearl Time; and more. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99. [SOLD OUT]**

**CD 6711702 THE ESSENTIAL CHAKA KHAN. Bask in the soulful powerhouse vocals of the Queen of Funk with more than 30 tracks including some of her biggest, most recognizable hits: I Feel For You (written by Prince), Fate; I’m Every Woman; Ain’t Nobody; Through the Fire; and more. Two CDs. Rhino. Pub. at $19.99. [SOLD OUT]**


**CD 6886516 MISSISSIPPI BLUES: Rare Cuts 1926-1941. One hundred remastered sides capture 15 years of southern blues treasures. Four CDs bring together 100 vintage sides, collecting the stylings of such legends as Garfield Akers, Robert Johnson, Sonny Boy Williamson, and many more. DGG. Pub. at $49.99. [SOLD OUT]**

**CD 3821752 BEN E. KING: The Singles & Albums Collection 1962-66. This three CD set comprises all of King’s A and B sides on the Atco label during this era, along with his duet single with Lavern Baker, plus all the tracks from his albums during this period. Songs include: Stand By Me;Spanish Harlem; Amor; Brace Yourself; Sway; Come Closer to Me; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99. [SOLD OUT]**

**CD 2870489 DOWN HOME BLUES: Detroit. This three CD set from Detroit blues masters from the post-war period up to 1966 complements a 48-page booklet on Detroit and the scene by blues researcher Mike Wolfe. Eighty-two tracks by 21 different artists such as Marlee Bradley, Eddie Burns, Bobo Jenkins, Little Sonny and more, equals the definitive collection of Detroit home blues from the Motor City. Wienener. Pub. at $37.99. [SOLD OUT]**

and enter the item number in the search box.
**CD 386877X BEST OF EDDIE FLOYD: Knock on Wood.** One of soul music's greatest touring ambassadors, all of Floyd's hit singles are collected here, including California Girl; Knock on Wood; When I'm with You; Mr. Blue; On a Saturday Night; and more. Ten tracks. A&M. Pub. at $14.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 386958 PEPPERMINT HARRIS: Texas on My Mind.** A byproduct of that generation blues music, Harris bridged the gap between the country blues and R&B. Here are twelve tracks comprising his hits including Sinners' Prayer; Cherry Red; Cadillac: Funeral; I'm So Lonesome; Texas; and more. A&M. Pub. at $14.99

PRICE CUT to $11.95

**CD 2980762 THE BEST OF EDDIE KENDRICKS: The Millennium Collection.** Kendrick's was a Temptation for one awesome decade (1961-1971) before departing for a solo career. Here, you enjoy 12 songs from his solo releases, including Keep on Truckin' Boogie Down; Happy; Girl You Need a Change of Mind; Shooeshine Boy; and more. Universal Music.

PRICE CUT to $3.95

**CD 371121 THE PAPA CHARLIE JACKSON COLLECTION 1924-34.** One of the first country blues artists to emerge from the minstrel, vaudeville and medicine show circuits, Papa Charlie Jackson was an artist during the 1920s. This three CD set comprises almost all his recordings released on the Paramount, Vocalion and Okeh Labels during this era. Some titles are Sally Dog Blues; Coffee Pot Blues; Drop That Sack; and more. Seventy-two tracks. A&M. Pub. at $19.99

PRICE CUT to $12.95

**CD 3715004 PERCY SLEDGE: When a Man Loves a Woman.** Seventeen of the performing artist's top hits are featured including When a Man Loves a Woman; Take Time to Know Her; Dark End of the Street; Hard Loving Woman; My Special Lover; I'm Feelin' Love; Baby; and more. Encore.

**CD 587262 B.B. KING: Complete Recordings 1949-1962.** This massive set takes fans on an all-encompassing tour of more than a decade in the legendary career. More than eight hours of music, these six jam-packed discs include nearly 170 tracks including Got the Blues; Hard Working Woman; Please Help Me; Blind Love; My Heart Belongs to You; Boogie Woogie Woman; Tomorrow is Another Day; and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3715000 CHUCK JACKSON: Super Hits.** Ten of this R&B, Pop, and Soul recording artist's top hits are featured here including Any Day Now; I Don't Want to Cry; Fall in Love; Easy; I Didn't Love You; (It Happens in) Real Life; I Need You; Shame on Me; Beg Me; and more. Soul Jazz. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 2848872 ROY HAMILTON: The Singles Collection 1954-62.** This 80-track, three CD set comprises almost all his A & B sides recorded for the Epic label during this era, and features all his 16 career hits including You Will Never Walk Alone; Unchained Melody; Ebb Tide; Hurt; I Love You; Don't Go Away; and many more. BMG. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3717510 THE TEXAS ALEXANDER COLLECTION 1927-51.** Collects 66 songs on three CDs, comprising all the recordings Alexander made at various New York, Fort Worth and San Antonio, plus two titles made in 1951 on the Freedom label. Tracks include Levee Camp Moan Blues; Honky Tonk Train Blues; Texas Flood Blues; and much more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3717518 THE NAPPY BROWN: Singles Collection, 1954-62.** Comprises the A & B sides of Brown's Savoy singles from the years between '54 and '62, including two titles recorded at the beginning of his career as a member of the Heavenly Lights gospel group. Fifty-two tracks include Jesus Said to Me; I Love Thee; That Man; Little by Little; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 3715078 MAXINE BROWN: Super Hits.** Features ten of Brown's top hits including All In My Mind; Oh No Not My Baby; It's Gonna Be Alright; Coming Back to You; One Step at a Time; Ask Me; Love That Man; and more. Gusto.

PRICE CUT to $3.95

**CD 3717437 LAURA NYRO: The 1994 Broadcasts.** Collects two superb concert performances from Kintetsu Hall in Osaka, Japan and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania at Point State Park. Both shows were recorded in 1994. Songs include Dedicated to the One I Love; Ooh Baby Baby; And When I Die; Walk the Dog and Light the Light; The Wind; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Acrobat. Media. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 371129 DENISE LASALLE: Mississippi Woman Steppin' Out.** Experience the Queen of “Soul Blues” doing the blues in a rare, live show in May of 2007, in Belgium. Ten tracks include Juke Joint; Blues Fairy Tale; Give Me the Strongest Whiskey; You Can Have My Husband; Drop That Zero; Mississippi Woman; This Thing Called Love; Lady in the Streets; Down Home Blues; Steppin' In and My Foot Too. JSP Records. Pub. at $18.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 3702766 DOWN HOME BLUES: Chicago, Volume 2.** This collection presents five CDs with forty six different artists that capture the essence of Chicago Blues on 135 tracks. Includes No Money Down by Chuck Berry, I Was Fooled by Rock Baby, I'm a Sucker for You by Sonny Boy Williamson II, Water Coast Blues by Big Bill Broonzy, Broken Heart by Memphis Minnie, and more. Also includes an informational booklet. Wienerworld. Pub. at $49.99

PRICE CUT to $31.95

**CD 6637755 UP OFF YOUR KNEES: From Bed Springs to Bloomers.** The blues industry has so many. In this huge 99-track collection, these sensually driven tracks are represented, among them; Two superb concert performances from Kintetsu Hall in Osaka, Japan and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania at Point State Park. Both shows were recorded in 1994. Songs include Dedicated to the One I Love; Ooh Baby Baby; And When I Die; Walk the Dog and Light the Light; The Wind; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Acrobat. Media. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2947349 ETTA JAMES: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1956-62.** Over 50 tracks encapsulate more than half a decade in the career of this top blues, R&B, and soul talent. Collects all her A & B sides recorded for Modern, Kent, Chess, and Argo, including hits like The Wallflower (Roll with Me Henry); Good Rockin’ Daddy; If You Do Was Cry; All in My Mind; Oh No Not My Baby; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 2927349 ARETHA FRANKLIN: The Complete Releases 1956-62.** Collects 48 tracks from the years when Franklin was establishing herself as a distinctive, soulful, and dramatic performer. Her recordings as a gospel artist join all her singles for Columbia, primarily drawn from the albums Aretha Franklin with the Ray BryantCombo; The Electrifying Aretha Franklin; The Tender, the Moving, the Swinging Aretha Franklin. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 3715116 SAM AND DAVE: Greatest Hits.** Eight tracks from this top most successful R&B duo in history are included here. Soul Man; I Thank You; Hold on ’I’m Coming; Soul Sister, Brown Sugar; Don’t Pull My Hand; Mess; Get Up Offa That Thing; and more. Universal Music.

PRICE CUT to $3.95

**CD 6951630 THE KAPP SINGERS COLLECTION 1953-62.** This 3 CD anthology brings together just about all the records this celebrated group released on both singles and albums during these years. Fifty seven tracks include It Rained Children; Uncloudy Day; Let It Rain; The Water Coast Blues; Down Home Blues; Keep on Truckin’; Boogie Woogie Woman; Mississippi Woman Steppin’ Out. 

**CD 2980797 THE BEST OF JAMES BROWN, Volume 2: The ’70s.** Collects ten songs from the Godfather of Soul, including; Get Up (I Feel Like Being a) Sex Machine; Baby I Love You; It’s Gonna Be Alright; Coming Back to You; Ooh Baby Baby; All in My Mind; Oh No Not My Baby; It’s Gonna Be Alright; Coming Back to You; One Step at a Time; Ask Me; Love That Man; and more. Gusto.

PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 6958005 KOLD & THE GANG: Gold.** This CD highlights of hit and iconic band's impact on the music world has spanned decades. This two CD set collects 31 tracks, including Who’s Gonna Take the Weight; Funky Stuff; Hollywood Swingin’; Love and Soul; I’ll Take You There; It’s a Man’s World; Ladies Night; and many more.

PRICE CUT to $19.99

**For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/825**
Holiday CDs & DVDs

CD 3783227 ANNE MURRAY: My Christmas Favorites. Collects ten Christmas favorites from the country singer including The Christmas Song; Winter Wonderland; I'll Be Home for Christmas; We Three Kings; The Little Drummer Boy; While Christmas; Do You Hear What I Hear? O Come All Ye Faithful; It Came Upon a Midnight Clear and Silent Night. Capitol Records. Pub. at $14.99

CD 378328X THE SUPREMES/THE TEMPTATIONS: Christmas Hits - The Complete RCA Victor & Columbia Christmas Recordings. This 46 tracks (some songs with multiple versions) feature the complete RCA Victor & Columbia Christmas recordings of this popular country including: The Blues of St. Mary’s; Jingle Bells; Jingle Bell Rock; Silent Night; Winter Wonderland; I’ll Be Home for Christmas; Aye Mära; Silver Bells; and more. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $29.95

CD 3795947 BLINK BEFORE CHRISTMAS: Features thirty unusual rockin’ Christmas tracks compiled by Little Victor—the mojo man—and remastered by Black Shack recordings. Tracks include White Christmas by James Brown; Sugar Goodman; Santa Claus Boogie by The Voices; Cowboy Santa Claus by Bill Lacey; and more. Koko-Boo. Pub. at $12.99

CD 3771253 YULESVILLE! 33 Rockin’ Rollin’ Christmas Blasters for the Cool Season. A compilation of 33 rockin’ rollin’ Christmas tracks compiled by Little Victor—this is the most influential and esteemed Christmas compilation of all time. Includes rockin’ rollin’ Christmas songs by The Voices; Santo & Johnny; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99

CD 3710661 SHA NA NA: Rockin’ Christmas. Celebrate the holidays and dance the night away in this 23 track collection of holiday songs. Includes Ugly Christmas Sweater; Rockin’ Around Christmas Tree; Rock Rudolph Rock; Ain’t No Holly in Hollywood; Christmas Bells; Santa’s on a Diet; You’re All I Want for Christmas; I Saw Mama Twinst with Santa Claus; An Angel for Christmas; and so many others. Gold Label. Pub. at $17.99

CD 3831302 THE CHRISTMAS BEATLES: White Christmas. Christmas. Collects sixteen tracks of classic holiday music from this beloved performer including Good King Wenceslas; Silent Night; Holy Night; Adeste Fideles; The First Noel; Deck the Halls; Joy to the World; Away in a Manger; and more. LaserLight. PRICE CUT to $2.95

CD 3775887 PEGGY LEE: Icon Christmas. Peggy Lee, with her sultry voice, rings in the holiday season on this 11 track CD. Includes favorites such as Ring Those Christmas Bells; Winter Wonderland; Happy Holiday; The Christmas Waltz; I Like a Sleighride; The Little Drummer Boy; Christmas Carols; and more. PolyGram Records. Pub. at $19.99

CD 3795241 TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS CAROLS. These forty tracks of classic Christmas carols feature music by The St. Paul’s Cathedral Choir and St. John’s School Choir; and songs performed by vocalists including Frank Sinatra. Bing Crosby, Mahalia Jackson, Nat King Cole, Johnny Mathis, Perry Como, and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 283104X ANDRE KOSTELANETZ AND HIS ORCHESTRA: The Complete Christmas Albums. This 2 CD collection comprises three complete albums. Joy to the World—A Christmas Music Collection; Wondrous World of Christmas; and Wishing You a Merry Christmas, and is filled with all the classic holiday music including: The First Noel; It Came Upon the Midnight Clear; Silent Night; Holy Night; O Holy Night; White Christmas; and more. Management 360. PRICE CUT to $13.95

CD 3792447 GREAT SONGS OF CHRISTMAS: Classic Carols and Pop Favorites. Twenty tracks of great holiday music performed by a variety of top performers including such songs as O Come, All Ye Faithful by Percy Faith; God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen by Andre Previn; The Christmas Song by Johnny Mathis; Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas Medley by Peter Paul and Mary; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.99

CD 2796514 THE MERRIEST CHRISTMAS ALBUM. A wonderful 75 track, three CD collection of classic Christmas music performed by the original artists. Tracks include Jingle Bells by Bing Crosby & The Andrews Sisters; The Christmas Song by Nat King Cole; I’ll Be Home for Christmas by Andy Williams; I’ll Be Home for Christmas by Johnny Mathis; and many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

CD 3786056 THE TWELVE ROCKIN’ DAYS OF CHRISTMAS. Explore these thirty seasonal songs based around the gifts offered in the evergreen rhyme The Twelve Days of Christmas. Tracks include: A Cool, Cool Christmas by The Sabers; Christmas Date Boogie by Big Joe Turner; Here Comes Christmas by The Supremes; and many more. Atomic Records. Pub. at $12.99

CD 3792439 STANLEY BLACK AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Christmas Holiday for Romance. Beautiful holiday music for romance is collected on these two CD albums with songs including: Santa Natale; Cinderella (Stay in My Arms); Lullaby; White Christmas; Dreaming; Silent Night; Holy Night; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

Dvd 3749576 SOUNDS LIKE CHRISTMAS. Widescreen. Here Baroque meets jazz and traditional classical Christmas music is set off by improvised trumpets and drums. Features holiday music from this beloved performer including: Good King Wenceslas; Silent Night, Op.6 No.8; Viviani’s Violin Concerto, Rv 270; Bach’s Bereite dich, Zion; Handel’s Thou Art Gone Up on High; Mauersberger’s Weihnacht; and many more. 82 minutes. EuroArts.

Blu-ray 3800768 COZY CRACKLIN’. Widescreen. Relish this soothing fireplace in your own home—warm, glowing light and soft cracklin’ sounds create a peaceful atmosphere, helping you to unwind. No messy cleanup or safety hazards with this natural fire! Also offered in natural sound, classical, and Christmas music. 66 minutes. Timeless Media Group.

Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway

CD 6949035 HENRY MANCINI: The Classic Soundtrack Collection 1958-1963. Features eight complete film scores plus bonus tracks from the Tuxedo Junction film. Tracks include: Tuxedo Junction; I’m Gonna Be Warm This Winter; This is My Love; I’ll Be Home for Christmas; Sun Valley Serenade; The Merry Widow; A Touch of Evil; The Music Man; Peter Gunn; Music from Mr. Lucky; Breakfast at Tiffany’s; Experiment in Terror; Hatari; The Pink Panther; and The Manchurian Touch. Nine-nineteen tracks on 4CDs, 75 tracks. Enigma Records. Pub. at $16.99

CD 6692013 ALFRED HITCHCOCK: The Classic Soundtrack Collection. With a total of over 50 full length feature film titles to his name, Alfred Hitchcock remains one of the most influential and esteemed movie directors in cinematic history. This four CD set includes over 50 tracks, bringing together five original, full soundtrack albums for Hitchcock films, along with numerous themes for others of his classic creations. Enigma. Pub. at $14.99

CD 3614937 MOVIES GREATEST HITS: Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Enjoy forty-eight selections from some of the greatest movies performed by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Features The Wizard of Oz; Blue Velvet; Funny Girl; Twin Peaks; El Vito; Breakfast at Tiffany’s; The Deer Hunter; Godfather; Gone With the Wind, and many more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95

CD 2648664 THE MARLENE DIETRICH COLLECTION T90-92. This two CD set comprises a film, studio, and “live” recordings from across her career, including the classics Falling in Love Again; Lili Marlene; Naughty Lola; Black Market; Time for Love; Too Old to Cut the Mustard; Kisses Sweeter Than Wine; and more. Fifty-one tracks across 2CDs. Acrobat.
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Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway

★ CD 3854302 007: James Bond Themes. Enjoy the music from the films of the world’s greatest super spy, James Bond. This CD includes James Bond Theme (instrumental); Licence to Kill; The Living Daylights; Never Say Never Again; The Man with the Golden Gun (instrumental); For Your Eyes Only and others. The Store For Music. **SOLD OUT**

★ CD 6941095 PORGY AND BESS: An Original Sound Track Recording. The original sound track recording of the film version of Gershwin’s unique folk opera is complete on 19 tracks. Overture; Summertime; I Got Plenty O’ Nuttin’; Ain’t Gonna Get Along. So, are just some of the classic pieces, With his band, it is Duke Ellington and Gershwin conducted by Andre Previn. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 3847896 LADY AND THE TRAMP. Collects 22 songs from the Disney movie classic, including Peace on Earth; It Has a Ribbon/Lady To Bed/A Few Mornings Later; Sunday/The Rail/Morning Paper. Countdown to B-Day; Home Sweet Home; The Pound; and more. Walt Disney Records. **SOLD OUT**

★ CD 3795852 SEVEN BRIDES FOR SEVEN BROTHERS. The original soundtrack from the classic motion picture starring Jane Powell and Howard Keel. Twelve tracks, including Wonderful, Wonderful, Day; Barn Dance; Spring, Spring, Spring; Bless Your Beautiful Hide; and more. Snapper Music. $5.95

★ CD 5851005 UNFORGETTABLE MOVIE THEMES. Features an action, passion, and emotion of your favorite films with timeless classical compositions that graced their soundtrack. Features landmark songs like Oh What a Beautiful Morning; People Will Say We’re in Love; Surrey with Fringe on Top; Oklahoma; and more. Seventeen tracks on 3 CDs. NorthQuest. $3.95

★ CD 6992188 OKLAHOMA! The 75th Anniversary Collection. Comprises the complete original cast album from the 1943 Broadway production and the original 1955 movie version. Features landmark songs like On the Chimney Top; The Sunny Side of Me; Moonstruck: The Sixth Sense; and more. Seventeen tracks on 3 CD’s. NorthQuest. $11.95

★ CD 4467809 WILD WEST HEROES. Rounds up 15 huge Western themes, including The Big Country; The Magnificent Seven; Dances with Wolves; Hang ‘Em High; A Fistful of Dollars; Two Mules for Sister Sara; Once upon a Time in the West; For a Few Dollars More; and more. Twenty-eight tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 2709597 HOW THE WEST WAS WON: The Original Sound Track Recording. Conducted by the legendary Alfred Newman, the most celebrated as one of the finest musicals in history, the 1966 motion picture continues to provide pure enjoyment to this day. Instruments include The Big Heist; and more. Paramount. Pub. at $15.99

★ CD 3066262 THE GREATEST BROADWAY HITS. Essential Collection. This essential collection features all of the best-loved and most well-known hits from the 3 CDs of some of the greatest Broadway hits sung by the original artists including: Oh What a Beautiful Morning; People Will Say We’re in Love; Surrey with Fringe on Top; Oklahoma; and so much more. Dynamic Pub. at $29.99

★ CD 6938612 THE BEST OF GILBERT & SULLIVAN. The D’Oyly Carte Opera Company & Glyndebourne Festival Opera perform the best of Gilbert & Sullivan, including Trial by Jury; The Sorcerer; The Pirates of Penzance; H.M.S. Pinafore; Patience; Iolanthe; Princess Ida; The Mikado; Ruddigore; The Yeomen of the Guard; and The Gondoliers. Three CDs. Includes a bonus DVD of live performances. The Store For Music. **SOLD OUT**

★ CD 3820610 THE JAMES DEAN STORY. Before the fifties were over, Dean received a posthumous Academy Award and had been the subject of two bizarre documentaries, both called The James Dean Story. The soundtracks to both are gathered together here. Forty-five tracks, including Theme from East of Eden; The Ballad of James Dean; Return Home; Born Free; Jimmy, and more. RightsHouse. $5.95

★ CD 3553786 SCIENCE FICTION’S FINEST, VOLUME ONE. Set your CD player to blast with a collection of 36 tracks from four television and film. Some of the genre’s most well-loved franchises are represented, including The Twilight Zone; Star Trek; Buckaroo Banzai; The Terminator; Dune; Fringe; Star Wars: The Clone Wars; Iron Man; Stargate: SG-1; Futurama; Red Dawn; Doctor Who and more. BSX Records. Pub. at $11.99

★ CD 3770990 DEBBIE REYNOLDS: The MGM Singles. Collects thirty of Reynolds’ singles from her films at MGM including Abba Dawn; Homework; Row Row Row Your Boat; Oogie Boogie Waltz; Am I In Love?; A Lady Loves; Speak Low; All Grown Up; It Started with a Kiss; Home in the Meadow; Carolina in the Morning; Wall Flower; and more. Sepia. **SOLD OUT**

★ CD 6832156 SHOW SHOW. Experience the legendary soundtracks of two of the world’s most renowned musical, brought to life by Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammerstein II. This wonderful CD features 29 compositions from the film including Of Mice and Men. With performer Ethel Merman that include Must Be a Mustre of Those Things. Don’t Feel Like Missing In; Easy to Love; and more. Start. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 3840794 DUKE ELLINGTON: Assault on a Queen. Nineteen tracks comprise this selection of music from the 1966 movie picture Assault on a Queen, starring Frank Sinatra and directed by Jack Smight. Ellington, including Mana Bahama; She Walks Well; Rosa’s Theme; Skeleton Crew; The Big Heist; and more. Paramount. Pub. at $15.99


★ CD 3702448 GYPSY: Bette Midler. Celebrated as one of the finest musicals in history, this 1953 film starred Bette Midler in the lead role. Seventeen tracks are collected here, including: Overture; May We Entertain You; Some People; Small World; All I Need Is the Girl; Mr. Goldstone; and more. Atlantic. **SOLD OUT**

★ CD 3794601 GOLDEN VOICES FROM THE SILVER SCREEN: Hollywood Sings. A collection of 75 tracks on three CDs of wonderful music from the movies, all performed by the original artists including: Hooray for Hollywood by Francis Langford; Daybreak by Bing Crosby; Just One of Those Things by Ginny Simms; We’re in the Money by Ginger Rogers; and much more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

★ CD 2921731 JOHN WILLIAMS: Conductor. Composing and conducting music for six decades, John Williams remains one of the best loved and most popular musicians of our time. A fabulous 20 album collection features The Classic Spielberg Scores with the Boston Pops; Cinema Serenade with Itzhak Perlman and the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra; and more. Includes the score from Close Encounters of the Third Kind, in a boxed set. Sony Music.
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/825
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★ CD 2798387 AN ENCHANTED EVENING ON BROADWAY WITH EARL WRIGHTSON. One of America’s finest baritones; over his lifetime, Wightson enjoyed a reputation as one of the most well-loved ballads of Broadway including They Call the Wind Maria; Lost in the Stars; Some Enchanted Evening; I staircase, Your Song; Fella Needs a Friend; and more. Two CDs. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99.

★ CD 3796612 THE WIZARD OF OZ. Original music from the classic motion picture. Sixteen tracks, including Over The Rainbow; Come Out, Come Out, Ding-Dong! the Witch Is In; Follow the Yellow Brick Road; We’re Off to See the Wizard; Courage; and more. Snapper Music.  

★ CD 3690970 ENTRE ELLE ET LUI: Natalie Dessay/ Michayl Legrand. This 16 track collection combines the talent of film music composer Michel Legrand with the beautiful voice of Natalie Dessay. Includes Chanson de Delphine; Chanson de Delphine a Lancian; Papie Can You Hear This cake d’amour; Les moulins de mon coeur (Windmills Of Your Mind;). What Are You Doing the Rest of Your Life?; The Summer Knows; and more. EMI. Pub. at $13.99.  

★ CD 6920411 MIKLLOS ROZSA: Jungle Book/The Third of Bagdad. Performed by the Frankfurt State Symphony Orchestra and conducted by Miklos Rozsa, eight tracks include The King’s Fanfare; The Harbour of Bagdad; Procession; Eternal Love; Gallop of the Flying Horse; Dance of the Silver Maid; The Mariel Place March; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99.

★ CD 3702464 MAVERICK: The Soundtrack. Twelve songs are compiled here from the blockbuster starring Mel Gibson, Jodie Foster and James Garner. Tracks include Renegades; Rebels and Rogues by Taylor; A Good Rain; Runnin’ Free by Clay Black; Maverick by Restless Heart; Ophelia by Vince Gill; and more. Atlantic. Pub. at $14.99.  

★ CD 6889597 CLEOPATRA: Original Soundtrack. From the movie starring Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton and Rex Harrison these 26 tracks feature his rendition of music by Max Steiner; and more. Atlantic. Pub. at $14.99.

★ CD 3691144 NOW PLAYING ON MARCO POLO. Presents 9 tracks of classic film scores. Includes Roots of Heaven Overture music by Malcolm Arnold, Look Out! It’s King Kong music by Max Steiner; The Next Morning, The Order from Another Dawn music by Erich Kom ongoing, Campfire, Up There!, Water Trough, Gold Digging, Cave In from The Treasure of the Sierra Madre music by Max Steiner; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99.  

★ CD 2796325 1001 ARABIAN NIGHTS: The Original Motion Picture Soundtrack. Composed by George Duning and featuring vocals by Jim Backus as the voice of Mister Magoo. Tracks include A Song Is Born; Freed from the happy but sappy plot of A Song Is Born; This CD gathers 25 tracks from the movie. Rustblade. Pub. at $29.99.

★ CD 2926121 MAX VON ESSEN: Call Me Old Fashioned--The Broadway Standard. This Tony nominated leading man is joined by Grammy winning composer and famed musical director, Billy Stritch, breathing new life into thirteen classic songs we’ve loved for decades such as I Want You But I Love You; Fly Me to the Moon; Show Me; She Loves Me; Shimmy Like They Do In Paree; The Trolley Song; and more. LML. Pub. at $9.95.

★ CD 2786007 SHIRLEY TEMPLE’S HITS FROM HER ORIGINAL FILM SOUNDTRACKS. The lovable Shirley Temple returns this album once again to capture the hearts of millions all over the world. Nineteen songs are collected, including On The Good Ship Lollipop; Polly Wolly Doodle; That’s What I Want for Christmas; Oh My Goodness; Baby, Take a Bow; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99.  

★ CD 3702731 CLAUDIO SIMONETTI’S GOLBIN/DAEMONIA/DAWN OF THE DEAD. On this twenty track CD set, Claudio Simonetti reinterprets the score of one of the most famous horror movies of all times to celebrate 40 years of the film Dawn of the Dead. Includes Dà Be Del Morte Venti, Zomb; Al the Safari; Torro; In Fascio; Zaratustra; La Caccia; Transylvania; and more. Snapper Music.

★ CD 6889598 3838994 LIZA’S AT THE PALACE. Widescreen. The full two hour performance of Liza Minnelli’s Tony Award winning concert from the MGM Grand in Las Vegas, Nevada on October 1, 2009. This exciting midnight show was recorded before an invited audience of show business friends, fans and entertainers from all over the world. 120 minutes. Snapper Music.  

Classical - Opera

★ CD 3855791 THE BEST OF CLASSICAL. Separated into three CDs-Morning, Noon, and Night; this relaxing classical compilation features 45 popular melodies from Beethoven, Mozart, Bach, Brahms, Debussy, Vivaldi, Chopin and other beloved composers. Lifespeck. Pub. at $19.98.

★ CD 3744952 ETERNAL STRINGS. Presents a beautiful collection of memorable works for strings on this 11 track CD. Includes Barber’s Adagio for Strings; Glass’ Violin Concerto, Mvt. 2; Glass’ Symphony No. 3, Mvt. 2; Glass’ Serenade in E major, Op. 22; Penderecki’s Polish Rhapsody; Chaconne; Gorecki’s 3 Old String Pieces, Mvt. 3 Tchaikovsky’s Serenade for Strings; and more. Naxos. Pub. at $9.95.

★ CD 3749606 VIVALDI: Recorder Concertos. Contrasting the sound of the recorder with various other instruments, these concertos make Vivaldi’s instrumental works such perennial favorites. Includes Concerto in G minor, RV 103; Concerto in D major, RV 92; Concerto in G major, RV 94; Concerto in A minor, RV 106; Concerto in C major, RV 87; and Concerto in G major, RV 101. Naxos. Pub. at $9.95.


★ CD 4500827 THE MARIO LANZA COLLECTION. He was one of the finest voices of the 20th century, respected and admired by his peers and fans around the world. This massive 92-track set includes classics from across his all-too-brief career, including many of his best-known renditions from movies, as well as the A and B sides of his singles for RCA. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99.


★ CD 4520997 THE BEST OF THE BROADAVOS: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack. This features the complete dramatic underscore to the acclaimed western, The Bravados plus all of the surviving source music. The music was composed by Alfred Newman and Hugo Friedhofer. Includes The sonter; The Scaffold; Mistaken Identity; Jail Break; The Posee Riders; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $9.95.

★ CD 3910704 MARIA CALLAS AT COVENT GARDEN, 1962 & 1964. Maria Callas sang some of her most celebrated roles at the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, and captures the audiences there with the unique subtlety of her dramatic identification with opera’s suffering heroines, and the power of her interpretations. Two CDs. Zomba Stay and a DVD containing the recordings of her 1962 and 1964 performances at the Royal Opera. Warner Music. Pub. at $7.95.
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/825
Vinyl Records

**VINYL 3689090 THE ROLLING STONES ON AIR.** This vinyl release features 32 classic tracks on two 180 gram LP’s! Songs include “Come On;” “(I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction;” “Memphis,” “Satisfaction;” “As Tears Go By;” “Let’s Spend the Night Together.” More. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼.

**PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**VINYL 3728315 THE BEATLES: The White Album.** This lavishly presented 180-gram 2LP vinyl set compiles 30 tracks that are newly mixed and include packaging faithful to the original album. Songs include “Back in the USSR;” Revolution 9; “While My Guitar Gently Weeps;” “I’m So Tired;” “Blackbird;” “Dear Prudence;” and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼.

**PRICE CUT to $23.95**

**VINYL 3728840 DEATHPROOF 2.** This vinyl collects 12 songs from the blockbuster movie soundtrack. Tracks include “Ashes by Celine Dion;” “In Your Eyes by Peter Gabriel;” “I Could Turn Back Time by Cher;” “5 to 9” by Dolly Parton. We Belong by Pat Benatar; and more. 20th Century Fox. 12¼x12¼.

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**VINYL 3728412 POWER OF PEACE: The Isley Brothers & Santana.** This vinyl, lead by the legendary Isley Brothers and Carlos Santana covers songs first made familiar by the Chambers Brothers Are You Reedy and Love, Peace, Happiness. “Stevie Wonder Higher Ground;” “Marvin Gaye Mercy Me (The Ecology);” Leon Thomas Let the more. Thirteen tracks. Sony Music. 12¼x12¼.

**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**VINYL 3728904 LADIES & GENTLEMEN...MR. B.B. KING.** A double 180 gram vinyl LP pressings that celebrate the life and work of the great B.B. King. Collects 17 songs, including “How Blue Can You Get?;” “I Wonder Why;” “Sweet Sixteen;” “Caldonia;” “When Love Comes to Town (with U2);” “The Thrill is Gone;” and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼.

**PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**VINYL 3728995 THE DRIFTERS: Under the Boardwalk.** Twelve classics are included on this vinyl, including “Under the Boardwalk; One Way Love; Up on the Roof;” “On Broadway;” “Rail Race;” and more. Atlantic Records. 12¼x12¼.

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**VINYL 3728905 SAM & DAVE: Double Dynamite.** The landmark second album from the dynamic soul duo is collected on this vinyl LP. Twelve tracks, including “Said I wasn’t Gonna Tell Nobody;” “When Something Is Wrong with My Baby;” “You Got Me Hummin’;” “Sweet Potato Pie;” “That’s the Way It’s Gotta Be;” and more. 12¼x12¼.

**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**VINYL 3689131 THE UNBROKEN CIRCLE: The Musical Heritage of the Carter Family.** This double vinyl is a tribute to the music of June Carter Cash and her family, the first family of country music. Collects 15 songs, including “Worried Man Blues by George Jones;” “No Depression in Heaven by Sheryl Crow;” “Engine One Forty-Five by Johnny Cash;” “Hold Fast to Cash;” and more. Dualtone Music Group. 12¼x12¼.

**SOLD OUT**

**VINYL 3689034 JUDY AT CARNEGIE HALL: Judy in Person.** This concert appearance has been called “the greatest night in show business history.” The Grammy Award-winning live masterpiece was recorded at Carnegie Hall on April 23, 1961. One 180 gram double vinyl collects 26 tracks, including “Puttin’ on the Ritz;” “Foggy Day;” “When You’re Smiling (The Whole World Smiles With You);” “Do It Again;” and more. Capitol Records. 12¼x12¼.

**SOLD OUT**

**VINYL 3689042 LADIES & GENTLEMEN...MR. B.B. KING.** A double 180 gram vinyl LP pressings that celebrate the life and work of the great B.B. King. Collects 17 songs, including “How Blue Can You Get?;” “I Wonder Why;” “Sweet Sixteen;” “Caldonia;” “When Love Comes to Town (with U2);” “The Thrill is Gone;” and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼.

**PRICE CUT to $23.95**

**VINYL 3689042 LADIES & GENTLEMEN...MR. B.B. KING.** A double 180 gram vinyl LP pressings that celebrate the life and work of the great B.B. King. Collects 17 songs, including “How Blue Can You Get?;” “I Wonder Why;” “Sweet Sixteen;” “Caldonia;” “When Love Comes to Town (with U2);” “The Thrill is Gone;” and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼.

**PRICE CUT to $23.95**

**VINYL 3688929 JERRY LEE LEWIS: The Knox Phillips Sessions.** Lewis is one of the true enduring giants of American music. This 180 gram vinyl collects 11 previously unreleased recording, including “Bad, Bad Leroy Brown;” “Harbor Lights;” “That Kind of Fool;” “Room Full of Roses;” and more. Saguaro Road Records. 12¼x12¼.

**PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**VINYL 3688968 CARPENTERS: Close to You.** This remastered 180 gram vinyl collects 12 songs, including “We’ve Only Just begun;” “It’s All in the Game;” “I’ll Never Fall in Love Again;” “Maybe It’s You;” and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼.

**PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**VINYL 3689069 ROLLING STONES: Blue & Lonesome.** This double vinyl collects 12 songs from the legendary rock band, including “Just Your Fool;” “Commit a Crime;” “Ride ‘em on Down;” All of Your Love;” “Little Rain;” Everybody Knows about my Good Thing;” Blue and Lonesome.” And more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼.

**PRICE CUT to $24.95**

**VINYL 3689174 JERRY LEE LEWIS: The Knox Phillips Sessions.** Lewis is one of the true enduring giants of American music. This 180 gram vinyl collects 11 previously unreleased recording, including “Bad, Bad Leroy Brown;” “Harbor Lights;” “That Kind of Fool;” “Room Full of Roses;” and more. Saguaro Road Records. 12¼x12¼.

**PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**VINYL 3688933 KINGS AND QUEENS OF COUNTRY.** This vinyl compilation includes 18 tracks from some of country’s biggest stars. Songs include “Crazy by Patsy Cline;” “I Walk the Line by Johnny Cash and the Tennessee Two;” “Stand by Your Man by Tammy Wynette;” “Ole from Muskogee by Merle Haggard;” and more. MCPS. 12¼x12¼.

**SOLD OUT**

**VINYL 3688933 KINGS AND QUEENS OF COUNTRY.** This vinyl compilation includes 18 tracks from some of country’s biggest stars. Songs include “Crazy by Patsy Cline;” “I Walk the Line by Johnny Cash and the Tennessee Two;” “Stand by Your Man by Tammy Wynette;” “Ole from Muskogee by Merle Haggard;” and more. MCPS. 12¼x12¼.

**SOLD OUT**

**VINYL 3688931 THE UNBROKEN CIRCLE: The Musical Heritage of the Carter Family.** This double vinyl is a tribute to the music of June Carter Cash and her family, the first family of country music. Collects 15 songs, including “Worried Man Blues by George Jones;” “No Depression in Heaven by Sheryl Crow;” “Engine One Forty-Five by Johnny Cash;” “Hold Fast to Cash;” and more. Dualtone Music Group. 12¼x12¼.

**SOLD OUT**

**VINYL 3688933 KINGS AND QUEENS OF COUNTRY.** This vinyl compilation includes 18 tracks from some of country’s biggest stars. Songs include “Crazy by Patsy Cline;” “I Walk the Line by Johnny Cash and the Tennessee Two;” “Stand by Your Man by Tammy Wynette;” “Ole from Muskogee by Merle Haggard;” and more. MCPS. 12¼x12¼.

**SOLD OUT**

**VINYL 3689331 CANNED HEAT: Stockholm 1973.** Recorded live in Stockholm, Sweden on June 17, 1973. This vinyl album collects seven songs: Let’s Work Together; On the Road Again; Harley Davidson Blues; Election Blues; So Long, Wrong; Shade of a Doubt; and Goodbye for Now. 12¼x12¼.

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**VINYL 3688968 CARPENTERS: Close to You.** This remastered 180 gram vinyl collects 12 songs, including “We’ve Only Just begun;” “It’s All in the Game;” “I’ll Never Fall in Love Again;” “Maybe It’s You;” and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼.

**PRICE CUT to $13.95**
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